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Adequacy.of Purchased' Safety-Related Material
and Equipment,

1.0 DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE IDENTIFIED BY NRC

This Action Plan was initiated to address two concerns.

The first concern-was that the CPRT was not providing_ verification
of compliance of material and equipment with procurement / design
requirements. This concern is documented in the transcript * of a
public meeting held between the NRC and TU Electric on December 19,
1985 at Arlington, Texas.

The second concern was that vendor-supplied equipment at CPSES may
not comply with applicable design specification / design
requirements. This concern was based on the findings of a
reinspection of safety-related electrical penetrations installed at
'CPSES. Problems with the penetrations were originally identified
by an NRC IE Bulletin. The reinspection was performed by TU

O Electric as a result of NRC-expressed concerns with theme
electrical penetrations. The specifics of this concern are

. discussed in TU Electric Significant Deficiency Analysis Report CP
86-10.

2.0 ACTION IDI.NTIFIED BY NRC

The NRC did not specify any specific action to be taken.

3.0 BACKGROUND

The Quality of Construction and QA/QC Adequacy Program originally
addressed construction activities and in general did not address
procurement activities. One exception to this was ISAP VII.a.4,
"Audit Program and Auditor Qualification", which. included TU
Electric supplier QA audits within its scope.- Use was cade of
information from ISAP VII.a.4 during implementation of inis ISAP as
additional data to be considered in selection of vendors from which
equipment was selected for evaluation by this ISAP.

The CPRT Design Adequacy Program (DAP) included a self-initiated,
sample-based assesement of CPSES design adequacy that addressed the
entire Architect-Engineer (A/E) safety-related design scope. The
DAP evaluated the adequacy of A/E-furnished specifications.O

* See Page 91, Line 15 of the transcript.
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calculations, and drawings. The DAP evaluation also included
selected reviews of vendor-supplied documentation (e.g., drawings,
test reports, etc.) to determine compliance with CPSES design
requirements and associated procurement specifications. DAP
findings related to the design-related aspects of the CPSES
procurement program were documented in Discrepancy / Issue Resolution
Reports (DIRs) and Issue Resolution Reports (IRRs) and were
provided to TU Electric and its major contractors for the
Corrective Action Program (CAP). The CAP is the vehicle through
which these CPRT identified discrepancies are being resolved.

This Issue-Specific Action Plan (ISAP) evaluated the compliance of
the physical characteristics of safety-related material and
equipment purchased by TU Electric and Brown & Root with
procurement specification requirements and physical design
characteristics specified by TU Electric, Brown & Root, and/or the

("'N vendor. The ISAP also evaluated whether the current procurement
N_,) program and warehouse storage / maintenance program contains the

essential elements for controlling safety-related materials and
equipment and whether the current programs are being adequately
implemented. The results of the implementation of this ISAP
provided input to the collective evaluation of the construction QA
program, and established the basis for responding to the expressed
NRC concerns in Section 1.0 of this ISAP.

4.0 CPRT ACTION PLAN

4.1 Scope and Methodology

The primary objective of this ISAP was to evaluate selected
safety-related purchased material and equipment installed at
CPSES for compliance with procurement specification
requirements and physical design characteristics of the
material or equipment specified by TU Electric, Brown & Root,
and/or the vendor.

A second objective of this ISAP was to evaluate the adequacy
and implementation of the current CPSES procurement system and
warehouse storage / maintenance program. The current CPSES
procurement system includes both TU Electric and Brown & Root.

() The following tasks were implemented to achieve these
- objectives:

..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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Procured safety-related material and equipment was-

selected for evaluation.

Equipment and material reinspection and document review-

checklists were developed based on review of the
applicable procurement specification, TU Electric,
Brown & Root, or vendor design drawings and other
pertinent documents.

Field reinspection of selected safety-related equipment-

was performed.
^

Selected safety-related materials were evaluated by-

reviewing related quality records, such as certified
material test reports and other tests performed during
construction.

<

Checklists were developed for the evaluation of the-

current procurement systen, and warehousep). storage / maintenance program.
,

5s,

The current procurement system and warehouse-

storage / maintenance program were evaluated by review of
the applicable supporting documentation.

Discrepancies were identified and evaluated for-

validity, safety significance, and adverse trends.

4.1.1 Selection of Matertal and Equipment for Evaluation

Prior to selecting specific equipment and materials for
,

evaluation, certain basic requirements were established'

regarding the selection process. One of these
j requirements was that equipment and material procured
I and furnished by Westinghouse as part of the Nuclear
| Steam Supply System (NSSS) would not be evaluated ;
' because, consistent with industry practice, these items '

| vere not separately evaluated under the TU Electric and
Brown & Root procurement programs and, therefore, would

i not provide information as to the adequacy of these
! programs. Westinghouse has an NRC-approved Quality

Assurance Program. In addition, the Westinghouse NSSS
procurement program has been thoroughly reviewed and :

audited on numerous occasions by independent and/or

O outside individuals and groups. The remaining
requirements were: (1) that electrical cable tray

,

b

--~.er,-~ ve, ,- n n, -,,---.-- - a ,n ,--,_--n-_-n -s_.. - . - _ . - -,-..,w--~,-.--- + - - - . . - - . - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - ,---
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supports, pipe supports, and pipe whip restraints would
not be evaluated because of the extensive evaluations

'

of these items being performed as part of other CPRT or
Project activities; (2) that equipment and material to
be evaluated had to be currently designated as Safety
Class 1, 2, or 3. Seismic Category I, or Class 1E; and
(3) that equipment to be evaluated had to be accessible
for reinspection. Accessible equipment was equipment
that could be reached by ladder or simple scaffolding
and equipment that the plant status allowed to be
de-energized for reinspection.or equipment that is
configured such that the reinspections could be safely
performed with the equipment energized.

Safety-related material that met the basic requirements
ranged from consumable materials such as reinforcing
steel and weld rod to engineered equipment such as heat
exchangers and motor control centers. Consequently, *

the measures established to evaluate whether theO procured material and equipment complied with the
*procuresent specification and design requirements

varied. The specific types of safety-related
material / equipment evaluated were selected using ,

criteria wr.ich ensured that:

A representative cross-section of-

safety-related materials and equipment was
selected for evaluation. The following

,
points were considered in the selection of

| equipment and material evaluated:
,

t

Design complexity;|
--

Method of manufacture or--

fabrication;

Type of equipment / material;-

The volume of procured items--

delivered in a given time frame;

Vendors with problems identified by--

TU Electric or Brown & Root, ISAP
VII.a.4, or NRC I&E Bulletins /

O Notices, 10CFR$0.55(e) Reports, and
'

10CFR21 Reports.

__. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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A minimum of one ites was inspected from each-

selected vendor. If the vendor
manufactured / fabricated the equipment or
material at different times in the history of
CPSES, the list of selected items usually
included at least two items, one ites
selected from the early deliveries and one
item selected from the later deliveries. For
example, a control board panel supplied by
Reliance Electric in July 1980 was one iten
selected. A second iten, a hot shutdown
panel supplied in Septembwr 1984, was also
selected from the same supplier.

The above criteria provided a qualitative basis for
selecting the specific equipment and material that was
to be evaluated and provided assurance that a

O representative cross-section of CPSES equipment and
material wa's evaluated. Forty-eight of the 111 CPSES
equipment and m&terial design specifications were
selected for this evaluation. The selection criteria,

'

coupled with the substantial percentage of the total
number of equipment and material procurement

j specifications and the bias toward selection of-problem
vendors, provided a selection of items for evaluation'

that was adequate to determine if there is reasonable
assurance that safety-related materials and equipment
procured by TU Electric and Brown & Root are capable of
performing their intended safety functions.

4.1.2 Reinspection of Material / Equipment

A reinspection checklist was developed for each
piece / type of material and equipment. selected. The
individual attributes included in each checklist were
established by review of the applicable procurement
specification and TU Electric, Brown & Root, or vendor

L design drawings in effect on the date of receipt at

| CPSES.
i

Equipment was not required to be disassembled to
perform reinspections. Attributes that could not be
reinspected without equipment disassembly were,

: identified as inaccessible.
1

1
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The reinspection checklists included, as applicable,
the following general attributes for each piece / type of
material and equipment:

Chemical and physical properties conform to-

specified requirements;

Important dimensions and other-

characteristics conform with drawings and
specification; and

Vendor-supplied quality records are complete-

and acceptable for important attributes such
as major base metal repairs.

Ut 1* ' 5 '' ' the squipment checklists, a field
rc e > s ion /docuneatation review of the selected,

: r n ai and material determined compliance with
'

d6mtes Jpecification requirements and physical designN-

characteristics specified by TU Electr,ic, Brown & Root,
and/or the vendor.

! Materials such as weld rod, cement, and reinforcing
! steel were inaccessible for reinspection because these

materials were consumed or altered in some manner
during the construction process. Therefore, only
documentation reviews were conducted for these types of .,

I materials..
I

j Identified discrepancies from the equipment or material
procurement specification and/or TU Electric Brown &
Root, or vendor design drawings were researched through
available records to determine whether:

the discrepancy was the result of an-

authorized modification (NCR, DCA, etc.);

the discrepancy could have been reasonably-

attributed to onsite construction or testing
activities; or

the discrepancy most likely existed at the!
-

! time of receipt and was not detected and
I , corrected during manufacturing inspection,
| vendor surveillance and receipt inspection.

__ - _ ._ - _ __ . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ , -_ _.
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Those discrepancies determined to have resulted from
construction and/or testing activities that occurred
after the equipment was receipt-inspected were
documented as out-of-scope deviations in accordance
with QA/QC Review Team procedures and transmitted to
the Project for disposition in accordance with P'toject
procedures.

<

Those discrepancies not attributed to authorized
modifications or construction / testing activities were
considered to have existed prior to acceptance at CPSES
and were documented as manufacturing deviations.

4.1.3 Review of Current Program

A checklist, based on the requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B, Criteria IV, VII, X, and XIII and FSAR
Sections 17.1.4, 17.1.7, 17.1.10, and 17.1.13, was

;

; w developed and used to review the current TUGC0 QA Plan,
the Brown & Root QA Plan, and the TU Electric and Brown

s,

& Root procurement program implementing procedures and
instructions for compliance with these top leveli

l procurement program requirements and commitments.

In addition, an evaluation of the implementation of the
current procurement program activities was performed
using a separate checklist developed from the CPSES
program documents referenced above. The areas of
evaluation included:

Preparation, review and control of-

procurement documents.
|

Evaluation and approval of suppliers,' -

Review and approval of vendor-supplied-

documents, such as drawings, procedures, and
! nonconformance reports,

Manufacturing and vendor surveillance,! -

f Receiving inspection, andj
-

i Storage and maintenance.

|O
-

'

|

[
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These evalustions determined whether the current CPSES
procurement and warehouse storage and maintenance
programs were acceptable.

4.1.4 Documentation of Discrepancies

Discrepancies identified as a result of the equipment
reinspections or the evaluation of the current
procurement system were documented as either
manufacturing deviations or QA/QC program deviations,
respectively.

Manufacturing deviations were reviewed to determine if
the deviations were potentisily safety-significant.

If the deviations were determined not to be potentially
saf ety-significant , the justification was documented in
accordance with QA/QC Review Team procedures andO approved by appropriate QA/QC Review Team personnel.

If the deviations were determined to have potential
safety significance, the deviations were evaluated by
the Safety Significance Evaluation Group in accordance
with QA/QC Review Team procedures. No evaluations of
deviations for safety significance were assigned to
other CPRT Review Teams. The results of the
evaluations, including references to engineering data
or other information used to make the determination,
were documented and are maintained in the ISAP Working
File.

QA/QC program deviations were evaluated in accordance
with QA/QC Review Team procedures. The results of the
evaluations were documented and are maintained in the
ISAP Working File.

Those deviations determined to be unclassified
deviations, QA/QC program deficiascies, or
manufacturing deficiencies were evaluated to determine,
if possible, their root causes and generic
implications.

Those deviations that were determined not to be
unclassified deviations. QA/QC program deficiencies, or,

manufacturing deficiencies were evaluated to determine
if there were any adverse or unclassified trends that

i

,,, ..

__ --- _
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would warrant additional reinspection or corrective
action. The results of this analysis are addressed in
Section 5.5 of this Results Report.

4.2 Participants' Roles and Responsibilities

The organizations and personnel that participated in this
effort are described below with their respective scopes of
work.

4.2.1 QA/QC Review Team

4.2.1.1 Scope

The QA/QC Review Team was charged with the
overall responsibility for performing this
evaluation and preparation of the results,

f ~g 4.2.1.2 Personnel

U
Mr. J. L. Hansel Review Team Leader

Mr. C. W. Vincent Issue Coordinator
(prior to 10/13/87)

Mr. J. D. Christensen Issue Coordinator
(10/13/87 to
completion)

Mr. R. Miller SSEG Supervisor

4.2.2 TU Electric

4.2.2.1 Scope

TU Electric provided assistance in
identifying and locating applicable
information and documentation to support the
QA/QC Review Team activities and coordinated
field reinspections with CPSES construction
and operations groups.

4.2.2.2 Personnel

O Mr. B. C. Scott Equipment Reinspection
Coordinator (prior to

09/04/87)

. . - . .. ..--.._- -
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Mr. J. K. Uehlein Equipment Reinspection
Coordinator (after
09/04/87)

4.3 Qualifications of Personnel

QA/QC Review Team inspectors certified to the requirements of
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.58 (Revision 2), and ANSI N45.2.6
(1978) were used to perform the material and equipment
reinspections covered by_this ISAP. All other' personnel
associated with the analysis and evaluation of the systems and
findings covered by this ISAP were qualified in accordance
with the requirements of the CPRT Program Plan.

4.4 Procedures

4.4.1 Classification of Deviations

The discrepancies identified during the implementation''~
,

of this ISAP were classified either as deviations or
deficiencies, depending on the safety significance of
the discrepancy. The definitions applicable to ISAP
VII.a.9, which are consistent with the definitions
contained in Appendix E of the CPRT Program Plan, are
as follows:

a) Manufacturing Deviations

Any identified discrepancy related to the
manufacture of safety-related equipment
and/or material that has been determined to
constitute a verified failure to manufacture
safety-related equipment and/or material in
accordance with procurement and/or design
requirements specified by TU Electric and/or
the vendor. Deviations were also written
during reviews of documentation when
documentation was identified as missing or
incomplete, even when that documentation had
never been required to have been submitted to

iTU Electric,

O
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b) Manufacturing Deficiency

Any identified manufacturing deviation that
has been determined to be safety-significant.

c) Safety-Significant

See Section B.1.(E) and associated footnote
in Appendix E of the CPRT Program Plan for
definition.

d) Adverse Trend

A trend is considered to be adverse if it is
determined that the identified pattern or
commonality is likely to have resulted in the
occurrence of an undetected manufacturing

. deficiency in the affected area, population,

Q- or stratum. The adverse trend classification
can also result from a single manufacturing
deviation if it has been determined that the
single manufacturing deviation indicates the

| likely occurrence of an undetected
manufacturing deficiency in the affected
area, population, or stratum,

e) Unclassified Deviations

As noted in the CPRT Program Plan (e.g.,
; Program Plan, Section IV(A), p. 14), it may

be determined that it is more practical or
expeditious, with respect to a given
manufacturing deviation or set oft

I manufacturing deviations, to proceed directly
to analysis of root cause and generic
implications and to specification of
corrective actions. Where such a
determination has been made, performing a
safety significance evaluation of the

j
' unclassified manufacturing deviation (s) wou1(e

serve no purpose and was not done. Such
unclassified manufacturing deviations were

|
I tracked as manufacturing deficiencies for

purposes of root cause and generic
' implications analysis and for the purpose of

corrective actions.
,

P

.<-w- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - --
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4.4.2 Instructions and Checklists

Instructions and checklists that address, as a minimum,
the items in Paragraphs 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 were developed
as an integral part of this evaluation.

4.4.3 QA/QC Review Team Procedures

Work was conducted in accordance with applicable QA/QC
Review Team procedures. CPP-027, "Reinspection /
Documentation Review of Purchased Safety-Related
Material and Equipment" was issued to specifically
apply to ISAP VII.a.9 activities.

4.5 Standards / Acceptance Criteria
;

Applicable standards and acceptance criteria used for the
N evaluation of the current procurement system are contained in

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criteria IV, VII, X, and XIII; and the SAR
Sections 17.1.4, 17.1.7, 17.1.10, and 17.1.13.

j Applicable acceptance criteria used for the reinspection of
| purchased safety-related material and equipment are contained

in the procurement specifications TU Electric / vendor design
drawings, as well as other documents identified in the ISAP
Working File.

5.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTION PLAN AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This Results Report documents the CPRT evaluation of the adequacy
of purchased safety-related material and equipment. This
evaluation was designed to address the following two questions:

Is there reasonable assurance that CPSES safety-related-

material and equipment procured by TU Electric and Brown &
Root are capable of performing their intended safety

l functions?

Does the current CPSES procurement program comply with the-

applicable requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criteria 15,
VII, X, and XIII as defined in the SAR Sections 17.1.4,
17.1.7, 17.1.10, and 17.1.13; and is the program beingi () adequately implemented?

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 describe the actions taken by the QA/QC Review
Team to evaluate each of the above questions.

. __ . _ _ _ . - , -_ ,_ -
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5.1 Reinspection of Safety-Related Material and Equipment

5.1.1 Identification of Safety-Related Specifications

The QA/QC Review Team identified a total of 171
safety-related equipment and material procurement
specifications.

An assessment of the scope of the identified 171
safety-related equipment and material procurement
specifications determined that the total number of
safety-related equipment and material procurement
specifications to be considered could be reduced from
171 to 111, for the following reasons:

Not all the 171 specifications were for-

materials or equipment classified as
safety-related in the CPSES FSAR; and

Some specifications were basically the same-

but numbered differently to provide obvious-

distinction between vendors of like
equipment.

The 111 safety-related specifications identified
consisted of:

19 Electrical Specifications;-

63 Mechanical Specifications; and-

29 Material Specifications.-

5.1.2 Identification of Safety-Related Vendors

The QA/QC Review Team identified all vendors who
supplied the equipment and material addressed in the
111 basic safety-related procurement specifications.
Multiple vendors that were associated with the 111
basic procurement specifications were included in the
total. Completion of the above actions resulted in the
identification of 130 vendors who supplied
safety-related materials and equipment.

O

l
_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ . - - _ _ - _ _ _

|
.

__
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5.1.3 Selection of Specific Equipment and Materials '

The number of items to be. reinspected was not
.

predetermined. The intent was to select a sufficient
number to provide a reasonable basis for reaching
conclusions about the adequacy of purchased
safety-related material and equipment. In general TU
Electric procured safety-related equipment and material
from the sams vendors that supplied the same or similar
equipmeat to other operating nuclear facilities. The
criteria set forth in Section 4.1.1 for item selection
(design complexity, method of manufacture or
fabrication, type of equipment or material, quantity,
and probleu vendors) ensured the selection of a
sufficiently broad and representative sample. The

,

reinspection and evaluation of this broad and
representative sample is sufficient to identify
potential generic flaws in the TU Electric procurement'

O system that could result in equipment problems that are
different from and more severe than those experienced ,

by the nuclear industry in general. Overall, the
sample provides a base of information from which a
subjective determination of the likelihood of the
existence of unidentified problems that could adversely
affect the safety of operations in unevaluated
equipment can be made.

The QA/QC Review Team, utilizing the above selection
criteria, chose 81 items from 62 vendors for
reinspection. The following points support the QA/QC
Review Team's conclusion that the sample is
sufficiently broad and representative to provide a
basis for reaching the required conclusions: .

Forty percent (44 of 111) of all-

safety-related procurement specifications
were represented in the sample.

,

Forty-eight percent (62 of 130) of the-

vendors who furnished safety-related
materials and equipment to CPSES were
represented in the sample.

O Selection of the items was biased to include-

equipment and materials where deviations were
most likely to be identified. For example,<

the 62 vendors selected, except for materials

- - - - . -. - .- - __ -.. - . _ - - - - . - . - _ - . - . . - - - - - - -
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vendors, were usually vendors known to have
had problems. Also, a larger percentage of
electrical specifications (79 percent - 15 of
19), was selected over mechanical

specifications (35 percent - 22 of 63)
because much of the significant mechanical
equipment was furnished as part of the NSSS
under the Westinghouse QA program. In-
addition, the electrical industry relies
primarily on the suppliers' internal QA
program for assuring compliance, whereas the
suppliers of most safety-related mechanical
equipment are subjected to ASME third-party
inspections and audits.

5.1.4 Development of Verification Packages

The first step in the development of the verification
packages was to establish the applicable revision level

.O of the design specification and design drawings. This
was accomplished by utilizing the specific

identification number (SPIN Number) of the selected
' equipment and matching that number to the applicable
| CPSES Receiving Inspection Report (RIR). For the
l purpose of identifying the applicable procurement

specification and drawings, the date the RIR was
completed was considered to be the date that the

,

! equipment was received on site.

The identification of the applicable revisions of
j procurement specifications to be utilized in the
l verification of the acceptability of safety-related

materials was accomplished in a different manner.

| Specific shipments of materials were selected to assure
l that:

material shipments from the early, middle and-

late stages of the construction phase of
CPSES were included in the evaluation; and

materials from each vendor that supplied the-

selected type of material were included in
the sample.

O
|

,- . _ . . - .-. . .- , . .
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The equipment SPIN Number and the date of receipt for-
the equipment and materials were identified to the
TU Electric Equipment Reinspection Coordinator. This
information was utilized by the CPSES Document Control
Center to identify the applicable revisions of the
procurement specifiestions and drawings in effect on
the established date of receipt at CPSES. Copies of
these documents were provided to the QA/QC Review Team
for their use in preparation of the verification
packages.

The QA/QC Review Team analyzed these documents to
establish the verifiable criteria to be included in'the
verification packages. These criteria were limited to

! those that could be verified by reinspection or
documentation review.

O The attributes selected by the QA/QC Review Team for
verification were usually those that could affect the
ability of the equipment or materials to perform its
intended safety function. However, this was not always
the case due to certain attributes being inaccessible'

because the equipment was installed or, in the case of
materials, items having been consumed. In scoe cases,
other attributes were selected that did not have the
potential to affect the safety function of the
equipment or material for the purpose of obtaining
input regarding the implementation of the vendor's OA
program.

The types of attributes selected by the QA/QC Review
Team for verification included the following:

Equipment

Qualification of Equipment - This verification was
accomplished by reviewing CPSES record files to verify
that the vendor had submitted the required
qualification reports. The review of the adequacy of

- _ -- - -- _ .
-
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qualification reports was outside the scope of ISAP
VII.a.9. The Project is implementing an equipment
qualification program that encompasses the question of
the adequacy of the qualification reports.

Manufacturing Processes - This verification was
accomplished by reviewing documentation furnished by
the vendor to vetify that objective evidence existed
that these processes had been properly performed. The
manufacturing processes included:

heat treatment;-

coatings / plating;-

welding / brazing;-

- major repairs to materials;
- pressure tests;

performance tests;-

pressure boundary wall thicknesses;-

non-destructive examination; and-

() hy-pot or magger test.-

Dimensions - This verification was accomplished by
field inspection of selected characteristics identified
on vendor-furnished design drawings. The selected
characteristics included dimensions such as:

mounting dimension / location;-

bolting (hole location only);-

ventilation openings for convection-cooled-

panels and cabinets;
location and cut lengths of structural-

components;
location of functional components; and-

other dimensions considered to have|
-

| functional impact.

1

Configuration - This verification was accomplished by
field inspection supplemented where required by a
review of documentation provided by the vendor. The
selected characteristics included:

size and shape of structural components;-

; required components installed (size, type,-

l rating, etc.);
general arrangement of components;I -

| field connections;-

|

- . _ ._ _ __ _ _ . . - - . _ . - . _ _ _
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absence of unidentified (extra) components,-

structural members, etc.; and
absence of prohibited materials.-

Welding - This verification was accomplished by field
reinspection to verify compliance to the design
drawings furnished by the vendor. The characteristics
verified included:

type of weld joint;-

weld location;-

weld size and length; and-

lack of rejectable discontinuities including-

cracks, porosity, lack of fusion, profile,
undercut, overlap, and unspecified welds.

Wiring / Terminations - This verification was
accomplished by field inspection of selected
characteristics. The selected characteristicsO included:

type and size of wire used;-

alectrical separation;-

touting and support;-

jacket (insulation) color;-

type of connectors including manufacturer.-

| siae, and type of insulation;
'

crlaping;-

insertion of conductor; and-

visual examination of soldered joints.-

Identification - This verification was accomplished by
field inspection to assure that the required nameplates
and labels had been installed and contained the
required data.

Materials

This verification was, with one exception, accomplished
by reviewing documentation provided by the vendor.
Class 1E electrical cable was evaluated by physical
reinspection of remnants of installed safety-related
cables and by review of supporting documentation
provided by the manufacturer.

,

.
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Reinforcing Steel - The selected document review
characteristics included:

chemical test results;-
,

physical test results;-

_ heat treatment; and-

identification and marking.-

Aggregate - The selected document review
characteristics included:

minimum specific gravity;-

maximum percent absorption;-

abrasion test;-~

fineness modulus; and-

gradation.-

Cement - The selected document review characteristics
included:

chemical analysis;
physical characteristics; and-

identification.-

Weld Rod - The selected document review characteristics
included:

chemical test results;-

physical test results;--

radiographic examination results;-

impact test results;-

preheat and post-weld heat treatment; and-

identification.-

Class 1E Electrical Cable - The reinspection and
documentation review characteristics' included:

cross-sectional area of conductors;-

marking;-

outside diameter of cable;-

proper insulation layers;-

insulation jacket thickness;-

dielectric strength;-

electrical resistance;-

O physical testing; and-

environmental qualification.-
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Class 1E Electrical Splice Kits - The documentation
review characteristics included:

test reports such as partial discharbe-

(corona) extinction, one minute dry
withstand, six hour dry withstand, 15 minute
dry withstand - DC voltage, oxygen index
percent, and dielectric strength of
insulating materials;
length and diameter; and-

rated voltage.-

Verification Package Completion

A totsi of 81 verification packages was prepared by the
Review Team. There were situations that required
verification packages to be revised. When such a

- situation arose the original package was annotated or a
supplemental package was issued. All substantiative
changes to the packages received the same review and
approval as the initially prepared package.
Attachment A provides a listing of the 81 verification
packages.

The attributes to be verified were documented on
inspection checklists, and the checklists, when
necessary, included special instructions to be followed
by the inspectors to ensure correctness and consistency
in the verification process. These checklists, unique
to the specific equipment / material selected for
verification, were included in the verification

package.

Generic instructions and checklists were also prepared
and used in the verification packages where applicable.
These generic checklists included inspection
instructions for:

ASME Division 1 Section III NB, NC, or ND-

Fressure Boundary Welds; and

ASME Division 1, Section III NF Non-Pressure-

Boundary Welds.O

_ _. _, ___ __ __ ._.._ _ _ __ _ ___ - ,._ ,-_
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For other non-pressure boundary welds, the-

Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria (VWAC).
NCIG-01, Revision 2, was used. NCIG-01
(Nuclear Construction Issues Group) provides
NRC-accepted visual weld acceptance criteria
for structural welds. The use of these
criteria was approved by TU Electric Nuclear
Engineering in lieu of the originally
specified American Welding Society (AWS)
D.1,1 Welding Standard or in the absence of
any specified welding standard identified in
the applicable design specification.

| For electrical terminations, the criteria to-

' be evaluated were prepared by TU Electric <

Nuclear Engineering specifically for the
evaluation of vendor-supplied terminations.,

The QA/QC Review Team normally evaluated 100% of the
accessible attributes. The only exceptions to this
were two electrical cabinets where the number of

I electrical terminations was very large. In these two
instances, random samples of the terminations in each
cabinet were selected in accordance with Appendix D of
the CPRT Program Plan. A 95/1 statistical sampling
screen per Appendix D of the CPRT Program Plan was
selected. These are the same screening parameters used
in the reinspection of terminations in ISAP I.a.4. The
specific details of each statistical sampling plan were
documented and are contained in the ISAP Working File
for each of the two cabinets.

5.1.5 Performance of Reinspections and Documentation Reviews

Because each item selected had unique reinspection and
evaluation rey;irements, no general reinspection
procedures were utilized. Each verification package
contained the necessary information, including
accept / reject criteria, to conduct the reinspections.
All verification packages were reviewed by the
applicable discipline inspectors prior to performing

| the reinspections or documentation reviews. The

O verification packages were also reviewed by the
applicable discipline inspectors after completion of

__
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the reinspections and documentation reviews identified
,

in the verification package. Questions generated as a
result of the reviews were answered by the inspection
supervisor or the Issue Coordinator.

The purpose of these reviews was to ensure that the
inspectors understood the criteria and inspection
f.nstructions identified in the verification packages.
A second review with the applicable inspectors was
performed prior to the inspection supervisors' signing
the package. The purpose of these reviews was to
assure that the inspectors were satisfied that all of
their questions had been answered and that they had no
outstanding concerns. The completion of these reviews
is indicated by the inspectors' signatures in the
appropriate spaces on the verification package
implementing instructions.

The inspectors verified that the installed
safety-related material and equipment conformed to the
acceptance criteria identified in the verification-

package for each attribute on the applicable checklist.
Accept or reject decisions for each attribute in many
cases required reinspection or documentation revie*= d
multiple points on the hardware or documentatior Far
example, a weld reinspection required the ins p etor to

i

l make checks for characteristics such as veld location.
weld size, veld length, fusions, craters, weld
profiles, undercut, porosity, overlap, surface slag,
and cracks. A selected item could include many valds.
Each of the multiple inspection checks or review checks-

made on an attribute to determine acceptability or
rejectability was termed an inspection decision point.
The reinspection of each selected item usually required <

multiple inspection decision points.. t

! A Deviation Report (DR) prep &rsd to document conditions
that differed from requirements could document the
nonconformance of one or more decision points. Each
nonconforming decision point is termed a "deviation."
sa h a deviation is a "manufact-:Ing deviation" as
descr1Ltd in Section 4.4.1 of this Results Report.

O .

_ _ _ . - - . __ -_ _ --- _ _. . - . - . . . . _ _ _
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Welding inspections, governed by the applicable .:criteria documented in the inspection instructions,
were performed without removing existing protective
coatings. The inspectors who performed these weld

-

inspections were certified prior to performing
inspections.

Deviation Reports

Deviation Reports initiated by the inspectors were
reviewed for validity. The ISAP VII.a.9 review for

,

vslidity was dif ferent than the validity review
performed for ISAP VII.c. This difference was caused
by the defined methodology of ISAP VII.a.9 discussed in

,

Section 4.1.2 of this Results Report. The specific
difference was the decision to reinspect the selected
items to the revision of the applicable design
specification and design drawings in effect on the date

O of receipt of the selected item at CPSES. Therefore,2 r

when deviations were identified it was necessary to
evaluate each deviation to determine if it resulted

| from onsite construction or testing activities or
authorized design modifications. ;

All ISAP VII.a.9 DRs were reviewed for validity. -Thosei-
,

ISA! VII.a.9 DRs determined to be invalid were reviewed
'

by the originating inspector and the lead discipline
,

inspector or the inspection supervisor. The

| originating inspector and the lead discipline inspector
| or the inspection supervisor indicated their

L concurrence with the invalidation by signature in the
| appropriate space on the applicable DR. If the

originating inspector or lead discipline inspector was
not available for the invalidation review, the rsview
was performed by a similarly qualified inspector. If
the originating inspector, lead discipline inspector,
or the inspection supervisor did not concur with the
justification, the DR was referred to the Review Team
Leader or the Deputy Review Team Leader for resolution. -

A total of 1,498 DRs was initiated as a result of this
reinspection / documentation review effort. The validity ,

review resulted in the invalidation of 853 of the DRs

O and validation of 645 DRs. This high rate of DR
invalidation had been expected to occur because of the

,

decision to determine whether onsite activities or
,

,----------_--,w- , - - - . - , - - - - , . - - ,
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design changes invalidating the deviation had occurred
after identification of the deviation rather than
searching for sueb informatica prior to conducting the
reinspections as was done for ISAP VII.c. All of the
645 valid DRs were reviewed fur safety significance.
This review resulted in three DRs involving ten
decision points being classified as manufacturing
deficiencies and 28 DRs involving 1,316 decision points
being made unclassified deviatiov~. Base are

discussed in detail in Section 5.1.6 of this Results
Report.

The QA/QC Review Team evaluated about 195,000
individual decision points and determined that
approximately 6.2 percent of the individual decision
points did not conform to the requirements of the
applicable procurement specification and/or the
applicable design drawings.

' Each valid DR was evsluated for its safety significance
as defined in the CPRT Program Plan and the QA/QC
Review Team procedures. Valid deviations were
evaluated by first identifying what safety-related
aspect of the selee: d item was affected.- An
evaluation was then perfora d to determine if the
selected ites could perform 'ts intended safety
function. Both qualit d ve ed quantitative evaluation
methods were used, depending en the nature of the
deviation u d the amount and type of engineering
informatic,c available for the selected item.

The majority of the deviations required straightforward
. analysis to determine what affect the deviation had on
! the ability of the selected item to perform its

intended safety function. Others required more
extensive quantitative analysis to determine the
magnitude of the detrimental effect or the reduction in

,

| capacity.
!

Qualitative analysis was used to evaluate deviations
that did not affect a load transfer path (or other

| functional parameter such as electrical current), and
l was also used to evaluate most deviations that affected
! only the load transfn path (or other functional

parameter) to a minor extent. Examples of these types
are certain deviations for welds, equipment
identification, color coding, and shape dimensions.

!

|

|

- -._.;. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _._
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t

Quantitative analysia was used to evaluate deviations
,that directly affected load transfer paths or other

functional parameters. ~The quantitative analysis was ;

done for the portion of the selected item containing '

the deviation (e.g., certain weld deviations and member
sizes) or for the entire ites. Types of quantitative [
analysis included direct calculations of as-found-
capacities, reduction in design margins and/or the
maximus deviation allowed to maintain functional ;

capability, ~

The extent.to which the calculated capacity reduction
i affected the safety-related function of the ites was

then evaluated. For evaluations in which the
;functional-capacity in the as-found condition was

calculated, the severity of the deviation was
determined'from the capacity reduction and the' design,

margin reduction. ;

The capacity reduction was generally calculated to bee

the reduction in load capacity (or other functional i

i parameters such as electrical current) due to the
| physical deviation, without reference to the load on

j the item. The design margin reduction was the
. reductSn in the unused capacity. The severity of the

deviations was categorized based on the magnitude of
.

the capacity reduction and the effect on the !
safety-related function as follows*

!
Insignificant: Deviations that had a f

-

negligible change (generally less than 10 |
percent reduction) in the characteristic of ;
interest or had a negligible effect on the *

ability of the ites to perform its intended '

design function (this may be a qualitative
evaluation).

Notable Deviations that had a i-
i

non-negligible change in the characteristic ;

of interest or had a non-negligible effect oc

i
.

O |
.

%- . - - _ . _ _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
!
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the ability of the item to perform its
intended design function (this may be a
qualitative evaluation).*

Manufacturing Deficiency: Any identifia.d-

manufacturing deviation that has been
determined to be safety-significant.

Unclassified Deviations: Those deviations-

for which a determination was made to proceed
directly to analysis of root cause and
generic implications and to recommendation
for corrective actions without performing a
safety significance evaluation. Such
unclassified deviations were treated in the
same way as manufacturing deficiencias for
the purposes of root cause and generic
implications analysis and of corrective

f''T action recommendations.
G

5.~. 6 Trend Analysis

The trend analysis conducted for this ISAP consisted of
an evaluation of all deviations, including uncitssified
deviations and manufsecuring deficiencies. The purpose
of the evaluation was to determine if an identified 3

pattern or commonality existed that indicated that it
'

is likely that an unidentified manufacturing deficiency
exists in uninspected equipment from individual vendors
or in uninspected equipsette frorn multiple vendors.

To conduct the analysis, all deviations, including
unclasaified deviations and mantfacturing deficiencies,
were grouped into the following eight categories for
analysis:

It .thould be noted that if one or more deviating decision points on*

a DR were identified ce notable, all decision points on the DR
were, for ease of counting, identified as notable. This practice
resulted in a higher instance of notable deviations than in ISAP
VII.c. where each deviating decision point was individually ,

classified.

O

- . - , , - - ,
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Qualification of equipment,-

Manufacturing processes.-

Dimensions,-

Configuration.-

Welding,-

Electrical wiring / terminations,-

Identification, and--

Materials.-

The reinspections/ documentation reviews that were
conducted for each of these groups have been previously
described in Section 5.1.4 of this Results Report.

The analysis of each category considered the frequency
of occurrence of deviating conditions, the severity of
the deviations (insignificant er notable) and, in the
case of manufacturing deficiencies or unclassified
deviations, whether TU Electric had determined the
deviating condition (s) to be reportable to the Nuclear+

kegulatory Commission as a condition that could have
adversely affected the safety of operations of the

| nuclear power plant. Also considered were the type of
| equipment or material, the vendors that supplied the

equipment, and in the case of areas of concern, whether
the conditions would likely have been detected by en

,
adequate (in terms of indu:.try standards in existence

| at the time of procurement) vendor qualification,
vendor surveillance, and receipt inspection program.

I
i The results t' these eight trend analyses are
j summarized in the following sections. Detailed

i descriptions of each of these analyses are contained in
Attachments B through I.i

Qualification of Equipse.T

Document reviews were conducted to verify that required..f.

I doismic and environmental quai *(ication reports had
been received from vendors and th3t these reports
certified compliance with the codes and standards
required by the procurement specification. Revious
of the technical adequacy of the content of these
reports were outside the scope of this ISAP and were
conducted through the Design Adequacy Program and its
successor, the Project's Correctivc Action Program.

_ _
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-There was a total of 203 decision points evaluated.
Eight deviations were identified (3.9 percent deviation
rate), all of which were determined to be
insignificant. No adverse trends were identified and
no further document reviews or evaluations are
required. Based on the results of the document reviews
conducted in this category, it is concluded that there
is reasonable assurance that the qualification records
of similar equipment not evaluated were received and
indicate compliance with applicable qualification
standards and requirements. Details of this analysis
are contained in Attachment B.

Manufacturing Processes

Document reviews were conducted to determine if
manufacturing processes, including the use of correct

O materials, haat treating, coatings and plating, welding
'

k/ and brazing, testing, nondestructive examination,
'

pressure boundary wall thickness checks and other
vendor dimensional checks, and major repairs, were
properly conducted by the vendors.

There was a total of 6,836 decision points evaluated,
of which 1,630 were identified as deviations (23.9
percent deviation rate). There were 161 deviations
reported involving documented evidence of actual
departures from design requirements. An additional
1.469 deviations were reported for incomplete or
missing documentation. Most of the missing or
incomplete documentation deviations were the result of
not being able to locate or obtain documentation of
manufacturing processes that was not specifically

,

I required to be submitted as part of the records
|

packages.

The trend evaluation subcategorized manufacturing
! process deviations into those related to electrical

equipment and those related to mechanical equipment.
For equipment purchased to electrical specification
requirements, there was a total of only 273 decision
points, from which 13 insignificant deviations were
identified. Based on the low frequency of occurrence

O of deviations and the lack of significance of the
deviations that were identified, it is concluded that

no trend of deviations exists for electrical
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specification equipment and that it is not likely that
unidentified manufacturing process deficiencies exist
in the electrical specification equipment that was not
evaluated. For mechanical specification equipment,
only six notable deviations, involving two vendors,
were identified. The evaluation determined that none
of the 1.otable deviations was of concern. The
remaining deviations related to mechanical
specification equipment were all insignificant.
Approximately 89 percent of the mechanical equipment
deviations involved missing or incomplete
documentation. In many cases the missing documentation-
had not originally been required to be included in the
record packages. Based on the lack of significance of
the mechanical equipment deviations, it is concluded
that it is not likely that unidentified manufacturing
deficiencies exist in the mechanical specification
equipment. Therefore, no adverse trend was identified.

. Details of this analysis are contained in Attachment C.
,

Dimensions

Reinspections were conducted of dimensions on equipment
as required by procurement specifications and design
drawings. There was a total of 10,498 deciaion points
that resulted in the identification of 619 deviations
(5.9 percent deviation rate). One notable DR with
eight deviating decision points, all involving
undersized louver openings on one electrical panel, was
identiffed but was determined not to be safety
significant. The remaining deviations were all
insignificant. Most were deviations involving
dimensions that were not critical to the function of
the equipment. Based on the lack of significance of
the identified dimensional deviations, it is concluded
that it is not likely that unidentified manufacturing
deficiencies related to dimensions exist in the
equipment not evaluated. Therefore, no adverse trend
was identified. Details of this analysis are contained
in Attachment D.

Configuration

Reinspections of selected safety-related equipment were

O conducted to determina if the size and shape of
structural members were correct, whether correct
components were installed, whether the general
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arrangements of components were correct, if field
connections were correct, whether unidentified or extra
components or structural members existed, and whether

'

there was evidence of the nee of prohibited materials.

There was a total of 14,266 decision points evaluated,
of which 615 were identified as deviations (4.3 percent
deviation rate). Sixteen inspection points, involving
four items from three vendors, were identified as

unclassified deviations. Sixty-two inspection points,
involving four items from three vendors, were
identified as notable deviations. Items from a total
of 34 vendors were evaluated in this trending category.

For the purposes of this portion of the trend analysis,
the configuration deviations were subcategorized into
those related to mechanical equipment that had no
electrical components and those related to either

O electrical equipment or mechanical equipment with
electrical components. There was a total of 12 vendors
of mechanical equipment (without electrical components)
for which only 11 insignificant configuration
deviations were identified.

For the remaining 22 vendors, analysis of the
deviacione resulted in two primary areas of concern
related to the size and shape of structural members for
electrical cabinets and related to the use of correct
components in electrical equipment.

Two unclassified DRs involving 11 configuration *

inspection points, were written for the Unit 2 hot
shutdown panel. The first DR involved the failure to
provide a three-point latching mechanism for each door.,

There is some evidence that the latching method
utilized may have been inadequate based on problems
that occurred during seismic testing. The second DR
involved the substitution of undersized rectangular
tubular braces in the panel. This substitution
requires extensive analysis to determine if the panel
is capable of withstanding the specified seismic loads.
The door latching configuration complied with vendor
drawings but did not meet procurement specification
requirements. The undersized tubular braces were not

O
-

in compliance with vendor drawings. Because of the

1
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extensive analyses that would be required to evaluate
these two DRs, both were referred to Project for
resolution.

The cause of the unclassified DRs was attributed to
manufacturing and design errors on the part of the
vendor. The vendor had been appropriately qualified as
a supplier as was required by the CPSES QA program.
Although there is evidence that the deviations were
overlooked during surveillance activities,-the -

deviations were not of the type that would necessarily
have been detected by TU Electric during normal
manufacturing surveillance and receipt inspection

,

activities. .

1

A review of deviations identified for other suppliers -

was conducted to determine if there were other concerns
related to the size and shape of structural members.

O The review did not identify any similar concerns or
' pattern of deviations indicative of problems similar to i

those that occurred on the Unit 2 hot shutdown panel.
Soue indirectly related, but insignificant, deviations
were identified on the Unit 2 Class 1E battery charger
supplied by another vendor.

! Based upon the evaluation of these two unclassified DRs ;

and other deviations related to the size and shape of |

; structural members, the following recommendations for
corrective action were developed:.

1. Conduct the required evaluations to resolve
the two unclassified DRe on the Unit 2 hot
shutdown panel.

2. Reinspect all seismically qualified
electrical panels supplied by the vendor of
the hot shutdown panel to ensure that the i

main structural members and doors are as
specified. |

3. Although there is no indication of concern in |
this area beyond the vendor of the hot !

shutdown panel, a review of NRC IE circulars.
bulletins, and notices should be conducted to

O determine if other suppliers of electrical
equipment, and in particular the vendor who

,

.,-.....,-v, . - - - - - - - - . _ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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supplied the battery charger, have had
related structural problems reported
regarding seismic qualifications. If so, an
e'aluation should be conducted to consider
the possible relationship of these problems
to CPSES equipment and to determine if
additional action is required.

Two notable DRs, involving 60 inspe: tion points and
originally identified as annufact' ring deficiencies,
were related to the use of correct components in
electrical equipment. The two DRs were identical with
one involving the Unit 1 solid state safeguards system
sequencer and the second involving the Unit 2
sequencer. The deviations involved the installation of
electrical relays by the vendor that did not meet the
direct current (DC) contact make ratinr; required by the
procurement specification (1.1 amp aske and break asO installed versus 10 amps make and 1 amp break
specified). The original safety significance analyses
determined that five relays in each sequencer required
a DC rating of two amps aske in lieu of the 1.1 amp
aske rating of the relay. This would result in the
relays failing prematurely. The Project subsequently
provided new information from the vendor that the
relays were capable of at least 5 amps aske, which
would suffice to ensure their safety function, and that
further tests are to be performed to verify their
capability to meet the ten amp make requirement in the
procurement specification. Based upon this
information, the safety significance evaluations were
revised to indicate that the reported conditions will
not result in the inability of the affected items to
perform their intended safety functions, and the DRs
were reclassified from manufacturing deficiencies to
notable deviations. These two notable DRs were
determined to constitute an adverse trend, because of

the possibility of similar manufactcing deficiencies
existing in this vendor's unevaluated equipment.

No other deviations were identified during
implementation of this ISAP that were related to the
notable DRs discussed above. Some apparently

O unauthorized substitutions of components were
identified within items that were reinspected but, in
all cases, the substitutions were of an equal or better
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iten. One related deficiency was identified during
implementation of ISAP VII.c that involved a relay in a
Unit I vertical relay cabinet supplied by another
vendor. The deficiency was the substitution of a 120
volt alternating current (AC) coil on a relay that
required a 120 volt DC coil. This substitution would
potentially cause the relay to fail prematurely.

The cause of the adverse trend involving the relays in
the solid state safeguards system sequencers was
attributed to vendor design error. It was only
subsequent to the identification of the concern that it
was determined that the relays were capable of usating
actual operating conditions. In the case of the

'

incorrect relay in the vertical relay cabinet, the
cause was attributed to vendor manufacturing error. In ;

both cases, the vendors had been appropriately ;
qualified as suppliers in accordance with the CPSES QA
program. The relay problems were not necessarily of a
type that would likely have been detected by TU

, ,
' Electric during normal manufacturing surveillance and '

receipt inspection activities. However, the records of *

the final TU Electric inspections of the vertical relay
cabinets that were conducted prior to shipment indicate

,

that the relays were checked for the attribute related
'

to the deviating condition and that an error was made ;

as to their acceptability. -

,_

Based upon the evaluation of this adverse trend and the :
"

ISAP VII.c deficiency related to installation of
correct components, the following recommendations for
corrective action were developed:

1. Develop a program to verify that correct

.

relays and components are installed in Class i

1F equipment supplied to CPSES by the vendor
who manufactured the solid state safeguards
system sequencer. Based upon the root cause

7

of design error, a review of vendor
documentation to identify discrepancies would

,

be acceptable in lieu of reinspections if so
desired. A similar program, based on (

reinspections during the Post Construction ;
'Hardware Validation Program (PCHVP), has been

established for Class 1E equipment suppliedO by the vertical relay cabinet vendor as part
of ISAP VII.c-related corrective actions.
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2. .Although the root causes of the problems for
the two vendors are unrelated, it is

recommended that a review of NRC IE
circulars, bulletins, and notices be
conducted by TU Electric to determine if
other suppliers of electrical equipment have
had related problems with use of incorrect
components. Particular attention should be
placed on problems related to relays and use
of AC components where DC components are
required. If problems are identified, an
evaluation should be conducted to consider
the possible relationship of these problems
to CPSES equipment and to determine if,

additional action is required.

Additionally, it is recommended that the TU Electric
program currently under development in conjunction with

O Environmental Qualification activities and related to
relay life, be evaluated to determine if it can be4

utilized to provide additional confidence regarding the
installation of correct relays in electrical equipment.

With the exception of configuration deviations relating
to Limitorqua valve operators, the remaining notable
deviations and insignificant deviations were evaluated
and were determined not to be reflective of patterns of
concern in the other areas of configuration that were

;

evaluated. Because of existing industry-wide problems
involving Limitorque valve operators and the existence
of an ongotng TU Electric program thr.t encompasses
resolution of the type of configuration deviations

3

identified, most deviations involving Limitorque were
made unclassified devfations that will be resolved by

: the existing TU Electric program. Problems with
Limitorque are also discussed under the summary of the
trend analysis for electrical wiring / terminations. Two
notable DRs, one involving Limitorque actor size and
ambient temperature ratings and one for a missing
constant level oiler on a pump, were determined to be
of no concern. Details of the configuration trend
analysis are contained in Attachment E.

: O

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -- .
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Welding

* Reinspections were conducted of welds on safety-related
equipment. The welding attributes that were

;

reinspected were size, length, and location of welds;
profile; undercut; non-fusion; porosity; overlap;
underfill; reinforcement; and damage such as gouges and
are strikes. There was a total of 16.150 decision
points evaluated, of which 796 were identified as
deviations (4.9 percent deviation rate). :

t

The trend evaluation subcategorized welding deviations ;

into those related to velds made in accordance with i

ASME requirements and those related to welds made in
i accordance with requirements other than ASME. A third

subcategory, involving two vendors, was established
i where welding was conducted using both ASME and ;

non-ASME requirements. For non-ASME w91ds, the i
1

reinspection criteria used was the Visual Weld |
! Acceptance Criteria (VWAC). NCIG-01, Revision 2. The

use of these criteria was approved by TU Electric
Nuclear Engineering in lieu of the originally specified .

AWS criteria or in the absence of any specified welding
requirements.

Of the 796 deviating decision points identified, over !

half (458) were identified as notable deviations. This |

i

,
apparently large number of notable veld deviations is '

the result of the extremely conservative method used by
I the QA/QC Review Team for counting notable deviations.
] For example, if only a small portion of a weld was

deviating substantially enough to be classified as
i notable, the entire veld was considered to be a notable i

'

. deviating condition. In addition, when one or more
I decision points on a DR was identifie'd as a notable |
! deviation, all decision points were considered to be

notable deviations. |

t

Conservative methods were utilized to evalvste welding .

! deviations. In many cases, welds with minor defects '

were considered not to exist in the calculations,

welds undersized for a portion of their length were ,

considered undersized for their entire length, and no'

credit was taken for inaccessible welds that had not-

been reinspected. Even with these conservative
evaluation techniques, in cost cases substantial margin .

:

'
1

- _ ~ ,._.,_,.. ,.... ._ ,. _ _ . . _ _ _ . ,_ _ -- - , _.,_ _ ., _ , ._, _. , , ,--. , , - .m. .. --- -,
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and unused capacity remained, well beyond that
required. No manufacturing deficiencies or adverse
trends involving welds were identified for any vendor
or deviation subcategory. It is unlikely that any
unidentified nanufacturing deficiencies exist in welds
in the remaining equipment that was not evaluated.
Details of the welding trend analysis are contained in
Attachment F.

Electrical Wiring / Terminations

Reinspections of selected safety-related electrical
equipment were conducted to determine if there was
proper point-to-point installation of wiring; whether
viring was properly supported; if wire type, size,
insulation, material, and color were correct; if
connector type and size were correct; whether connector
installation was acceptable; if soldered joints were
acceptable; if individual conductors were properly
identified; and whether electrical separation was
acceptable.

There was a total of 138,473 decision points evaluated,
of which 7,751 were identified as deviaticas for a 5.6%

deviation rate. Ten inspection points, involving three
items from three vendors, were identified as
manufacturing deficiencies. There were 1,299

. inspection points, involving ten items from seven
vendors, that were identified as unclassified

deviations. A total of 17 vendors was evaluated in
this trending category. Only insignificant deviatiors
were identified for eight of the 17 vendors.

For the remaining nine vendors, analysis of the
deviations identified four major areas of concern.
These areas were loose screws on electrical terminal
board connections, electrical separation, Limitorque
valve operators, and use of crimped wire connectors.

Three DRs, classified as manufacturing deficiencies,
were written for ten loose electrical connections on
the Unit 2 Class 1E battery charger, the Unit 2
protective relay rack, and the Unit 2 Class 1E motor
control center. In addition to the ten loose

O. connections found on these items, nine out-of-scope
observations were identified for loose electrical
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connections. The root cause analysis of these
manufacturing deficiencies determined that the most
likely cause was that site personnel had loosened the
connections and that they had not been properly
retightened. Based on these manufacturing deficiencies
and a related construction deficiency identified by
ISAP VII.c, TU Electric will verify tightness of
terminations for field-terminated cables and associated
vendor-terminated wiring on screw type terminal blocks
during startup testing. These manufacturing
deficiencies are considered to be unrelated to possible
problems in the CPSES procurement program.

Twelve DRs involving five items from three vendors,
,

identified electrical separation deviations.
Electrical separation within electrical panels was
identified as a problem area during implementation of
ISAP I.b.4, "Barrier Removal", and because TU Electric
had an ongoing program to correct these problems, the-

deviations reported on the 12 DRs were made
unclassified deviations. The deviations identified by
ISAP VII.a.9 vere on one DR on the Unit 2 protective
relay rack, on two DRs on the Unit 2 emergency response
facility transducer panel, on three DRs on the Unit 2
main control room bench board panel, on five DRs on the
Unit 2 hot shutdown panel, and on one DR on the Class
1E digital radiation monitoring system equipment rack.
The root cause analysis indicates that some of the

. deviations identified may have been caused by site
! activities during installation of the equipment,

although others were likely caused by the vendors.
Existing corrective action is adequate to resolve all
concerns regarding electrical separation. To prevent
recurrence of this problem, action vill be taken by TU
Electric to produce a set of consistent documents that
will require safety-related equipment to be installed
and inspected in a manner that ensures compliance with
separation requirements.

There were seven DRs, involving three items from three
vendors. that were written regarding Limitorque valve
operators. Three DRs involved the Limitorque operator
on an 8 inch component cooling water system gate valve,
three DRs involved the Limitorque operator on a 4 inch
containment spray system globe valve, and one DRO involved the Limitorque operator on a 12 inch

i
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containment ventilation isolation valve. Because TU
Electric had already established a program to identify,
evaluate, and correct, as required, the type of
deviations identified, these DRs were not evaluated
further and were categorized as unclassified
deviations. To prevent recurrence of these problems.
TU Electric has notified the vendor of the problems and
is developing procedures to assure that these items
comply with design requirements. Because of the
industry-wide scope of Limitorque valve operator
problems, no attempt was made to identify a root cause
specifically related to the CPSES procurement program.
Existing corrective action, if properly implemented,
will be adequate to resolve all concerns in this area.

Three DRs written for the Unit 1 and Unit 2 centrifugal
water chillers identified 49 conductors that were

0 terminated with crimped wire connectors in lieu of the,

| specified ring-tongue crimped lug connectors. The
! crimped wire connectors were not environmentally

qualified, and this type of connector is subject to
failure due to vibratory forces. Because of the
extensive evaluation required, which would include
destructive testing, to determine whether the crimped
wire connectors would perform their safety function,
the deviations reported on the DRs were made'

unclassified deviations and referred to TU Electric for
resolution. A review of other deviations in this
category did not identify any related type of problems.
Therefore, it is likely that the problem is restricted
to the vendor who supplied the chillers. The root
cause analysis determined that this vendor had been

; qualified in accordance with CPSES procedures. The
deviations were of a type that would not likely have
been identified by an acceptable vendor surveillance or
receipt inspection program based on the requirements at
the time. Similar deviations are likely to exist in
the two unreinspected chillers, and these will also

| require identification and resolution by TU Electric.

With the exception of the four types of findings

i discussed above, review of the remaining notable and

f- insignificant deviations did not identify any other'

patterns or areas of concern in the area of electrical
wiring / terminations. Details of the electrical
wiring / terminations trend analysis are contained in

,
Attachment C.

|

|

t
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Identification

Reinspections were conducted to determine if the
selected safety-related equipment was identified as
required by the applicable procurement specifications
cud drawings. The reinspections included verification
of the correct type, quantity, and location of
name p ates and labels and whether the required
information was on the nameplates and labels.

A total of 4.585 decision points was evaluated, of
which 377 were identified as deviations (8.2 percent
deviation rate). All of the deviations were determined
to be insignificant because none of them had the
potential for adversely affecting the actions of an
operator during the routine or non-routine operation of
the plant, nor would any of the deviations impair the
ability of equipment to perform its intended safety
function. In addition. TU Electric has separately

O established programs to improve the existing labeling
of equipment to provide clear and consistent
identification of equipment. These programs will
correct many of the types of identification deviations
identified. There are no concerns regarding the
existence of identification deviations in areas not
evaluated that would have the potential for adversely
affecting the judgment of plant operators. Details of
this analysis are contained in Attachment H.

! Materials

Document reviews were conducted to determine if
i

i safety-related consumable materials such as cement,
aggregate, reinforcing steel, structural steel and
plate, electrical cable and cable splice kits, velding
rod, and welding wire met procurement specification
requirements. In the case of electrical cable,
reinspections of cable remnants, along with document
reviews, were conducted.

1

O

- _ - . -
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There was a total of 3,804 decision points that

resulted in the identification of 215 deviations (5.7
percent deviation rate). One unclassified deviation
was identified and the remaining deviations were all
determined to be insignificant.

For the purpose of the evaluation, the material
deviations were subcategorized as those relating to
civil / structural materials, electrical materials, and

welding materials. The evaluation identified no
concerns relating to civil / structural materials or
velding asterials and it is concluded that'it is not
likely that unidentified manufacturing deficiencies
exist in asterials that were not evaluated in those
subcategories.

In the case of electrical materials, one unclassified

(''} deviation was identified for the outside diameter of an

\m- electrical cable being larger than the specified
maximum. It was determined that the condition resulted
because of an excessively thick cable jacket. In order
to determine safety significance, this condition would
require extensive evaluation to determine if the
correct thermal rating of power cables and fire seals
was utilized, if the cable weight does not adversely
affect the raceway support design, and if the specified
minimum bend radius used was correct considering the
actual cable diameter. TU Electric had also identified
oversized electrical cable as an area of concern and

,
' had initiated a program to evaluate oversize

conditions. Because of this program, the deviation was
identified as an unclassified deviation and referred to
TU Electric for resolution. The apparent cause of this
deviation was manufacturing error as the actual
diameter exceeded that vendor's toler'ance. The vendor
had been appropriate 1;' qualified as a supplier as was
required by the CPSES QA program. However, the
deviation was of e type that would have likely been
identified by an effective vendor surveillance or
receipt inspection program.

The final inspection of the cable prior to shipment had
been waived by TU Electric. The receipt inspection of

O the cable was performed utilizing the same checklist
that would have been used for final inspection at the'

vendors facility. However, the attribute for checking

,

- - - - - _ , .y . - , - .-- ,
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the cable outside diameter was marked by the receiving
inspector as not having been verified. Further
investigation identified that surveillance and receipt
inspection checklists were inconsistent in content and
the procedural requirements in effect at the time of|

cable acceptance lacked definition regarding the depth
and scope of vendor surveillance and receipt inspection
activities. Some checklists for cable did not have an
attribute for checking cable diameter. The cause for
TU Electric's failure to identify this unclassified __

deviation is considered to be less-than-adequate
surveillance and receipt inspection procedures with a
secondary cause of less-than-adequate QC supervision.
The ongoing TU Electric program will resolve any other
problems regarding oversize electrical cable that may
have occurred as a result of the QA/QC program
weaknesses identified during this evaluation. Overall
implications of the identified QA/QC program weaknesses

]
are addressed in the summary below. No other concerns
regarding electrical material were identified during
this analysis. Details of the materials trend analysis
are contained in Attachment I.

Summary of Trend Analyses Results

Separate trend analyses, summarized above, were
conducted for eight categories of deviations. At the
completion of these analyses, no concerns regarding the
equipment not evaluated existed in the categories of
qualification of equipment, manufacturing processes,
dimensions, welding, and identification. Unclassified
deviations, manufacturing deficiencies, or adverse
trends were identified in the categories of
configuration, electrical wiring / terminations, and
materials. All these findings were related to
electrical equipment and electrical materials.

The fact that the identified findings all involved
electrical equipment essentially mirrors industry
experience at other nuclear power facilities. The
reasons that electrical equipment problems occur more
frequently than problems with mechanical equipment is
likely related to several factors, inclading the
existence of the ASME Code, which is applicable to a

. significant amount of safety-related mechanical
equipment. An additional level of monitoring is

(

_
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applied to the manufacture of mechanical equipment by
the Authorized Nuclear Inspection Authorities and by
periodic QA program surveys required by the ASME Code.
In addition, well-established and detailed codes and
standards exist that have been traditionally invoked

#

and utilized during the manufacture of mechanical
equipment. Conversely, electrical equipment |

manufacturers have not traditionally received the
intensity of monitoring that sechanical equipment
manufacturers have received.

The majority of the findings occurred in the electrical
wiring / terminations category. Three DRs were
determined to be manufacturing deficiencies for loose
screws on electrical terminal board connections. The
likely root cause for these manufacturing deficiencies ,

'was determined to be the failure of CPSES site
personnel, probably during startup testing, to

.

retighten connections properly that had been
I de-terminated. These findings are unrelated to

possible problems with the CPSES procurement program.
Twelve unclassified DRs were written regarding
violation of electrical separation requirements.,

|

A generic problem regarding electrical separation had
previously been identified and implementation of an
established corrective action program will adequately
resolve these deviations as well as other unidentified
problems that may exist.

| Seven unclassified DRs involving Limitorque valve [
operators were written. These deviations were |

I reflective of industry-wide problems identified for

| these components and will be resr,1ved, along with any
| unidentified problems that may r,xist. by a previously
|

established TU Electric corrective action program.

|

Three unclassified DRs were written for the Unit 1 and'

'
Unit 2 centrifugal water r. hillers for the use of
crimped wire connectors in lieu of the specified lugged

i ring connectors. The safety significance evaluation i

i was unable to determine, without extensive destructive
'

analysis, whether the installed crimped wire connectors
would fail. No other problems of this type wereO identified for other suppliers and the problem is
considered to be unique to this vendor. Two chillers '

!

:
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supplied by this vendor were not reinspected and
concerns regarding the likely ues of crimped wire
connectors in then requires resolution by the Project.

In suasary, there were four types of findings
(separation, loose connections, Limitorque valve
operators, and crisped wire connectors) related to the
electrical wiring / terminations evaluation category.
Two of these types (separation and Limitorque valve
operators) were related to previously identified
problems that would have been resolved by existing
corrective action. One type (loose connections) was a
site problem not related to the procurement program and
one type (crimped wire connectors) was limited to one
vendor.

In the configuration category, there were six DRs
determined to be unclassified deviations and one

\ adverse trend based on two notable DRs. Two of the
unclassified DRs were for structural problems on the
Unit 2 hot shutdown panel and the remaining four
unclassified DRs were on Limitorque valve operators for i

which corrective action had been previously identified. '

The adverse trend was based on two DRs for incorrect
relays in the Unit 1 and Unit 2 solid state safeguards
system sequencers. The unclassified deviations related
to the hot shutdown panel, and the adverse trend

| reflected problems that were isolated to two specific
vendors, although the recossended corrective action
includes reviews of NRC bulletins, notices, and i

circulars to determine if related problems may have i

occurred elsewhere with other CPSES vendors.
Consideration was given to a related ISAP VII.c
deficiency when formulating the recommended corrective
action for the adverse trend.

In the materials category, there was one unclassified
!deviation regarding an oversized electrical cable

jacket. TU Electric had separately identified a
similar concern and had established a corrective action
program that will resolve this finding and any other

,

unidentified related problems.
'

- . - __ _. - ._ - -. ----
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During the root cause analyses for the findings j.

discussed above (with.the exception of those related to i.loose connections), reviews were conducted to determine. I

how the vendors corresponding to each finding had been I

qualified, i.e., whether their QA programa had been
,

properly evaluated for adequacy. In addition, reviews. .|
were conducted to determine what vendor surveillance '

and receipt inspection was conducted for the specific'
pieces of equipment for which problems were identified. ;

These reviews determined that the suppliers were !

properly qualified in accordance with the CPSES QA .

program and in general conformance with industry
practices at the time of qualification. The reviews :

also determined that manuf acturing surveillance and '

1 receipt inspection procedures were weak and sometimes t

resulted in inconsistent and sometimes superficial |
surveillances and inspections.

In some casec, errors were apparently made or problems -
,

overlooked during TU Electric surveillance activities.i

However, it should be noted that normal manufacturing
,

surveillance and receipt inspection activities very
rarely result in complete inspection (in adoition to [.,

| the vendor inspections) of individual pieces of
equipment. The surveillances (final inspections)

},

during which the errors occurred were short in duration !
'

(one day) and included many attributes so that 100 |,.

!' percent coverage would not have been possible. '

;

i In two of the three cases, the equipment couplied with !
vendor drawings but not procurement specification f

; requirements. In the third case, only two of many
structural members did not comply with the vendor
drawings, and they could have been easily overlooked.
A review of the findings resulted in the conclusion ;

that, except for the electrical separation and -

electrical cable jacket thickness findings, the
L

findings might not have been identified by other !
nuclear procurement control programs that have been |
judged to meet all applicable QA requirements of ;

10CFR50, Appendix B and related industry QA standards. !
It is noted that for the two findings that should have I

been identified by the procurement control program,
separate actions had already been initiated by TU

O
,

Electric to correct these problems prior to their !

identdication by ISAP VII.a.9. I

i

'
- - ~_ -, - -
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There was a total of seven types of findings resulting
from ISAP VII.a.9. These were for loose electrical
connections, electrical separation, Limitorque valve
operators, structural problems with the hot shutdown
panel, incorrect relays in the solid state safeguards ,

system sequencers, use of crimped wire connectors in
the centrifugal water chillers, and oversize electrical

cable. One of the seven (loose connections) was likely
caused by site activities unrelated to possible
procurement problems. Another three (electrical
separation, Limitorque valve operators, and oversize
electrical cable) had been separately identified as
problems, and TU Electric had already established or
was in the process of establishing corrective action !

that resolved concerns in these areas. The electrical I

separation problem may also be partly attributable to
site activities. The remaining three are problems
related to specific suppliers. The deviations relating
to these three types of findings (structural problemsO with the hot shutdown panel, incorrect relays in the
solid state safeguards system sequencers, and use of
crimped wire connectors in the centrifugal water
chillers) have been evaluated by the Project to
determine if they are reportable to the NRC. They were
determined not to be reportable, and none of the
deviations would have adversely affected the safety of
operations had they remained uncorrected.

Although it is not considered likely that additional
unidentified hardware problems remain that would
adversely affect the safety of operations of CPSES, the
following additional recommendations are made based on
the composite results of the trend analyses made for
the eight categories:

1. Specific recommendations were made for TU
Electric to review NRC IE circulars,
bulletins, and notices to identify specific
problems related to structural integrity and
use of correct components for electrical
equipment. It is recommended, based on the
overall results of the trend analyses, that
these reviews be expanded to include a review
for all problems related to electrical

O equipment and a verification that appropriate
action was taken to resolve those problems
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that may have impacted CPSES. Verbal
discussions with Project personnel regarding
this recommendation indicated that they
intended to conduct such a review that will
encompass not only electrical equipment, but
all equipment and materials.

2. Conduct an analysis, considering the ISAP
VII.a.9 reinspection results, to verify that
the current engineering review, surveillance,
and receipt inspection activities for
electrical equipment are conducted in
sufficient depth to prevent recurrence of the
type of findings that were identified during
implementation of ISAP VII.a.9.

5.2 Evaluation of Current Program

The evaluation of the current program addressed the following
topics as they pertained to the procurement process:

Program requirements and organizational' -

! responsibilities,

! Procurement document content (technical and QA),-

Procurement document review and approval.-

Supplier evaluation and selection.-

Vendor compliance activities, and-

Receipt, storage, and maintenance activities.-

Many of the engineering and quality assuranc'e activities
| during the procurement process are common to both the
| construction and operations phases of CPSES. Therefore,
I because applicable purchasing activities are currently being

performed in accordance with operations phase procedures, the
( scope of this evaluation includes the procurement program for
'

the operations phase.

| The evaluation was performed in two steps. First, an
evaluation was performed to determine the adequacy of the

'

written program, i.e., whether it contained the required
elements for control. A second evaluation was performed to

1
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determine if the program is being adequately implemented.
These evaluations are discussed in-Sections 5.2.2. and 5.2.3,
respectively, of this report. The overall evaluation is
summarized in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.1 Identification of Applicable Program Procedures

When the evaluation was initiated in mid-January 1987,
QA program documents and procedure indexes in effect at
that time were reviewed to determine those documents
that were potentially_ applicable to the elements of the
program to be evaluated. The results of this review
identified portions of the following documents or
procedure manuals that were determined to be
applicable:

TU Electric Corporate QA Program.-

CPSES QA Plan,-

Operations Administrative Control and Quality-

As,curance Plan (OAC/QAP),
1

| Startup QA Plan,-

Brown & Root QA Manual.-

Nuclear Engineering and Operations (NEO)-

Policies and Procedures, and

Implementing procedures for NEO and Nuclear-

Purchasing.

A listing of the specific procedures identified and
their revision level is contained in;the ISAP working
files.

5.2.2 Evaluation of Program Procedures

The criteria applicable to the program were contained
in the following:

10CFR50 Appendix B;-

ANSI N45.2-1971, Quality Assurance Program-

| Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants;
|
|

|
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ANSI N45.2.13-1973 Quality Assurance-

Requirements for Control of Procurement of
Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants
(Design and Construction);

ANSI N45.2.13-1976 Quality Assurance-

Requirements for Control of Procurement of
Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants
(Operations);

ANSI N45.2.2-1972, Packaging, Shipping,-

Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items for
Nuclear Power Plants (During the Construction
Phase); and j

CPSES FSAR, Sections 17.1.4, 17.1.7, 17.1.10,-

17.1.13, 17.2.4, 17.2.7, 17.2.10 & 17.2.13.

The NRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) was-

also utilized as a guide in determining the
requirements.

The ISAP VII.a.9 Procurement Program Checklist was
developed based on these documents and in turn was
utilized to evaluate the program implementation
documents. The checklist and the identification of the
documents that satisfy each ites on the checklist are
contained in the ISAP working files.

The following is a summary of the results of the review
of the written program for the procurement system and
warehouse storage against the criteria represented by
the ISAP VII.a.9 Procurement Program Checklist and is
based on the program documents and procedures reviewed.
As used herein, the term "written program" refers,
collectively, to the program doctments described on the
Procurement Program Checklist cover sheet and
attachments contained in the ISAP working files.

It was concluded that the written program for the
procurement system and warehouse storage provides
adequate controls and methodology for implementation in
accordance with the criteria.
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Proares Requiresents and Organizational
Responsibilities

'The program requirements are adequately defined in that
the sequence of actions for the preparation of
. procurement documents is described froe initiation of
the' requisition through tecnnical and QA reviews, bid-
. evaluation, supplier evaluation and selection, and
preparation of the purchase order. Vendor

p surveillance, audits and inspections are required to be
performed as stated in controlling documents. Material,

( is to be inspected upon receipt and required
documentation must be oneite prior to'the
equipment / material being used. Equfpaent/ material is
to be stored and maintenance performed in accordance

' with vendor sad /or engineering requirements.

There are two distinct processes, or paths, for

O ' procurement, receipt and storage activities, althought

some organizations and program controls function for
both. One is for procurement activities to support the
construction phase, and the other is to support the'

operations phase. The overall degree of control is
equivalent for both paths.

| Assignment of responsibilities between Nuclear
l Purchasing sad the NEO organisation for the

administration and implementation of the program is
clearly defined at the corporate level. Although there

| are several organizational elements involved, and
| several tiers of controlling documents which affect

these organizations, the prescribed division of
authority and responsibility is defined and maintained.

The Nuclear Purchasing organization is responsible for
purchasing activities for construction and operations,
and for the construction warehousing activities. The,.

,
TU Electric Engineering organization is responsible for'

| the development and maintenance of the CPSES Q-List,
determination of technical and QA requirements, bid
evaluations, evaluation and selection of suppliers,
identification and execution of Engineering

| Authorizations (hold points) imposed on the vendor,
i. development of checklists for source and receipt
I inspections, and review and approval of vendor-supplied

- documentation.

,
1

l
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The TU Electric Quality Assurance organisation is |
responsible for review of procurement documents for '

adequacy of the QA and documentation requirements
imposed on the supplier, evaluation of suppliers,
development and maintenance of an approved suppliers
list, review of Engineering-prepared checklists for
inspections, vendor compliance activities including
audit, surveillance and source inspection, and receipt
inspection.

The B&R Quality Assurance organisation is responsible
,

for the above-mentioned quality assurance activities |

when they are required for ASME Code-related
procurements for the construction phase. '

The B&R Construction organisation is responsible for
,

warehousing, storage and maintenance activities r

O (including inspection) during the construction phase. -

During the operations phase, TU Electric Nuclear
Operations is responsible for warehousing, storage and

; maintenance, while the TU Electric Quality Assurance
,

organisation is responsible for inspection activities.
'

;

Auditing of the overall program is tht Nsponsibility ,

of the TU Electric Quality Assurance otganization.

Procurement Document Content

'
Procurement documents are required to include all
technical and quality assurance items as defined in

I controlling documents.

The program satisfies the requirement for the ;

determination of the extent of quality assurance effort '

required by the vendor through the preparation of the
Q-List, analysis for assignment of QA codes, and
evaluation of tha capability of the supplier.

|

Adequate controls for the dedication of off-the-shelf i

commercial items for use in safety-related applications j
are included, as are requirements for review and i

; approval of vendor-supplied documentation after its ;

receipt. j

O ,.

*
i

s
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.
. ;

Spara and replacement parts are procured in accordance i

with current procedures. Original procurement [requirements are compared to current requirements and>

i

engineering justification is required to support any -i
differences. "

Procurement Document Review and Approval f
:

The progras' addresses the required technical and [
quality assurance reviews of procurement documents. ,.

'

{
Changes to procurement documents are subject to the

.

j same degree of control'and levels of review and !

; approval as the original. ;

fSupplier Evaluation and Selection;

Source evaluation and selectiva is a cooperative effort !

between the Purchasing Engineering and Qus11ty.

,

' Assurance organisations through bid evaluations, j
| preaward surveys, or other evaluations of the potential j

supplier's QA program. Lists of approved suppliers are
! generated and maintained by the appropriate TU Electric

,

t

| and R&R QA organizations. Documsntation is maintained !

to support additions to the lists of approved |
' '

j suppliers.
.

I

Vendor Compliance Activities i
j [
q Audits and surveillances of suppliers are required to |
; be scheduled at intervals consistent with program |
j requirements.

F

An inspection program has been established for source !,

inspection activities. An inspector qualification '

program has been established.
'

,f
I

<

; - Receipt. Storate, and Maintenance. :tivities
-

4

.

,

t
i

~

A receipt inspection program 5,as een established to I;
3 verify that purchased equipunt /.orial conforms to j

procurement requirements and thi ,all required
documentation has been receive /.. Also, a program has,

; been established to provide tr adequate warehouse }
. storage and maintenance of equipment /materitt. af ter

|j- receipt and prior to use.
1 ,

i I

i
i

! !
t.

f
__ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _____ .
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The inspector qualification program for these
sctivities is incorporated in the site inspector
qualification program.

5.2.3 Evaluation of Compliance With Current Program

Checklist Development

Development of the checklists for the evaluation of the
implementation of the current program was based on the
organizations involved and the normal flow of the
process. The intent was to ensure that the appropriate

,

activities were properly performed by the responsible
organization, that the procurement document files
contained the required documentation, and that the
records provided confidence that the hardware was

_ acceptable for its intended use.
,

Selection of Current Purchase Orders for Evaluation

It was determined through information received from TU
Electric that the current procurement program became
effective in mid-July 1986, except for the
responsibility for generation of inspection checklistra,
which was revised in mid-October 1986. Therefore,
based on this information plus the results of the !

evaluation of the written program, listings of Purchase
'Orders were reviewed and selection of a sufficient

number of packages was made to evaluate the current
program. It was determined that the packnes to be
reviewed should, collectively, exhibit the following
characteristics:

Preferably, packages should have been-

initiated since October 15', 1986. If an

insufficient number were available from this
period, those from as early as August 1, 1986
may be utilized.

Initiating organizations should include-

Construction, Engineering, Operations, and
Purchasing.

All quality codes should be represented.-
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Procured items should include those for-

ASME-construction, non-ASME construction,
spares / replacement parts, and operations.

Types of material / equipment should include--

electrical equipment, mechanical equipment,
consumable material, and bulk asterial

requiring traceability.

Examples of comr.ercial item dedication for-

safety-related applications should be
included.

Revised procurement documents should be-

included.

Bid evaluation by an NEO organization should-

be included.
| (3

Vendor compliance activities should includex,s/ -

use of Engineering-prepared checklists, *

in-process source inspection, shipping
release inspection, and waiver of shipping
release inspection.

,

There was not a predetermined number of packages to be
selected. The listings reviewed contained
approximately 940 quality-related purchase orders, from,

! which a total of 14 packages initiated for the
construction phase and 13 packages for operations phase
were selected. Because one of the construction
packages was in use at the time of the review, it was
deleted from the sample. The QA/QC Review Team
concluded that, because of the application of the
selection criteria described above, t.hese 26 would

provide an adequate evaluation of the program
,

| implementation.

As the review progressed, it became apparent that som.
questions on the checklist (e.g., source inspection,

' preventive maintenance) would not be adequately
addressed from the sample selected. This was because
the procurement activities originally selected, which

i

; O
i

, - _ - . . . , _ _ - . .
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were expected to provide these data, had not progressed
to the point where data could be obtained. Therefore,
at the request of the Review Team, TU Electric provided
additional information to enable completion of the
evaluation.

Twelve recently completed Quality Assurance
Authorizations (QAAs) to ship that required source
in-process and/or release inspection were identified by.
TU Electric. From these, eight (representing five
suppliers) were evaluated. TU Electric also identified
17 items in the construction warehouse and 52 stock
line items in the operations warehouse requiring
preventive maintenance. Four items were telected from
each warehouse for evaluation.

In addition to the above-mentioned quality-related
i purchase order packages, ten packages identified as
| f'~s non--safety-related were selected and reviewed to

( deterrine if'they were properly classified as
non -saf e ty-relat ed. The selections were based on the
items appearing to have the potential to be
safety-related (e.g., pu7ps, bulk steel, terminal
lugs).

All packages and supplemental items evaluated are
listed on Attachment J.

|

Description of Results

It was determined that the implementation of the
current written program for Control of Procurement

i Documents and Control of Purchs. sed Equipment, Material,
| and Services through warehouse issue is acceptable.

~

Purchase requisitions have been initiated and have
received the proper technical and OA reviews and

| approvals. Prospective vendors were evaluated and were
| verified to be included on an approyud vendor listing

prior to issue of the purchase order. Purchase orders1

were prepared and were reviewed against the
i requisitions as required by procedures.

|

; O
:
|

-- - . - . .- . . - - - . . . - _ _ _ _ . - .-. . - _ _ _ - . _. -
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Checklists were developed by Engineering as reqaired
for source and/or receipt inspection. Source
inspection activities appears , to be adequately
performed, by qualified personnel, or were properly
waived. Receipt inspections were performed as required
and all items were placed in the appropriate storage
environment.

Records indicate that current warehouse activities for
the construction phase are being adequately performed.
However, during the review of warehouse maintanance
records for the operations phase, no records were made
available to provide evidence that four out of six
items sampled had received required maintenance. As a
resu'' 2A/QC Program Deviation Report (PDR) No. 82 was
init. -d and transmitted to TU Electric for
appropt. ate action.

5.2.4 Results of Evaluation

Categorization of Results

| One QA/QC program deviation (QA/QC-PDR-82) was
identified. This addressed the lack of evidenc.: to

| show that required maintenance had been performed on
| four items (a motor, a power supply, a valve, and a

pump) in the operations warehouse.'

This deviation was evaluated for the potential to be
classified as a QA/QC program deficiency. However,
since the condition will not require substantive

i revision of the program or other corrective action to

| bring it into compliance, nor will extensive evaluation
| be required to determir.e the effect on the quality of

construction, it was determined not to be a QA/QC
program deficiency.

Trend Analysis

Because only one deviation was identified, no trend was
established. Therefore, no trend analysis was
required.

O

. - - _ _ _ ._ _ . - --- . .
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Summary of Results

It is concluded that the current written program for
Procurement Document Control and Control of Purchased
Material. Equipment, and Services through warehouse
issue adequately addresses the applicable requirements
and that the program as written, with the exception of
the QA/QC program deviation described above, is being
adequately implemented. .However, the results of the.
material and equipment trend analyses indicate that a
more detailed evaluation of the portion of the CPSES
procurement program dealing with electrical equipment
should be conducted. See Sections 5.1.6 and 5.6 for

,

additional details.
l

Recommendations for Improvement
,

() TU Electric should develop and implement action to|

resolve QA/QC-PDR-82.

! The recommended actions from this PDR included a
recommendation that a review be conducted to verify
that the listing of items in the warehouse requiring
maintenance is accurate and that all items requiring

| maintenance have been entsred into the maintenance
! schedule. In addition, it was recommended that for

items that had not received the required maintenance,
an evaluation be performed to determine any detrimental
effects and that maintenance records be reviewed for
accuracy and completeness.

No other recommendations for improvement were
identified.

5.3 Evaluation of Issues Referred to ISAP VII.a.9

| A total of 18 out-of-scope observations was referred to ISAP
'

VII.a.9 for evaluation by other I9APs. All of these
out-of-scope deviations had been prsviously reported to the

| Project for their evaluation and resolucion. Five of these
deviations were determined to be the result of construction or'

testing activities performed at CPSES and had no impact on

(''N ISAP VII.a.9 results. Four of the deviations were the result'

| \s / of errors in vendor design drawings and had no impact on the

|

.-. . . _ __ _____ _ _ __ _ . __ _ . . _ . . - . _,. - _ - . . . - , -
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ability of the related equipment to perform its safety
function. These four items were referred to the Project for
resolution as out-of-scope design deviations.

Eight of the remaining nine deviations identified discrepancies
in areas such as configuration, electrical separation, and
identification and marking of electrical contacts. These
discrepancies were of the same types as those discussed in
Attachments B through I, which detail the results of the trend
analyses. Except for the electrical separation discrepancies,
which are covered by an existing TU Electric corrective action

! program, all discrepancies were insignificant and had no
impact on the ISAP VII.a.9 results.

I The one remaining out-of-scope-deviation identified the use of
unauthorized pipe thread sealant (Teflon tape) on a
vendor-supplied instrument. No other similar deviations were
noted during ISAP VII.a.9 implementation. This out-of-scope
had been reported by ISAP VII.c in relation to a finding|.

| involving use of incorrect pipe thread sealant. In response
I to that ISAP VII.c finding, TU Electric will perform a
! walkdown of instrument installation, defined in Field

Verification Method CPE-FVM-It' 069, to identify and correct
any other instances involving use of Teflon tape as a thread
sealant. Because no other similar deviations or concerns were;

I identified by ISAP VII.a.9, the previously identified
corrective action is considered to be adequate to resolve
concern in this area.

Subsequent to completion of this evaluation, the Project
declared a reportable condition under the provisions of
10CFR50.55(e) for four solid state safeguards system
sequencers, two of which were evaluated during implementation
of this ISAP.

The discrepant conditions at CPSES concerned deficient
insulated crimped lugs in the electrical wiring of the
sequencers. The decision that these conditions were
reportable was based upon the failure of an uninsulated
crimped lug connection in a similar Sequencer at another
operating powe.r station.

|
The evaluatica of two of the sequencers conducted by the QA/QC

n Review Team did not identify similar concerns regarding the
lugged connections as were reported to the NRC. TU Electricv
is currently reinspecting and replacing lugs, as required, in

|

|
,.
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the two Unit 1 sequencers. The two Unit 2 sequencers will
also be reinspected and reworked as' required. The QA/QC
Review Team investigated the conditions surrounding the
reportable conditions to determine what, if any, impact these
conditions had on the ISAP VII.a.9 results. Based on
consideration of the following items, it was concluded thato

there was no impact on the ISAP VII.a.9 results:

TU Electric acted conservatively in declaring the-

condition to be reportable. The insulated lugs used at
CPSES in the mild control room environment would be
sorsewhat less susceptible to the oxidation problem that
occurred in the uninsulated lugs at the operating' power
station. In addition, no actual engineering analyses

! of the CPSES deviating conditions identified by TU
l Electric reinspections were conducted that were

comparable to those conducted on similar deviations
during CPRT safety significance analyses and those

,

| normally conducted by TU Electric for potentially

|
reportable conditions.

Although the inspection criteria being utilized by TU-

Electric are essentially the same as were used by the
QA/QC Review Team, TU Electric is de-terminating each
lug, which permits a more de: ailed inspection to be
conducted than can be conducted in the terminated
condition. No lugs were de-terminated during the QA/QC

,

Review Team's reinspections. In addition, because ofl
i the known problems, it was noted ths.t appropriately

conservative interpretations of accept / reject criteria'

are being applied by TU Electric.

A reinspection of approximately 10 percent of the lugs|
-

; was conducted by the QA/QC Review Team Level III
|

electrical inspector on the Unit 2 sequencer that had
| been previously reinspected. Although problems were

identified with the original QA/QC Review Team
reinspection packages (reinspection packages did not

i

| include t.11 terminations requiring reinspection) and
limited problems were identified with the reinspections
(problems were attributable to normal inspector error),
this reinspection and subsequent reinspections'

confirmed the conclusions of the original QA/QC Review
Team evaluations of thes- two items.,

1=

|
|
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It is noted,that, although there is no impact on I"AP VII.a.9
results, the identification of this' problem by TU Electric
reconfirms the validity-of the recommendation contained in
Section 5.6 that a review of NRC IE circulars, bulletins, and
notices.be conducted by TU Electric to determine if
appropriate action has been taken to resolve problems related
to CPSES electrical equipment.

5.4 Out-of-Scope Observations

Many' deviations identified during reinspections-of ISAP
VII.a.9 equipment were determined to be outside the scope of
this ISAP because, based on documented evidence of subsequent
work, it was concluded that they were likely to have resulted
from one of the following:

Drawing errors or other design inconsistencies;-

Modifications or alterations to the equipment-

'% subsequent to its receipt at CPSES;

Onsite construction activities related to assembly and-

installation of the equipment; or

Testing, calibrations or inspections of the equipment-

performed after its arrival at CPSES.

Only when travelers, design change authorizations, test
reports, drawing revisions, or other documentation applicable
to the selected equipment provided reasonable evidence that
the reported deviation was attributable to one of the above,
was the deviation invalidated in accordance with CPP-10 and
considered an out-of-scope observation.

ISAP VII.a.9 out-of-scope observations (addressed on a total
of 138 memorandums) involved the following types of conditions
observed during reinspection / document reviews of the selected
ISAP VII.a.9 equipment:

1. Minor components missing (e.g., screws, washers,
lifting eyes, terminal board covers, door gaskets,
labeling, etc.) - observations of this type accounted
for 27 percent of the total.

2. Loosa hardware, connections or mounting (e.g., improper
thread engagement, loose electrical terminations, loose
mounting hardware, etc.) - observations of this type
accounted for six percent M the total.
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3. Drawing errors or other inconsistencies in design
documentation (e.g., dimensioning errors, weld symbol
and location errors) - observations of this type
accounted for 19 percent of the total.

4. Electrical separation or bend radius violations (e.g.,
distances between wiring of different safety trains
with or without barriers, less than minimum wiring bend
radius) - observations of this type accounted for nine
percent of the total.

5. Equipment / installation defects (e.g., broken lugs, are
strikes, over-stripped wiring insulation, minor damage
to components and devices, improper installation, etc.)
- observations of this type accounted for 30 percent of
the total.

!

|
- 6. Miscellaneous (e.g., records, mislabeling, etc.) -

observations of this type accounted for nine percent of,

the total.

|

Also, when previously selected and reinspected equipment was
later determined to be non-safety-related and removed from
ISAP VII.a.9, all identified deviations were invalidated and
addressed as out-of-scope observations. For example, the Unit
I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Panels were originally included
in the items to be evaluated but were later determined not to
be safety-related and were deleted from the list.

Out-of-scope observations were either referred to the Design
Adequacy Program Coordinator (CPP-18) or to the Construction
QA Coordinator (CPP-20) for further investigation and
disposition by the Project. These observations were neither
included in the evaluation and trending results for ISAP
VII.a.9 nor referred to other ISAPs for evaluation.

5.5 Discussion of Resulta

During the evaluation of procured equipment and materials, 81
items of equipment and material from 62 vendors were avaluated
by reinspections and documentation reviews. There were
approximately 195,000 reinspection / review points, of which
approximately 94 percent were found to be acceptable.s

Insignificant deviations have no impact on the *bility of
items to perform their safety function and, if ignored. (i.e.,
only notable deviations, unclassified deviations, and

L
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manufacturing deficiencies are considered as deviations), then
approximately 99 percent of the reinspection / review points
would be acceptable. This percentage is, in fact, low,
considering that each DR in most cases included multiple
deviating inspection points (an average of eight). If|one or
more deviating decision points on a DR was identified as
notable, all were considered notable for ease of counting.

The deviations were categorized into the following eight
categories and trend analyses were conducted:

Qualification of equipment.-

Manufacturing processes.-

Dimensions,-

Configuration.-

Welding,-

Electrical wiring / terminations,-

Identification, and-

O- Materials.-

j No findings (manufacturing deficiencies, unclassified
deviations or trends, or adverse trends) were identified fort

( the categories of qualification of equipment, manufacturing
'

processes, dimensions, welding, and identification.
Unclassified deviations, manufacturing deficiencies, or
adverse trends were identified in the categories of
configuration, electrical wiring / terminations, and materials.
All these findings were related to electrical equipment.

There were seven types of findings as follows:
i

| Three DRs for loose electrical connections were-

'

manufacturing deficiencies.

Twelve DRs for violation of electrical separation-

requirements were unclassified deviations.
!

I Seven DRs involving Limitorque valve operators were-

''
unclassified deviations.

Three DRs for the use of crimped wirs connectors in the-

centrifugal water chillers were unclassified
deviations. , . .

,
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Two DRs for structural problems on the Unit 2 hot-

shutdown panel were unclassified deviations.

Two DRs for incorrect relays in the Unit I and Unit 2.-

solid state safeguards system sequencers were an
adverse trend.

One DR for an oversized electrical cable jacket was an-

unclassified deviation.

One of the seven types of findings (loose electrical
connections) was likely to have been caused by site activities
unrelated to procurement problems. Another three types of
findings (electrical separation. Limitorque valve operators,
and oversize electrical cable) had been. separately identified
as problems, and TU Electric had already established or was
establishing corrective action that resolved concerns in these

' f"'N areas. The electrical separation problem may also be partly4

s. attributable to site activities. The remaining three types ofm
,
'

findings are problems related to specific suppliers. The
deviations relating to these three types of findings have been
evaluated by the Project to determine if they are reportable
to the NRC. They-were determined not to be reportable and
none of the deviations would have adversely affected the
safety of operations had they remained uncorrected.

The evaluation of the current CPGES procurement program
concluded that the written program for Procurement Document
Centrol and Control of Purchased Material, Equipment, and
Services through warehouse issue adequately implements the
applicable requirements and that the program as written, with
the exception of one QA/QC deviation, is being adequately
implemented.

5.6 Recommended Corrective Action

The following are the recommended corrective actions for the
findings identified during implementation of this ISAP and, in
the case of findings of the type that had been previously
identified, a description of the existing TU Electric
corrective actions relating to these findings. The
recommendations for corrective action are based on the results
of the trend analyses described in Section 5.1.6.
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1. Three DRs for loose electrical connections were
classified as manufacturing deficiencies. The root
cause analysis for these deficiencies indicates that
site activities were the likely cause of these
deficiencies.

TU Electric has established corrective action,
considering the ISAP VII.a.9 findings, in response to
an ISAP VII.c construction deficiency. This corrective
action will also resolve ISAP VII.a.9 concerns
regarding loose electrical connections. TU Electric
Startup Prerequisite Test Instruction XCP-EE-20
"Continuity and Termination Verification", will be
revised to verify tightness of terminations for field
terminated cables and associated vendor terminated
wiring on screw-type terminal blocks. XCP-EE-20 will
be implemented during the TU Electric "Prestart Test"
program. In addition, all work performed on wiring or

O' terminations after completion of initial testing per
XCP-EE-20 requires Startup Work Authorizations (SWAs)
in which retest requirements are specified to the
original XCP-EE-20 criteria. No further response to
these deficiencies is required.

2. Twelve DRs for violation of electrical separation
requirements were determined to be unclassified

( deviations because of the existence of a TU Electric
| corrective action program that was developed in
I response to findings identified by ISAP I.b.4, "Barrier
'

Removal". Specifically, a field verification method
, FVM-88 has been developed by TU Electric for
l reverification of electrical separation for Unit 1 and

Common multi-train equipment and panels, and a
commitment that Unit 2 multi-train equipment and panels
will be reverified has been made.

3. Seven DRs for various discrepancies involving
Limitorque valve operators were determined to be
unclassified deviations because of an existing TU

,

Electric program to resolve ganeric problems with
Limitorque valve operators. This progrsa, which
encompasses the type of deviations reported on the ten
unclassified DRs. in defined in field verification
method TE-FVM-EQ-047.

. - - _ _ _ . - _--
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4. Three DRs for the use of crimped wire connectors in the
centrifugal water chillers were determined to be

i unclassified deviations. The evaluation of these
deviations determined that the connectors were:not i

environmentally qualified and that this type of
connector has the potential to fail due to vibratory
forces. Because of the extensive evaluation and
destructive testing required to evaluate these
deviations, they were referred to TU Electric Project

with a QA/QC Review Team recommendation ~ for resolution.
The trend analysis determined that the problem with
these crimped type wire connectors was isolated to the
vendor who supplied the chillers. TU Electric
resolution of these DRs that were referred to them will
resolve concerns regarding these findings in the two
chillers that were reinspected. The same problem is
likely to exist in the remaining two chillers that were '

not reinspected. TU Electric should'also take action

g to correct this potential problem in the remaining two
chillers.

'

5. Two DRs for structural problems on the Unit 2 hot,

shutdown panel were determined to be unclassified
deviations because of the extensive analyses required
to evaluate them. Based upon the trend analysis
results, the following are the recommendations for TU
Electric corrective action:

Conduct the required evaluations to resolve-

the two unclassified DRs on the panel.

Reinspect all seismically qualified-

electrical panels supplied by the vendor of
the hot shutdown panel to ensure that the
main structural members and doors are as
specified.

Conduct a review of NRC IE circulars,-

bulletins, and notices to determine if other
suppliers of electrical equipment, and in
particular the vendor who supplied the
battery charger, have had related structural
problems reported regarding seismic
qualifications. If so, an evaluation should

O be conducted to consider the possible
relationship of these problems to CPSES
equipment and to determine if additional
action is required.

- - . - - - - - - - - . - - _ - .. _ -. ,- - . - - - - _ _ . ..
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6. -JW adverse trend was identified that was related to
incorrect relays in the Unit 1 and Unit 2 solid state
system sequencers. A related problem with relays in a
Unit 1 vertical relay cabinet supplied by another
vendor had been identified by ISAP VII.c and referred
to'ISAP VII.a.9 for consideration. Based upon the
trend analysis results, the following are the
recommendation ';_ Is Electric corrective action:

Develop a program to verify that correct-

relays and components are installed in Class
IE equipment supplied to CPSES by the vendor
who manufactured the solid state safeguards
system sequencer. Based upon the root cause
of design error, a review of vendor
documentation to identify discrepancies would
be acceptable in lieu of reinspections if.so
desired. A similar program, based onesf g

(j reinspections during the PCHVP, has been
established for Class 1E equipment supplied
by the vendor of the vertical relay cabinet
as part of ISAP VII.c related corrective
actions.

Although the root causes of the problems for-

the two vendors are unrelated, it is

recommended that a review of NRC IE
circulars, bulletins, and notices be
conducted by TU Electric to determine if
other suppliers of electrical equipment have
had related problems with use of incorrect
components. Parti ~cular attention should be
placed on problems related to relays and use
of alternating current (AC) components where
direct current (DC) components are required.
If problems are identified, an evaluation
should be conducted to consider the possible
relationship of these problems to CPSES
equipment and to determine if additional
action is required.

Additionally, it is recommended that the TU Electric
program that is currently under development in
conjunction with Environmental Qualification activitiesO and related to relay life be evaluated to determine if

,

|
it can be utilized to provide additional confidence
regarding the instalAatien c> correct relays in
electrical equipment.

l
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7. One DR for an oversized electrical cable jacket was

determined to be an unclassified deviation because TU
has, separately, established a program to evaluate and
correct discrepancies like the one identified in this
DR.

TU Electric has identified oversized cable concerns as
being potentially reportable to the NRC in accordance
with 10CFR50.55(e) requirements. The concern and
planned evaluation are documented on TU Electric's
Significant Deficiency Analysis Report (SDAR) CP-87-99.

8. Based upon the composite results of the trend analyses,
the following additions to the recommended corrective
actions identified for the seven types of findings
specified above are made:;

Specific recommendations were made for TU-

O-
Electric to review NRC IE circulars,
bulletins, and notices to identify specific
problems related to structural integrity and
use of correct components for electrical

| equipment. It is recommended, based on the
'

overall,results of the trend analyses, that
these reviews be expanded to include a review
for all problems related to electrical
equipment and a verification that appropriate

f action had been teken to resolve those
problems that may have impacted CPSES.
Verbal discussions with Project personnel
indicated that such reviews, covering all
types of equipment and materials, would be
accomplished.

Conduct an analysis, considering the ISAP-

VII.a.9 reinspection results, to verify that
the current engineering review, surveillance,
and receipt inspection activities for
electrical equipment are of a sufficient
level to prevent recurrence of the type of
findings that were identified by and
discussed in this Results Report.

- -- -
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5.7 ' Recommendations for Improvement

There were no recommendations for improvement resulting from
the reinspection / documentation review of safety-related
material or equipment discussed in Section 5.1. A
recommendation for improvement resulting from the evaluation
of the current CPSES procurement program is contained in
Section 5.2.4.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Equipment and Materials

It is concluded that, upon completion of the recommended
corrective actions contained in Section 5.6, it is unlikely
that any unidentified problems involving vendor-supplied
equipment or materials remain that would adversely affect the--() safety of operations of CPSES, and there will be reasonable
assurance that procured-equipment and materials meet the

j significant, safety-related requirements of their applicable
i specifications. This conclusion is based on the following
'

factors.

Of the seven types of findings identified, three types-

had been previously identified and corrective action to
resolve them was already underway. One type of finding
was likely caused by site activities and was unrelated
to possible procurement program problems. Thus only
three previously unidentified types of findings were
identified.

| Each of the three previously unidentified types of-

| findings was related to problems involving specific
! vendors and was not considered to be generic in nature.

In addition, TU Electric has determined that none of
the three is reportable to the NRC per 10CFR50.55(e)
requirements and the related deviations, had they not
been identified, would not have adversely affected the
safety of operations of CPSES.

There was, considering the selection of equipment-

vendors was biased toward problem vendors, a reasonably
high level of overall compliance with design

Os
s

require ment s . Approximately 94 percent of the decision
points evaluated were in compliance with requirements.
Over 82 percent of the deviating decision points were

._. -________ _ - __ .- -__
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insignificant and this percentage is conservative
considering that all deviating decision points on a DR
were counted as notable if one decision point was

,

notable. '

It is further concluded that the problems identified during
this evaluation are largely reflective of problems occurring
elsewhere in the nuclear industry. The problem areas
identified were related to electrical equipment and, in one

_

case, electrical material.- Except for possibly two of the
types of findings identified, the related deviations may not
have been detected by vendor surveillance and receipt
-inspection programs that would have been judged to be good
programs when compared with industry practices and
requirements in effect at the time the deviations occurred. |

In general, CPSES material and equipment were procured from ,

the same vendors and manufactured under the same QA programs
as were equipment and material supplied to other nuclear i

'facilities, some of which are now successfully in operation.

6.2 Current Procurement Program

An evaluation of the current TU Electric and Brown & Root
procurement program that included both review of written ;

requirements and verification of proper implementation of
those requirements determined that the procurement program
adequately complied with applicable requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B and the FSAR. Subsequent completion of the trend

'

analyses of the equipment and material
reinspection / documentation review results produced a i
recommended corrective action to conduct an additional and >

more detailed evaluation of the portion of the procurement
program dealing with electrical equipment to verify that
current activities such as engineering reviews, vendor
surveillance, and receipt inspections, are being conducted in
sufficient depth to prevent recurrence of the types of r,

findings that were identified.
,

6.3 Effect of the Results on the Quality of Construction,

Collective Evaluation i

The Collective Evaluation Report was issued prior to
completion of this ISAP. The manufacturing deficiencies

,

reported in this ISAP for loose electrical connections affect

_O the quality of construction collective evaluation, although ,

they do not change the overall conclusions in that report.i

,

|

1
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ISAP VII.c identified a single finding involving a loose
electrical connection on a~ terminal board for a
field-installed cable. This finding was evaluated as an
isolated event and included in the quality of construction
collective evaluation in the category of findings related to
changes made subsequent to construction that were not subject

'to an adequate reinspection. The resulting corrective action
involved retightening of terminal block connections for all
field-installed electrical cables. 4

ISAP VII.a.9 identified ten manufacturing deficiencies for
loose terminal block connections. The root cause evaluation
attributes these deficiencies to post-installation activities.
An additional nine out-of-scope observations for loose
terminal block connections caused by post-installation ;

- activities were also identified by this ISAP. Based on this ;

information, the single ISAP VII.c finding is no longer
considered to be an isolated event. Accordingly, the Project'

O has-broadened its corrective action program to include
reverification of tightness of vendor electrical connections
in terminal blocks associated with field connections. The '

corresponding procedure XCP-EE-20 has also been modified to
require that connections on terminal blocks be specifically
verified to be tight. This procedure will be used to
implement the program for verification of tightness of
connections and is also applicable to future testing

'

activities, thus serving to prevent recurrence of this
problem.

,

! The CPRT reviewed these additional ISAP VII.a.9 findings
J together with other findings related to and affecting startup

activities to determine if additional recommendations were -

warranted. The other findings reviewed (S-VII.b.3-03,
S-VII.b.3-05, S-VII b.3-07, S-LBSN-01, S-LBSN-04, S-LBSR-05,
S-LBSR-06, and S-SBPS-03)* involved improper adjustments and
improper tightening or replacement of locking devices on pipe
supports. The CPRT concluded that the broader corrective
action developed by the Project was appropriate and sufficient
to address termination tightness, given the additional

'

I evidence from ISAP VII.a.9. It was further concluded that all
startup activities that were conducted without reinspection
that could significantly impact the plant configuration
had now been addressed, where required, by corrective action.

Of
See the Quality of Construction Collective Evaluation Report for*| ,

identification of these findings. '

,

, - - , , , . -..--.yv,,,.,.w - - _ - ~--3- %-< .---_ _ - -e-., -.-e-_ ,# , . - ---e..,, . _ _ , , , - - ._,_,..y.. ,.7 . , - ,_
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6.4 Effect of the Results on the QA Program Collective Evaluation

As noted previously, the Collective Evaluation Report was
issued prior to completion of this ISAP. The portion of the
report that evaluated the QA program indicated that final
conclusions regarding the current and historical CPSES QA
Program's compliance with 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion IV,
Procurement Document Control; Criterion VII, Control of
Purchased Material, Equipment, and Services; and Criterion
VIII, Identification and Control of Material, Parts, and
Components, would be reached after completion of ISAP VII.a.9.
In addition, some preliminary data from ISAP VII.a.9 was
utilized in evaluating compliance with Criterion XIII,
Handling, Storage, and Shipping. The following paragraphs

describe the effect of the ISAP VII.a.9 results on the QA
Program collective evaluation.

Criterion IV, Procurement Document Control

There were no findings identified during implementation of
ISAP VII.a.9 that were related to procurement document
control. Some deviations were identified for substitution of
components that were equal to or better than those specified
in the procurement specifications. It is likely that for some
of these substitutions, there were informal agreements made
between the vendors and the TU Electric engineer for the
substitutions, which were never reflected in the CPSES
procurement documents. However, because of the minor nature
of the substitutions and because they were for equal or better
components, there is no concern in this area.

The evaluation of the current CPSES procurement program
,

| concluded that the controls for procurement documents are
adequate. Therefore, the final results of ISAP VII.a.9'

confirm the preliminary collective evaluation assessment that
both the current and historical CPSES procurement document
control programs are adequate under 10CFR50, Appendix B,
Criterion IV.

Criterion VII, Control of Purchased Material, Equipment, and

Services

There were two types of findings identified during,s

| implementation of ISAP VII.a.9 that were related to Criterion
| VII requirements. These two types of findings, electrical

separation and oversize electrical cable jacket, should

. _. ..
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probably have been detected and corrected during vendor
surveillance and receipt inspection activities. Both of these
types of findings had been separately identified and
corrective action was underway prior to their identification
by ISAP VII.a.9.

Of the remaining five findings, one was caused by unrelated
site activities and the remaining four were of the type that
may not have been detected by acceptable procurement control
programs at the time the problems occurred. The historical
CPSES QA program had weak procedures defining manufacturing
surveillance and receipt inspection activities that resulted
in the inconsistent application of these activities, and some
errors apparently occurred during surveillance activities.
However, the seven types of findings identified are reflective
of those experienced by the nuclear industry in general. All
findings were related to electrical equipment or, in one case,
electrical material.

In summary, the CPSES historical program for control of--

purchased material and equipment was generally adequate, but
weaknesses in the vendor surveillance and receipt inspection
programs resulted in a limited number of problems related to
electrical equipment and materiala remaining unidentified.
The current QA program for control of purchased equipment and
material was found to address Criterion VII and FSAR
requirements adequately. However, based on the seven types of
findings identified, recommendations for corrective action
related to these findings included a recommendation that a
detailed evaluation of the current program dealing with
electrical equipment be conducted. This evaluation should
verify that current activities, such as engineering reviews,
vendor surveillance, and receipt inspections, are being
conducted in sufficient depth to prevent recurrence of the
types of findings that were identified.

Criterion VIII, Identification and Control of Materials,
Parts, and Components

There were no findings identified during implementation of
ISAP VII.a.9 that were related to Criterion VIII requirements.
The preliminary conclusion in the Collective Evaluation Report
that the current and historical CPSES programs are adequate
under 10CTR50, Appendix B, Criterion VIII are confirmed by thef-m3( ,) final results of ISAP VII.a.9.

._- . -. - -. _ . . -. - .
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Criterior. XIII, Handling, Storage, and Shipping

There were no findings identified during implementation of
ISAP VII.a.9 that relate to Criterion XIII requirements. .The
conclusions contained in the Collective Evaluation Report
regarding the compliance of the CPSES QA Program to 10CFR50,-

Appendix B, Criterion XIII requirements remain unaltered.

7.0 ONGOING ACTIVITIES

There are no ongoing QA/QC Review Team activities associated with
ISAP VII.a.9.

8.0 ACTION TO PRECLUDE RECURRENCE IN THE FUTURE

Upon completion of the recommended corrective actions, the existing

-O CPSES procurement program should be adequate to preclude recurrence
of the types of. problems ident.ified by this ISAP. In addition,

ongoing monitoring of nuclear industry identified problems will be
required to identify and correct those problems promptly that may
be related to CPSES installed equipment.

O

L
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Pack. No. Equipment Spec. Vendor Desuiption

2 CP2-CCAPCC-2M ES-I D Westinghouse / Motor Division Cocling Water Pump Motor

8 CPI-EPTRET-02 ES-6 Westinghouse / Medium Power Transformer
Transformer Division

43 CP2-EIPRCI-01 MS-611 Westinghouse / Power Systems Division Analog l&C Rack f
3 CP2-ECPRCR-08 ES-24 Forney Engineering Solid State isolation Cabinet k
4 CP1-ECPRCR-07 ES-24 Forney Engineering Solid State isolation Cabinet

5 CP2-VADPBC-07 MS-86 Posi SealInternational Inc. Cont . Vent isolation Valve
$15 CP2-VADPBC-01 MS-86 Posi Seal InternationalInc. Containment Ventilation g
D

22 X5W-006 M5-20C Posi 5ealInternationalInc. 24"Butter fly Valve "

k> $58 CP1-VADPBC-05 MS-86 Posi SealInternationalInc. Cont. Vent . Isolation Valve g
n m un

6 CP2-ECPRCR-11 ES-18 York Electro Panel Control Co. 6.9 K.V. Relay Rack E E 8% @
d

f "0<
" "

19 CP2-ECPRLV-16 MS-605 York Electro Panel Control Co. ERF Transducer Panel Q ,H ,
as D Q. * M

7 CP2-EP5WED-03 ES-11 General Electric Distribution Equipment Division 125 V DC.5witchboard M " *[ g
un > e :o

11 CP2-EPMCEB-02 ES-7 General Electric industrial Control Dept. Motor Control Center * H
e

48 CP2-ELDPEC-13 ES-10 General Electric Distribution Equipment Division 208/120 VAC LTG PNLT-A n

9 CPI-EGVEC-02 ES-9 Elgar Corporation Uninterruptible Power Supply

17 CP1 ECIVEC-01 ES-9 Elgar Corporation Uninterruptible Power Supply 0
M

12 CPX-ECPRCV-13 ES-16A General Atomic Technologies Inc. Control Room Cabinet d

13 CP2-ECPRCB-01 MS-605 Reliance Electric Control Board Panel yy
oo <

34 CP2-ECPRLV-01 MS-605 Reliance Electric Hot Shutdown Panel o apy

h16 CPX-CIATHV-02 MS-65 Applied Engineering Co. Air Accumulator Tank
g ..

5~
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Pack.No. Equipment Spec. Vendor Description

52 CP1-CIATAF-01 MS-65 Applied Engineering Co. Air Accumulator Tank

20 1-HV-4708 MS-2081 Borg Warner Nuclear Valve Division 8" Gate Valve

50 CP1-CHCICE-05 MS-80B Borg Warner York Division Inc. Centrifugal Water Chiller

51 CP2-CHCICE-05 MS-808 Borg Warner York Division Inc. Centrifugal Water Chiller

25 CP2-EPBCED-01 E5-88 Power Conversion Products Inc. Safeguard Battery Charger

26 CP1-EPTRET-07 ES-8B Power Conversion Products Inc. Isolation Transformer

27 1-HV-4178 MS-600 Fisher Control Co. Control Valve

28 2-FV-4772-1 MS-600 Fisher Control Co. Control Valve

29 CP1-VAAUSE-01 MS-81 American Air Filter Inc. Centrifugal Fan Unit

59 CP2-VAAU5E-04 MS-81 American Air filter Inc. Centrifugal Fan Unit $ i$
30 24 331 TE-423A-1 ES-28 Conax Corporation Seal Assy g$ g gr)
n n e-o

32 2-LIS-4754 MS-616 ITT Barton instruments Level indicating 5 witch gg g ,H g
vn vm m

33 1-Pl5-5957 MS-616 ITT Barton instruments Pressure Indicating Switch $*
y .

e
39 CP2-WPAP55-02 MS-ISB Crane Deming Pu r.ps Safeguard Euilding Sump Pump

41 CP2-VADPGU-50 MS-84 Pacific Air Preducts Gravity Damper

45 CP2-CHAPCP-05 MS-114 Bingham Willamette Co. Chilled Water Recirculation Pump

76 CP1-CTAPC5-01 MS-12 Bingham Willamette Co. Containment spray Pump

46 CP2-ELTRET-05 ES-2D Squas e D Company / Sorget Transformers 45 KVA Class IE Ltg x Fmr
m :o47 CPX-ELTRET-09 ES-2D Square D Company / Scrgel Transformers 45 KVA Class IE Ltg x Fmr gq

53 CPX-5FDMSF-01 MS-64 Hungerford & Terry Co. Spent Fuel Pool Demin. k
*8
o ..

5~
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54 CPX-VAFNCB-01 MS-838 Buffalo Forge Nuclear Co. Hydrogen Purge Fan

55 CPX-VAF NCB-20 MS-838 Buffato Forge Nuclear Co. Primary Plant Exhaust Fan

62 CP2-CCAHHX-01 MS-49 Struthers Wells Corporation Cooling Heat Exchanger

65 CP1-CCAHHX-02 MS-49 Struthers Wells Corporation Cooling Heat Enhanger

66 CP2CCAHHX-02 MS-49 Struthers Wells Corporation Cooling Heat Exchanger

63 CP1-CTEXVT-03 Mi-71 A Pathway Bellows Co. E upansion Joint

64 CP2-CTEXVT-04 MS-71 A Pathway Bellows Co. Expansion Joint

67 CP1-MEATAR-01 MS-34 Delaval Turbine / Engine & Compressor Division Diesel Generator Air Receiver

68 CP2-MEATAR-04 MS-34 Delaval Turbine / Engine & Compressor Division Diesel Generator Air Receiver
w

72 CP2-ECPRCR-02 ES-22 Automation industries inc. Solid 5 tate 5afeguard,5ystem N U E
Vitro Laboratories Division Sequencer 8E E% Ei

0 0< $73 CP1-ECPRCR-01 ES-22 Automation Industries Inc. Solid State Safeguard, System n$ ns

Vitro Laboratories Division Sequencer f$ f" h
.

O*

77 CPX-M E5C5W-01 MS-41 D Kranco INC. Service Water / Crane > * $
78 RC-1-135-901 A- MS-99 Hexcel/ MCI Division Crushable Restraints

C47W

79 RC-1-135-906A- MS-99 Hexcel / MCI Division Crushable Restraints
C47W

82 CP1-AFAPTD-01 MS-7 Ingersoll Rand / Cameron Pump Division Auxilary feed Pump

83 Weld Rod WE-80 Chemtron Corporation Weld Wire ,,
oa

84 Wel, Rod WE-80 Chemtron Corporation Weld Wire T
83 Weld Rod WE-80 Arcos Corporation Weld Wire Uo

o ?.
n

_ _ _ ______ _
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97 Weld Rod WE-40 Arcos Corporation Weld Wire

84 Weld Rod WE-80 Sandvik inc. 1/16 x 36 Weld Wire
.

85 Cadweld 55-11 Erico Products Sleeves and Powder

86 Cadweld 55-11 Erico Products Sleeves and Powder

87 Rebar 55-10 Bethlehem - Steel Co. Rebar

88 Rebar 55-10 Bethlehem - Steet Co. Rebar

87 Rebar $5-10 Teledyne Brown Eng. Rebar

88 Rebar 55-10 Dubose - Steel Co. Rebar

95 5.5 Plate 55-18 Dubose - Steel Co. 5.5 Plate

90 Cement 55-9 Gifford Hill Co. Type # 2 Cement N 5
ng gnn

98 Fine Aggergate 55-9 Gifford Hill Co. C33 # 4 Aggregate h }
91 Crushed Stone 55-9 TXICo. C-33 #4 Crushed Stone ~! "U M~ -

DN D *s. $
92 Botting Material 55-17 TRW/ Nelson Division Nelson Studs S

*

> s
92 Misc. Steel 55-17 Swthern Bolt & Fastner Co. Misc. Steel

92 Structural 5 teel 55-17 Aluminum Corporation Steel Plate

93 Misc. Steel 55-17 AFCO Steel Misc. Steel

94 Embed-Plate $5-18 AFCO Steel Embed-Plate

95 5.5 Plate 55-18 2 *CO Steel 5.5 Plate

93 Misc . Steel 55-17 General Steel Plate, Angle oE
$1

93 Misc. Steel 55-17 Central TX. Iron Plate. Channel y"
_ -- ag

o ..

g..

.

. _ -
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Pack. No. Eouipment Snec. Vendor Description

93 Misc . Steel 55-17 Arm (o Steel Co. Plate

94 Embedded Plate 55-18 Bostrom Bergen Co PC 1 HT# V51350

95 5 5. Mate 55-18 Bostrem BergenCo. 5 5. Plate,.

1----
95

'

5 5. Plate 55-18 Meddco Metals 5 5. Plate

95 55 Plate 55-18 Pressure Vessel 5 5. Plate

95 5 5. Plate 55-18 A&G Engineering Co 5 5. Plate
_

95 5 5. Plate SS-18 Nove Machine Products 5 5. Plate

99 High Density Agg. 55-9 NuclearShieldingSupply Co. Coarse & Fine Aggergate

101 Weld Wire WE-40 Techalloy Maryland inc. Weld Wire
:o

101 Weld Wire WE-40 Murex Welding Co. Weld Wire N 5 E
. 2" ED h102 1-MI-1 MS-74 Gulf & Western Mech. Penetration go g gn$ na

103 1-MS-2 MS-74 Gulf & Western Mech. Penetration ag ,H @
-

vn vm m
104 1-CC-336 MS-26 Crosby Valve Co. Relief Valve S

~

>
a

105 1-51-176 MS-26 Crosby Valve Co. Relief Valve

108 W-151-1 ES 738 Rockbestos Co.. Cable

109 W- 150-9 ES-138 Cerro Wire & Cable Cable

110 W-117-4 E',-13 B Okenite Co. Cable

111 N-HVT-1-A-2-00 F. 5-100 Raychem Co. Splice Kit

112 N-HVT-1-A- 1-00 E5-100 Raychem Co. Splice Kit

113 6'fpKX-2/0-350-09 E5-100 Raychem Co. Splice Kit yE

" E..o

5~

__ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Trend Analysis of Qualification of Equipment

1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Document reviews were conducted in this category to' verify that the
required ~ seismic /:avironnental qualification reporte, as well as
the certificatiors of ccr.pliance with codas and standards required
by the procuremere spec'.ft. cations, were received from the vendors.
Deviationn arising f*sm taese document reviews were assigned to
this tr.e,*n. category. Reviews of the technical adequacy of the
qua)~$, cation reports are outside the scope of ISAP VII.a.9 and

. we' a conducted through the Design Adequacy Program and its
st :a essor, the Project's Corrective Action Program.'

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Total number of decision points evaluated: 203

'fr~s Total number of deviations identified: 8
iu

Percentage of decision points identified
.

as deviations: 3.94%

Frequea0y of Deviations, by Type of Specification

Total No. of
Decision No. of Deviation

Pts. Deviations Rate

Electrical Specifications 64 2 3.12%

Mechanical Specifications 139 6 4.32%

Severity of Deviations, by Type of Specification

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.

Deficiencies Deviations Deviations Deviations

Electrical
Specifications 0 0 0 2

| Mechanical
Specifications 0 0 0 6

!

l
,

l_
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

Severity of Deviations, by Vendor.

Devia- Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.
tion Defi- Devia- Devia- Devia-

Vendor Rate ciencies tions tions tions

**American Air Filter 28.57% 0 0 0' 4

**Borg-Warner York Div. 8.70% 0 0 0 2

* General Electric
Industrial Control
Dept. 7.14% 0 0 0 1

* York Electro-Panel 14.29% 0 0 0 1

t'% The verification of receipt of equipment qualification records
i included the following additional vendors, for which no deviations

were identified for the equipment furnished.

No. of
Vendor Decision Points

** Applied Engineering 2

** Bingham Willamette 10

**Borg-Warner Nuclear Valve 1

** Buffalo Forge 11

* Automation Industries Vitro Labs 8

*Conax 2

** Crane Deming 5

*Elgar Corp. 10

** Crosby Valve 2

*GE/DED 4

Oi

| Vendors supplying equipment to electrical specifications.*

Vendors supplying equipment to mechanical specifications.**

|

|
|
t
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1.0 SUMMAP.Y OF RESULTS (Cont'd) ,

No. of
Vendor Decision Points

** Fisher Controls 6

*Forney 4

* General Atomic 3

**Hexcel/ MCI Div. 4

**Hungerford & Terry 1

**Ingersol Rand 2

**ITT Barton 4

'

**Kranco Inc. 2

** Pacific Air Products 1

** Pathway Bellows 2

**Posi-Seal 4

*Powar Conversion Products 7

** Reliance 35

* Square D 3

t'

**Struthers Wells 2
,

**Delaval Turbine 2

* Westinghouse Motor Div. 7

| * Westinghouse Sharon Transformer Div. 4

|

* Westinghouse Power Systems Div. 4

TOTAL 146

.

-- ,-~e-r, ,-*-- , ,.---.e.- , - - - - - . . . -,w- - - - - - ~
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-2.0. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
'

The receipt of qualification records was verified for the selected
safety-related equipment supplied by 33 vendors. As shown in the
preceding table. 29 of the vendors had no identified deviations. ,

Deviations
J

s

Document reviews.for the receipt of qualification records for the
selected safety-related equipment involved 198 decision points.
One hundred ninety of these decision points were verified'as
meeting the specified design requirements. Only eight deviations
were identified; evaluations showed all eight to be insignificant.

,

j They had no effect on the ability of the equipment to perform its
safety-related function.

.

Equipment Type

Equipment purchased to mechanical specifications accounted for the ;

O majority (six of eight) of the identified deviations in this ;

trending category. Howevar, due to the minor nature of these
deviations (as discussed in Section 3.0), no concerns were ;

identified by the QA/QC Review Team relative to this type of [;

equipment.;

3.0 rVALUATION OF RESULTS2

A.41 eight of the identified deviations in this category were
determined to be insignificant in that the required or alternate
documentation was located in site etention files other than in the !-

receipt inspection files to which the initial ISAP VII.a.9 document |
reviews were limited. Therefore, the deviations had no adverse }
affect on the ability of the equipment tc perform its intended i

safety function. |
,

Seven of the eight identified deviations involved verification of
'

'

the receipt of docusantation indicating compliance with Regulatory
Guides 1.40 (notor qualification tests) and 1.89 (Class 1E
equipment qualification). These Regulatory Guides endorse IEEE
Standards 323 and 334 which address the electrical qualification of
equipment and continuous duty motors. In these cases, the QA/QC+

Review Tesa verified that the available environmental qualification
reports indicated compliance with the endorsed IEEE standards and,,

therefore, met Regulatory Guides 1.40 and 1.89..
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.3.0 ' EVALUATION OF RESULTS (Cont'd).

The remaining deviation addressed the' fact that-low impedance.
testing-had act been performed as' required on an electric panel'
supplied by York Electro-Panel.; Low impedance testing is one of_ !

'

several alternate methods for seismic qualification identified in
IEEE 344. The QA/QC Review Team verified the. receipt of the.' i<

'

vendor's seismic qualification report certifying compliance with
IEEE-344.

,

As scated above, all identified deviations in this category were'
insignificant and were resolved by verifying the receipt of -

Jrequired or alternate seceptable qualificatica documentation I

applicable to the selected equipment. No concerns were identified' ,

by the QA/QC Review Team relative to this trending category.
i

?

,
'4.0. ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATIONS

() Not applicable.

.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AFD RECOMMENDATIONS
,

| Based on-the results of the document reviews verifying receipt of
qualification' verification records for.the selected equipment, it,

is concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the |

qualification records of similar equipment not' evaluated were also ,
,.

received and that these records indicate compliance with applicable -

qualification standards and requiremerts. This conclusion is based !

on the low frequency and lack of signi icance of identified !3

[ qualification deviations. No adverse trends were identified and no
further document reviews or evaluations are recommended.

:

|

t
. .

s

h

'

,

!

|

!

<
o

i i
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Trend Analysis of Manufacturing Processes

1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Deviations arising from reviews of documentation provided by the
vendors to show that required fabrication processes were properly
performed were assigned te this trending category. Manufacturing
processes (MPs) include:

Material certifications.-

Heat treating.-

Coatings / plating.-

Welding / brazing,-

*

.

Pressure / performance / electrical testing,-

'

Examinations (NDE),-

Pressure boundary wall thickness checks,-

Vendor dimensional checks, and-

!;ajor repair records.-

Reviews included identification of the records for the specific
equipment or component as well as verification of documented
compliance with design requirements.

Identified MP deviations were of two basic typas:
-

Type A: Document reviews showed MPs actually conflicted with-

or were not in compliance vitt. design requirements |

Type B: Documentation for MPs was simply missing, incomplete-

or otherwise unavailable for review.

Type B deviations accounted for approximately 89 percent of the
identified deviations in this trencing category. Evaluations
showed in many cases that submittal of this information was not
specifically required, but the information was sought by the QA/QC
teview Tesa in their efforts to cover comprehensively all

O potentially verifiable design requirements in the document reviews..

Trending results (numbers and percentages) shown in parentheses !

t

l. _ - __- ._, - , _ . _ , . _-
--

-
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

include only the type A deviations; the effects of
missing / incomplete documentation (type B deviations) are excluded
from the numbers in parentheses.

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Total c. amber of decision points evaluated: 6836 (6579)

Total number of deviations identified: 1630 (161)

Percentage of decision points identified
as deviations: 23.87% (2.45%)

Frequency of Deviations by Type of Specification

f Total No. of

( Decision No. of Deviation.
Pts. Deviations Rate

Electrical Specifications 273 (257) 13 (2) 4.76% (0.79%)

Mechanical Specifications 6563 (6322) 1617 (159) 24.71% (2.41%)

Severity of Deviations by Type of Specification

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.

Deficiencies !>eviations Deviations Deviations

Electrical
Specifications 0 0 0 13 (2)

Mechanical
Specifica61ons 0 0 6 (6) 1611 (159)

'

O

- . - . _- . - - . . -
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Severity of Deviations by Vendor

'

Devia- Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.
tion Defi- Devia- Devia- Devia-

Vendor Rate ciencies tions tions tions

'

**Posi-Seal 29.73 (5.16) 0 0 4 (4) 116 (17)
:

** Pathway Bellows 2.99 (0.74) 0 0 2 (2) 6.(0)

**Jmerican Air
111ter 5.77 (0.00) 0 0 0 9 (0)

** applied
'Ingineering 1.09 (0.00) 0 0 0 1 (0)

.[ ** Bingham
x, villamatte 35.29 (0.00) 0 0 0 42 (0)

| **Borg Warner York
Div. 36.40 (5.10) 0 0 0 914 (114)

**Borg Warner Nuclear
Valve Div. 6.90 (0.00) 0 0 0 6 (0)

** Buffalo Forge 24.49 (0.00) 0 0 0 36 (0)
i

*Conax 3.45 (0.00) 0 0 0 (0)
|

** Crane Deming
| Pumps 7.26 (0,80) 0 0 0 9 (1)
,

** Crosby Valve 8.15 (2.22) 0 0' O 11 (3)

**Pisher Controls 28.40 (12.3) 0 0 0 23 (10)

* General Electric >

Industrial Control
Dept. 8.70 (0.00) 0 0 0 2 (0)

** Gulf & Western 11.46 (4.16) 0 0 0 11 (4)

| * Vendors 'pplying equipment to electrica* specifications.
'

** Vendors .syplying equipment to mechanical specifications.

|
:

|
% _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _.
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Devia- Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.
tion Defi- Devia Devia- Devia-

Vendor Rate ciencies tions tions tions

**Hexcel/ MCI Div. 1.72 (0.00) 0 0 0 1 (0)

**Hungerford &
Terry 1.79 (0.00) 0 0 0 5 (0)

**Ingersol Rand 0.58 (0.58) 0 0 0 1 (1)

**ITT Barton 21.74 (4.34) 0 0 0 5 (1)

**Kranco Inc. 57.56 (0.48) 0 0 0 118 (1)

O) ** Pacific Air
kJ Products 12.96 (5.56) 0 0 0 7 (3)

** Reliance 53.33 (3.34) 0 0 0 48 (3)

**Struther Wells 9.67 (0.44) 0 0 0 86 (4)

**Delaval Turbine 22.58 (2.15) 0 0 0 42 (4)

* Westinghouse
Motor Div. 12.12 (6.06) 0 0 0 4. (2)

** Westinghouse Power
Systems Div. 33.08 (0.00) 0 0 0 214 (0)

* York Electro 7.50 (0.00) 0 0 0 6 (0)

The ISAP VII.a.9 evaluation of equipment MPs included the following
additional vendors for which no MP deviations were identified for
the equipment evaluated.

No. of
Vender Decision Points

* Automation Industries. Inc.
Vitro Labs 11

O'

*Elgar Corp. 22
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS-(Cont'd)

No. of
Vendor . Decision Points

*Forney 12 .

*GE/DED 7

* General Atomic 8

* Power Conversion Products 11
;

* Westinghouse /Sharon Transf. 12

* Square D 25

Vendors TOTAL 108

O 2.0 DISCUSSION OF iESULTS

The evaluation c' he MPs on the selected sefeiy relatid equipment
involved equipment supplied by 34 vendors, as thown in preceding
tables. Evaluations of the results relar.ivt to the type of
equipment and specific vendors were L:=ed oa severity and frequency
of occurrence of identified deviations.

9

Deviations

MP document reviews on the selected safety-related equipment
involved 6836 decision points, of which 5206 were vr.rified as
meeting the specified design requirements. No mn'.facturing
deficiencies or unclassified deviations were identified and only
six of the 1630 identified deviations were determined to be
notable.

Equipment Type

The deviation percentages were lower for equipmeat purchased to
electrical specifications than for equipment purchased to '

mechanical specifications because of the larger number
j manuf acturing processes such as physical and che*2ical analysis. |

heat treatment, plating, NDE, and repair records associated with

I
'

,

I '

li

'
I

|
|

|
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

the mechanical specifications. There was a total of twelve ,

vendors supplying equipment purchased to electrical specifications
that had no identified deviations in this category. All of the
notable deviations in this category were on equipment. purchased to
mechanical specifications.

3.0 EVALUATION OF RESULTS

3.1 Mechanical Specification Equipment - Notable Deviations

Twenty-two mechanical equipment vendors were included in this
trending category. No manufacturing deficiencies or
unclassified deviations were identified. The six notable MP
deviations that were identified involved mechanical

(~*) specification equipment furnished by two vendors, Posi-Seal
(_) and Pathway Bellows. A discussion of the specific equipment

as well as the notable and insignificant deviations follows.
|

Posi-Seal
i

Four pieces of equipment supplied by Posi-Seal were selected i

for evaluation. Three were containment ventilation isolation
valves (Tag Nos. CP1-VADPBC-05, CP2-VADPBC-01 and
CP2-VADPBC-07) and the other was a service water cross-connect
isolation valve (Tag No. X-SW-006). The containment
ventilation isolation valves are closed during normal
operation. Their safety-related functions are to provide a
flow path for ventilation of the containment following a loss
of coolant accident and to provide containment isolation
capability. The service water isolation valve is normally

!
,

locked closed. Its safety function is to maintain isolation
between Unit 1 and Unit 2 station service water systems,
allowing cross-connection of the systems when required. There
were 407 MP decisica points on this equipment that were
evaluated by document reviews. Of these decision points, 120
were identified as deviations. Four of these deviations were
identified as notable. The notable deviations were on the
three containment ventilation isolation valves as discussed

"

below:

O
|

|
. _ - . - . - . . _ - . . - . - _ _ ._ _
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3.0 EVALUATION OF-RESULTS (Cont'd)
.|

Valve Seat - Performance Guarantee (2 Deviations):-

These deviations were on two containment ventilation
isolatien valves installed in Unit 2. Both valves (12
inch and 48 inch butterfly type) were preaured under
Gibbs & Hill Specification 2323 MS-86. .The service
life of the installed TEFZEL valve seats (seal rings)
was 10,000 operating cycles rather than 20,000 as
required by the specification. TEFZEL valve seats were
chosen by the vendor in response to NRC concerns
related to containment isolation valve leakage due to
seal degradation.

Evaluations showed that the expected number of
operating cycles for these valves over the 40 year life
of the plant is less than 4,800 cycles. This was well
within the expected service life (10,000 cycles as

.

furnished by the vendor) of the vsive seats.
_

These two deviations were classified as' notable based
on a 50 percent reduction in valve seat performance
with respect to specification requirements.

.

Pneumatic Valve Actuator - Test Pressure (2-

Deviations): These deviations were on two containment
ventilation isolation valves (one on each unit). Both
valves (24-inch, air-operated, butterfly type) were
procured under Gibbs & Hill Specification 2323 MS-86.

'
The valve actuators, including their associated piping,
valves, and accessories, were pneumatically tested at
125 psig rather than at 150 psig as required by the
specification. The specification stated that -

instrument air pressure to the actuator was en be 80
psig minimum and 120 psig maximum. It was further

,

stated in the specification that the test pressure :
shall be 1.25 times the maximum operating air pressure,
in this case, 150 psig.

Evaluation showed that the actual operating air i

pressure in the system is no higher than 100 psig based
on the maximum capacity of the air compressor in the
system. Since the test pressure used by the vendor is
1.25 times this maximum actual operating pressure, it,

- ic adequate.
. ,

5

(
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3.0 EVALUATION OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

Although pressure testing of this valve actuator was
adequate for this carticular application, these
deviations were notable, based on a test pressure that
was 17% less than required by the specification.

Evaluations showed that all four notable MP deviations
on the Posi-Seal valves had a negligible effect on the
ability of the valves to perform their intended safety
functions, due to the conservatism of the applicable
procurement specification requirements.

The remaining 116 identified MP deviations on equipment
supplied by Posi-Seal were all determined to be insignificant.
Four of these deviations involved an actual conflict or

7s - non-compliance with design requirements. Two of these four
( ) involved material substitutions for the gasket retainers on

the service water valve and one of the containment ventilation
isolation valves. The gasket retainers were made from a 316
stainless steel casting (SA-351 GR.CF8M) rather than 316
stainless steel plate (SA-240) as specified on the design
drawing. Evaluation showed the physical and chemical
properties of the substituted material to be equivalent to
those of the specified material. The other two deviations
involved a performance guarantee required by the specification
for non-binding of a containment isolation valve seat after
experiencing temperature transients. Evaluation showed that
acceptance testing of the valves by the vendor, including
cycling tests for binding of the seat, was adequate in lieu of
a performance guarantee.

Seventy-two of the insignificant deviations involved missing
certified material test reports (CMTRs) for non-pressure
boundary valve components. Evaluations showed that
information supplied by the vendor provided adequate assurance
of material acceptability and met ASME Section III Code
requirements.

Sixteen of the insignificant deviations involved four missing
wall thickness readings on a containment ventilation isolation
valve. Evaluation and indirect field measurement confirmed
that all required readings exceeded the 0.25 inch minimumO requirement.

'

. - - .
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Twelve of the insignificant deviations involved a lack of
documentation that actuator springs on two containment
ventilation isolation valves were the proper material,
shot-peened, cadmium-plated, and heat-treated. In-situ
testing and evaluation confirmed cadmium plating and material.
Shot peaning and heat treating were not confirmed, but
evaluation showed that the absence of shot peening and heat
treating would Lave a negligible effect on proper functioning
of tha valves.

Since none of the remaining identified deviations on the
'

Posi-Seal ssives affected the ability of equipment to perform
its intended safety functions and since only eight (including
the four notable deviations) were shown to represent actual
non-compliance with design requirements, no concerns were

g identified and no further reinspections or document reviews('j vere recommended.g ,

Pathway Bellows

The equipment selected for evaluation were two expansion
joints installed in the containment spray system piping. The
joints perform two safety-related funct. ions: (1) absorption
of thermal expansion / contraction of the associated piping and
(2) containment of the piping system leakage. There were 268
MP decision joints on this equipment that were evaluated by
document reviews. Eight of these decision points were
identified as deviations; two of these eight were identified
as notable deviations. These notable deviations, involving
material substitutions, are discussed below:

Expansion Joint - Bellows Material (2 Deviations):-

These deviations were on two 24 inch diameter expansion
joints supplied by Pathway Bellows, Inc. and installed
on containment spray system containment isolation
valves in Unit I and Unit 2. The deviations involve a
material substitution by the vendor in that the
expansion joint bellows material is type 304L stainless r

steel rather than type 304 stainless steel as required
by the procurement specification and the vendor's i

'design drawing. No records were found authorizing or
addressing the substitution. ;

,
.

,

-a e - ,, - , - - - - r-- - - n v.
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3.0 EVALUATION OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

Evaluation showed the two materials are essentially
equivalent with the exception that the minimum yield
strength of 304L is 17 percent less than for 304 (25
versus 30 kai). However, a review of the vendor's
stress, seismic and fatigue analyses showed this
difference in strength to be of minor importance for
this specific design / material application, in that
safety factors for ms.ximum allowable stress and fatigue
cycles for the substituted material are 3.5 and 10
respectively.

The reduced strength of the 304L material is related to
'

its lower carbon content (0.03 percent max. versus 0.08
percent in 304). Material specifications allow a
slightly higher nickel content in 304L (12 percent max.
versus 10.5 percent for 304). These chemical

Os
differences provide for better corrosion resistance
properties and improved weldability in the substituted
304L material. All other chemical / physical
requirements for the two materials are the same.

Although the use of 304L was considered to be a
material improvement due to better corrosion res;.6ance
and improved weldability, these two deviations are
notable based on the strength reduction and the lack of
documentation authorizing substitution of a lesser
strength material.

The remaining six insignificant deviations identified on this
equipment involved incomplete pressure testing records and
missing heat treat records. Evaluations showed these
deviations were insignificant and had a negligible effect on
the safety-related functions of this equipment.

Based on the low frequency of deviations (2.99 percent) and r

the fact that even those deviations that were notable had no
safety significance, the QA/QC Review Team concluded that the
existence of other deviations of greater severity on other '

'

equipment supplied by Pathway Bellove is unlikely. Therefore,
no concerns were identified and no further reinspections or
document reviews were recommended.

O
.

, , , - , - - , , - - -- - - - - . - - , - ,
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3.0' EVALUATION OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

3.2 Mechanical' Specification Equipment - Insignificant Deviations

A total of 6161 decision points was included in MP document
reviews involving the other 20 mechanical equipment vendors
(i.e... excluding Posi-Seal and Pathway Bellows), of which 4659
were verified as meeting the specified design requirements.

-Evaluations showed that all 1502 identified MP deviations on.
selee.ed equipment supplied by these other vendors were
insignificant and had no effect.on the ability of the
equipment to perform its intended safety function. These
deviations were divided into eight groups for trend
evaluation. Typical deviations in each of the groups are
discussed below:

Substituted Material or Conflicting Certification:-

O This group included 149 deviations on' selected
equipment supplied by twelve of the remaining 20
sachanical vendors.

Two daviation reports addressed 45 material deviations
where SA-516 Grade 70 plates were supplied in lieu of

; SA-283 Grade C as specified on the vendor's drawing.
Material thicknesses ranging from 3/16 inch to 1/2 inch,

'
were used for various structural members of the
component cooling water chillers. Evaluation showed
the substituted material to have a higher minimum yield
strength (38 kai vs 30 kai) and a higher notch
toughness than the specified material. Also, since
both materials are carbon steel (P-1 group) with

,

equivalent chemical composition, the substitution had
no effect on weldability.

Evaluation of other material substitutions in this
group showed that equal or better materials were used.
Examples are:

,

; Use of SA-105 forged steel flanges on e diesel--

starting air receiver instead of SA-181 as
specified. SA-105 requirements were shown to
equal or exceed those specified for SA-181.

|

| h Use of SA-675 Grade 60 on an air receiver manway--

v ring rather than SA-306 Grade 55 as specified.'

The evaluation showed SA-675 Grade 60 has equal or

j better performance capabilities.

.

_
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For all similar deviations in this group, evaluations-
showed that material substitutions had no effect on
component functions and in many cases resulted in the
use of materials better-than those specified.

Deviations where chemical / physical test data recorded
on the CNTR were inconsistent with requirements for the
material designation stated on the CMTR were also
assigned to this group. Examples are:

Weld rod carbon content on a CMTR was inconsistent--

with the material specification, SFA 5.20. Carbon
content is not addressed by SFA 5.20 and
evaluation showed that the recorded carbon content
of 0.095 percent was acceptable.

A CMTR showed lower manganese and silicon contents.

--

.

than allowed by SA-453 Grade 660 (1974 and 1974
summer addenda to the. AShE Code, which was the
Code revision cited on the CMTR). Evaluation
showed that the specification allowed the use of
the 1975 summer addenda that in turn specified no
minimum manganese and silicon contents.
Therefore, the installed material (bolting) was
acceptable.

In all cases where CMTRs had conflicting information,
it was shown that affected materials were acceptable.

Missing or Incomplete Material Certifications: This-

group included 971 deviations on selected equipment
supplied by 13 of the remaining 20 mechanical vendors.

One deviation report addressed 18 deviations of this
type on welding electrodes used on a water chiller
unit. Although the vendor's weld data report did not
list specific heat numbers for the electrodes used, all
listed electrodes were identified as E-7018. CMTRs for
E-7018 weld rod in the receipt inspection file for this
equipment were found to be acceptable and, based on the
supplied records, the E-7018 CMTRs most likely cavared
the weld electrodes actually used, providing reasonable

() assurance that the electrodes are acceptable.

,

------ -
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3.0 EVALUATION OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

Several deviations in this group involved material
certification requirements in the specification that
exceeded ASME Section III requirements. Since the ASME
requirements were met by the vendor and other records
supplied by the vendor provided reasonable assurance
that the materials were used for the non-pressure
boundary components, the lack of CMTRs was not
important to the proper functioning of the component.
Examples are:

There were no CMTRs for non-pressure boundary--

components on a containment spray pump as required
by the specification, but certification of
conformance was provided for some of those
components and the remainder were traceable to
CMTRs by markings on the components. r

\-- A component cooling system gate valve was missing--

a valve seat CMTR that was required by the
specification, but not by ASME Section III.

1

In all cases where material certifications were missing
or incomplete, evaluations showed that this had no
effect on the ability of the equipment to perform its
intended safety functions. In each instance the
evaluation concluded either that other evidence
confirmed acceptable material or that the particular .,

'
material was not critical.

i

Testing Non-compliance: This group included 13-

deviations on selected equipment supplied by four of
the remaining 20 sechanical vendors. This group
consists of deviations where different or alternate
testing methods or parameters were used.
Representative deviations in this group are:

The hydrostatic test pressure for the turbine '--

casing of an auxiliary feedvater pump was held for
25 minutes rather than 30 minutes. The evaluation -

'
showed that the testing provided sufficient
demonstration of structural integrity and leak
tightness for this equipment.O

;

,

- . . - - - - - - - , ,- , ., ,, _- ,. . - - . , - -- -
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'

Prototype functional testing was used in lieu of--

individual testing on water chiller units. ihe
evaluation showed that this was acceptable since
each unit was also tested on-site.

A pressure indicat:!ng switch was hydrostatically--

rather than pneumatically pressure tested. The
evaluation showed this to be an acceptable
alternative that had no adverse effect on the
instrument.

All cases where different or alternate testing was used
were shown to have had acceptable results and the
deviations had no adverse effect on the equipment. >

Missing / Incomplete Test Records: This group included-

' /'' 277 deviations on selected equipment supplied by 11 of
\s the remaining 20 sechanical vendors. Deviations

involving test reports that were either missing or
'

lacking the required information were assigned to this
group. Representative examples are:

'

The frequency used for dielectric testing was not--

stated on the test report. The other recorded
test parameters provided evidence that the
required frequency was used. Proper testing was
also confirmed by the vendor.

The hold time was not recorded for pressure i--

testing of a differential pressure instrument.
Use of the required ten minute hold time was
confirmed by the vendor.

The temperature correction was not provided for--

cet positive section head (NPSH) testing of a
containment spray pump. The evaluation showed ,

that providing NPSR requirements at the 54*F test
temperature is conservative since temperature [

; cortection would only increase the design margin.

Evaluations showed that in all cases where test records
were missing or incomplete. there was no effect on the

Iability of the equipment to perform their intended
,

- safety functions.

i
.

I

i
'

-

'
..
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Examination Non-compliance: This group included four-

deviations on selected equipment supplied by three of
the remaining 20 mechanical vendors. Deviations
assigned to this group involved different examination
methods used by the vendor than those required by the
specification or design drawing. In all cases, the
alternate methods used by the vendors were shown to be
acceptable. Examples are:

;

Magnetic * particle inspection was used instead of *--

liquid penetrant inspection of manway openings on
two component cooling water heat exchangers. In
this application, magnetic particle inspection is
an acceptable alternate to liquid penetrant
inspection. ,

Wet rather than dry powder magnetic particle-

inspection was used on valve actuator springs.
The wet method is somewhat more sensitive in
identifying defects than is the dry power method.

Missing / Incomplete Examination Records: This group-

included seventy-four deviations on selected equipment
supplied by eight of the remaining 20 mechanical
vendors. Twenty-eight deviations in this group '

resulted from a lack of radiographic weld inspection *

records on two component cooling water heat exchangers.
Evaluations showed that eight of the welds were not
full-penetration butt velds and, therefore, did not -

r

require radiography. The remaining sixteen welds were !
;

acceptable based on spot radiographic examination of'

other welds as permitted by ASME III Subsection ND.

Another deviation in this group resulted from a missing
ultrasonic inspection report on a component cooling
system gate valve stem. In this case, ultrasonic

inspection was required per the vendor's drawing but i
*

not by the procurement specification or the ASME Code.
Available material certifications and liquid penetrant i

inspection results provided sufficient evidence of the ;

acceptability of this component.

All remaining deviations in this group were similarly
shown to have no effect on the equipment's ability to
perform their intended design functions.

.

- - - , . , _ _ . , - - _ . , . ,, . . - - - . -
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Processing Non-compliance: 'This group included'two.

deviations on selected equipment supplied'by one of the
remaining 20 sechanical vendors.

The two deviations in this group resulted from a
different solution-annealing temperature for's 316 ;

stainless steel relief valve body (1925'F) and bonnet ]

(1910'F) than required (2050'F).by the specification.
Evaluation showed that annealing temperatures not less ;

than 1900*F were acceptable. !

Missing / Incomplete Processing Records: This group-

included 13 deviations on selected equipment supplied
by six of the remaining 20 sechanical. vendors. -The i

following deviations are representative of this group -

Five deviations in this group involved .i--
s

missing / incomplete repair. records for veld repairs
made to the body and bonnet of one relief valve. {

| Evaluations showed the weld repairs were minor and .

; the repair records were adequate.

One deviation involved a lack of documentation on-

*solution annealing and water quenching of-

austentic stainless steel (304) components on a
!safeguards building sump pump. Evaluation showed '

that where heat treating records were incomplete I

the carbon content of the steel was low enough !
'

(.042 .051 percent) to preclude carbide
,

precipitation and, therefore, the compocents were ,

acceptable. Subsequent to this evaluation ;
additional assurance was received from the vendor-

that the components were quenched after heat t
,

; treatment, as required.
,

l

Similar evaluations of the remaining deviations in this ;,

i group showed in all cases that the missing / incomplete t

! processing records had no effect on the sbility of the ;

equipment to perform their design functiocs. }
i

3.3 Electrical Specification Equipment

I

O. Twelve electrical specification equipment vendors are included ;:
in this trending category. Two hundred seventy-three MP '

!'

decision points were identified for evaluation. Only thirteen #

;
'

.

- . - . . . . _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ __ - __ _ . ~ .. - , , _ _
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3.0 EVALUATION OF RESULTS (Cont'd)' i

!
MP deviations were identified. Evaluations showed these j
. deviations to be insignificant, and they had no effect on the j

'

ability of-the equipment to perform its intended safety ' ). '
' function. '

1

-The-thirteen deviations on electrical equipment involved four |

of the electrical equipment suppliers. Document reviews on :
electrical equipment supplied by these four vendors -included . ;

165 decision points, resulting in a deviation rate of 7.9 !

percent. Document reviews on the remaining eight electrical a
equipment vendors included 108 MF decision points with no
identified deviations. No manufacturing deficiencies.'

unclassified deviations or notable deviations were identified..,

All thirteen identified MF deviations on electrical equipment
wera. insignificant and had no effect on the-ability of the

.. equipment to perform its' intended safe *y function. .These
deviaticas are of two basic types involving materials and,

testing. These deviations are discussed below.4

Materials (eight deviations):-;.

Two. deviations resulted from the shaft and--

coupling on a Westinghouse motor being made of.-

| entbon steel (ASTM 675) and coated with a rust
inhibiting oil. The design specificatica required
all exposed and unpainted metal surfaces to be of
corrosion resistant material. Evaluation showed,

| that the oil coating was appropriate for this
application.

4

: Two deviations on the same Westinghouse actor--

resulted from a lack of documentation on the:

: asterials used for the front and rear bearing

| thermocouples. The evaluation showed that the
_

function of these thermocouples was merely'

; diagnostic and the deviations had no potential for
j- safety sirsificance.
1

One other material deviation resulted from a lack-;.

of material certification for steel bars
(ASTN-A36) installed in a protective relay racki

supplied by York Electric. Evaluation showed the;'
. steel bars were made of ASTM A-108 Grade 1018,
1, which exceeded the physical properties of ASTM

|
A-36; thus a better material was used.

||
t
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3.0 EVALUATION 0F RESULTS (Cont'd) [
,

Similar evaluations of the remaining deviations in--

| 'this group showed in all cases that the missing
records had no effect on the ability of the f
equipment to perform their design functions. !

Testing (five dev'istions): f
'

-

^

One deviation addressed a lack of documentation on-

flame testing of viring on a actor' control center ;

supplied by General Electric. The vendor .

; confirmed-that the applicable testing had been- ;-

performed.- |

'
Another deviation on the same actor control center - |-

addressed a lack of documentation on whether'AC or i
'

DC voltage was used for dielectric testing.-
; Evaluation cited other evidence that. indicated.the *

required AC voltage was used.- t

i' - i
One deviation involved a lack of documentation! --

; confirming a 600 volt rating on an electrical !
penetration _ seal assembly supplied by Conax. !
Evaluation showed that qualification testing '

performed at 660 volts confirmed acceptability of ,

this equipment even though the rating was not i

F specifically stated. !
o i

! Similar evaluations of the remaining deviations in this ;

. group showed in all cases that the missing / incomplete
[ processing records had no effect on the ability of the !

equipment to perform their design functions. [,

!>

: i
4.0 ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATIONS !,

Not applicable. f
.|

t .

!.

;.

: ,

f

i !
,
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Electrical Specification Equipment

The QA/QC Reviev. Team concludes that it is unlikely that
manufacturing deficiencies related to manufacturing processes exist
in the unevaluated portion of equipment procured to electrical
specifications. Therefore, no adverse trend exists. This
conclusion is based on the low frequency and severity of identified
MP deviations on the selected electrical equipment.

Mechanical Specification Equipment

The results of document reviews on mechanical equipment showed a
relatively high deviation rate (24.71 percent). However, this
deviation rate is not truly reflective of failure to follow

7''< requirements by these vendors. As discussed in Section 1.0,

3,, ,) missing or incomplete documentation accounted for approximately 89
percent of the deviations in the MP category. Evaluations showed
that in many cases submittal of this information was not
specifically required by specifications. It was sought by the QA/0C
Review Team in their efforts to cover verifiable design
requirements comprehensively in their documentation reviews.
Deviations originating from such requirements do not necessarily
reflect non-compliance, but are merely the results of limited
success in atter? ting to verify compliance when there were no
specific requirements for documentation to exist. In addition, the

.

severity level of the deviations was very low. Only six of 1617
identified MP deviations for mechanical specification equipment*

were determined to be notable deviations. Additional evaluation of
these notable deviations indicated they were not of concern. The
QA/QC Review Team concludes that it is unlikely that any
manufacturing deficiencies exist in the unevaluated portion of
equipment procured to mechanical specification requirements.
Therefore, no adverse trend was identified.

O
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Trend Analysis of Dimensions

1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This analysis covers the QA/QC Review Team's evaluation of the
dimensional characteristics of selected safety-related equipment.
This ana:ysis included the reinspection of dimensions called out by
procurement specifications and applicable design drawings.,,

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Total Number of Decision Points Evaluated: 10.498
Total Number of Deviations Identified: 619
Percentage of Decision Points Identified as Deviations: 5.89%

Frequency of Deviations, by Type of Specification

Total No. of No. of Dev. ,

Decision Pts. Dev. Rate
{

Electrical Spe,cif.ications 4416 292 6.61%
Mechanical Specifications 6082 327 5.38%

Severity of Deviations, by Type of Specification

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insign.
Defic. Dev. Dev. Dev. |

Electrical Specifications 0 0 0 292
Mechanical Specifications 0 0 8 319 ;"

,

4

,

C

,

,

w
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1.0 SUMM".Y OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

of Deviations, by VendorSevet t -

MTG. UNCLASS. NOTABLE INSIG. DEV.
DET. DEV. D EV . DEV. RATE

* York i ectro Panel 0 0 8 68 10.5%
** Reliance Electr,'.: 0 0 0 124 4.0%
* General Electric Industrial
Control Dept. 0 0 0 116 7.1%

* Automation Industries / Vitro 0 0 0 43 4.3%
**Struthers Wells Corp. 0 0 0 40 15.7% i

* Westinghouse Medium
Trsnsformer Div. 0 0 0 33 6.9%

**F.ranco Inc. 0 0 0 30 4.7%
* Power Conversion Products 0 0 0 22 4.7%

,s **Borg Warner York Div. 0 0 0 22 9.0%
(, **Delaval Turbine 0 0 0 25 36.7%

**American Air Filter 0 0 0 16 8.0%'

** Applied Engineering 0 0 0 10 45.4% !
** Buffalo Torge Nuclear Co. 0 0 0 10 11.7% !

** Bingham Willamette 0 0 0 9 7.5%
** General Electric
Distribution Equip. Div. 0 0 0 8 6.2%

**Ingersol Rand / Cameron
Pump Div. 0 0 0 7 4.2%

**Hungerford & Terry 0 0 0 6 12.0%
** Westinghouse Power ,

Systems Div. 0 0 0 6 1.3%
* General Atomic Tech. 0 0 0 4 3.2%

**Posi Seal Inc. 0 0 0 2 1.5%
*Elgar Corp. 0 0 0 4 2.9%
* Westinghouse Motor Div. 0 0 0 2 14.2%

** Pacific Air Products 0 0 0 2 5.8%
**ITT Barton Inst. 0 0 0 2 2.5%

,

,

* Vendors supplying equipment to electrical specifications.
** Vendors supplying equipment to mechanical specifications.

- . - . .
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

The evaluation of equipment dimensions included the following
additional vendors for which no dimensional deviations were
identified for the equipment furnished.

NO. OF
VENDOR DECISION toCNTS

** Crane Deming Ptssps 34
** Crosby Valve 17
*Forney Engineering 112

** Gulf & Western 2

**Rexcel/ MCI Div. 10
** Pathway Bellows Inc. 8

* Square D Sorgel Transformers 19

TOTAL 202
7-

2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The dimensional deviations will not be discussed by type of
specification as depicted in Section 1.0 but instead are discussed
by type of deviation (i.e., manufacturing deficiency, unclassified
deviation, notable deviation, or insignificant deviations). The
deviations are further discussed as ihay relate to two groups as
follows:

Functional Dimensions: Those dimensional deviations that-

I directly relate to the functional performance of the selected
pieces of equipment and have the potential for impairing the
operability of the equipment.

Outline / General Dimensionst Those dimensional deviations that-

are not critical to the function of the equipment. The
primary purpose of "Outline" dimensions is to provide
ittformation and data necessary to install and integrate the
equipment into an operating system. "General" dimensions are
used to give locations and sizes of the various components
that make up the equipment. Minor deviations in these
dimensions usually have no effect on the equipment
operability.

|

|
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATION (Cont'd)

The dimensional decision points that.were evaluated by the'0A/QC-
Review Team, particularly for mechanical equipment, were usually
not-the internal dimensions that are critical to the functional.
performance of the equipment. Reinspection of most of this' type of,

dimensions would require disassembly of the equipment and were
specifically-excluded from the scope of CPRT activities.

! 3.1 Manufacturing Deficiencies
+

None noted.

3.2 Unclassified Deviations

None noted.

3.3 Notable Deviations

ne eight notable deviations (1.2 percent of the total)
occurred on a panel supplied by York Electro - Panel Control-
Corp. The function of this seergency response facilities

| (ERF) transducer panel is to house the transducers and other
electrical components used to receive critical instrumentation
signals and convert these signals into a form compatible with
ERT computers.

These functional dimension deviations concerned the depth of
,

eight louver openings in the panel. S e required depth was'

# 0.80 inch and the actual depth was 0.250 inch. This reduction
in size reduced the ventilation opening area by two-thirds.

The function of the ventilation louvers is to allow heat
! generated within the panel by the electrical components to be
! removed by natural convection.
i
i An evaluation was performed using the actual area of the

louvers under worst case conditions. It was found that the
internal temperature inside the panel even under worst case
conditions is unlikely to exceed 130'F. which is below the
140'F temperature limitations of the electronic components.
T$ *efore, these deviations will not affect the ability of the

1 to perform its intended safety function.

LO 1

,

1

!
|

L |
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATION (Cont'd)

There were 68 other dimensional deviations on two pieces of
equipment supplied by'this vendor that are considered to be
insignificant.- Eight of the dimensional deviations on the
above-mentioned panel concerned the door gasket width and
thickness and the distance that f our terminal boards- are
located.from the panel floor. These are all outline / general
dimensional deviations that were found to have no effect on
the' function of the panel.

The 60 other deviations associated with this vendor occurred
on a relay rack. Thirty-two deviations concerned functional

r dimensions. Again these deviations concerned the size of 32
'

louvers, but in this case the area of the louvers was larger
than specified. Since the larger area had no effect on the
structural integrity of the rack, there is no concern'

regarding the extra ventilation area.

The other 28 dimensional deviations cor.cerned'ainer deviations
with outline dimensions. All the dimensional changes were
found to be insignificant and had no bearing on the mass,
stiffness, or operability of the equipment.

Based on the above, the reported deviations, including the
notable deviations, on the two selected pieces of equipment
supplied by York will not' affect the ability of the equipment
to perform their function, nor are they indicative of any
concerns regarding the uninspected dimensional characteristics
of the equipment supplied by this vendor.

3.4 Insignificant Deviations

This discussion addresses the insignificant deviations, except
for the York Electro Panel Control Corp. deviations covered
above.

Functional Dimensions - There were 54 deviations in this
category (8.2 percent of this total) involving 6 vendors. As
discussed in Section 2.0, the functional dimensions usually
were not accessible for evaluation by the Review Team;
however, there were some functional dimensions inspected and
evaluated that provide information on the adequacy of this
type of dimensions. Typical examples of these insignificant

O- functional dimension deviations and their evaluations are as
follows:
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATION (Cont'd)

There is an over-length dimension that affects the-

length of the support skirts of the two air accumulator
tanks supplied by Applied Enginscring. The main
concern with the increase in length of the two support
skirts is the possible effect on the structural
adequacy of the vessels caused by the change in the
center of gravity of the vessels. In both cases it was

determined that the small movement (less than 1/2 inch)
in the center of gravity was enveloped by the
conservatism in the design calculaticas and therefore
does not adversely affect the structural adequacy of
the vessels.

There were two dimensional deviations associated with-

the amount of travel on the variable inlet vane sawal
adjustment lever on the primary plant ventilation
exhaust fan supplied by Buffalo Forge. The manual
adjustment arm is set prior to operation and is not

v subsequently moved. The sun of the two dimensions
gives the overall amount of travel or ad.justment
capability of the adjustment lever arm, which is 75
degrees. The 75 degrees of adjustment lever arm travel
is a maximum dimension permitted to avoid jansning of*

the inlet vanes and the adjustment mechanism. ne
actual calculated total travel adjustment was found to
be 67 degrees, which is less than the 75 degrees
maximum but had no effect on the airflow capacity of
the fan (the maximum open position). The actual
setting of the inlet vane is well within the available
adjustment range; therefore, the reported deviations
will not compromise the ability of the exhaust fan to
perform its intended safety-related function.

There were two deviations concerning the two-

contr2. ment ventilation isolation valves supplied by
Posi-Seal. The two deviations concerned the lower stem
gasket retainer dimensions on each of the valves (7-3/4
inch vs B-3/4 inch). n is was not considered to be a
serious concern because the retainer size variance does
not affect the value flow characteristics nor the
structural integrity of the valves.

O
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATION (Cont'd)

There were 28 deviations on two of.the component-

cooling water heat exchangers supplied by Struthers
Wells Corporation. Twenty-six of the deviations
concerned the locations and dimensions of the heat
exchanger supports and'two deviations concerned the
overall length of the two vessels.

The two dimensional deviations concerning the overall
length of the two heat exchanger shells resulted in a
fractional change of the internal heat transfer
surfaces, but since the changes are small (.22 percent
and .14 percent), the effect on the heat transfer
capability is negligible.

There were 26 other dimensional deviations relating to
the locations and dimensions of the supports on the
heat exchangers. Even though the variations in these

O dimensions will, to a certain degree, affect the loads
on each of the heat exchanger supports, the differences
between the required and actual dimensions are small
and the effect is negligible. Since the effects of the
deviations noted above are minor, the deviations will

not prevent the heat exchangers from performing their
safety-related function.

There were 18 deviations on the two diessi generator-

air receiving tanks supplied by Delaval Turbine. These
deviations are associated with the supports of the two

tanks. Evaluation of these deviations concluded that
some of the deviations were in the beneficial direction
(added stiffening strength) and some were detrimental.
In some cases these two types of deviations compensated
for each other. All the dimensional deviations were
ainer and do not prevent the air receivers from
performing their safety-related function.

There were deviations on the shaf t key and the shaf t-

keyway width on the component cooling pump motor
supplied by Westinghouse. T1.e function of the key is
to transmit torque from the motor to the motor half
coupling. The required width of both this key and
keyway was 1.25 inch. The actual width of both is

i 1.256 inch. Taken together it can be seen that the key
and keyway are identically sized (1.256 inch), and'

therefore it would be impossible for the key to rotate
,

. . _ _ . . . - -
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- or twist'in the keyway when torque is applied.
Therefore,-it'has no effect on-the safety-related
function of this motor.,

'. -As can|be seen from the- examples above, there wera no
functional dimension deviations that would prevent the

.

.

equipment from performing its safety, function. Therefore, the
deviations are of no concern, nor are they indicativesof any
concerns regarding the uninspected dimensional characteristiew

- of the equipment supplied by these vendors.

Outline and General Dimensions - The majority of th'e
dimensional deviations (565, or 91.2 percent of the total)
were outline or general dimensions that by their nature are
not critical dimensions that could likely affect the

'

operability of the equipment. Minor deviations in this type
of dimensions can be expected and will have an . insignificant

O effect on the equipment. Typical examples of these deviations
are as follows:

Clearances for items such as field installation of wire-

and cable into panels and cabinets, ' terminal board
locations to allow for clearance, access openings for
maintenance, spacer locations to. provide correct'

"clearances, clearances frou other. equipment, "gutter"
space, and height of manway opening necks.

'

Field interface dimensions for piping and piping-

nozzles, flange fit-ups and machinir.g.of flanges, shaf t
centerlines that are normally corrected by fiald '

installation, location of mounting brackets, bolt hole
locations, and locations of cut-outs in components to
facf'itate installation.

>

Component dimensions that provide sizes of baseplate-

sapport pads, size of support feet, sizes of
reinforcing pads, and location and sizes of
non-stiv:tural members on the service water intake
crane.

.

Minor deviations in cabinet dimensions for the length,-

c.pth, and width of the cabinets, location of bracing
and stiffeners inside the cabinets, hole locations for

O- mounting of covers, closure plate dimensions, length of
'mounting channels inside the cabinets, centerline of'

.

P
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rivits, spacing of bands that are used tc % cd ,

insulation onto busses, and equipment cut-out
locations.

The types of deviations noted above had a negligible effect on
the installation and no effect on the function of the selected
equipment, as the design of the equipment had. sufficient
flexibility to accommodate the deviations identified and to allow-
for the proper installation of the equipment. Therefore, they will
not impair the safaty functions of the equipment, nor are they
indicative of any concerns regatding tha uninspected dimensional

'
characteristics of the equipment supplied by these vendors.

4.0 ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATIONS .

.

If~') Not applicable.

Y
5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The QA/QC Rev.iew Team hcs determined that there are no iden:ified
concerns with the dimensional characteristics of the selected
equipment based on the reported deviations.

The minor nature of most of the dimensional deviations, when
considered along with the satisfactory functional testing already
performed by the vendor and the functional testing already
performed or planned by TU Electric, provides reasonable assurance
that the equipment supplied by these or other vendors will not be
impaired in performing its safety functions by any existing
dimensional deviations.

Recommendations

There are ho recommendations.

; O
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Trend Analystis of Configuration

1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

!
The field reinspection of the configuration of the selected
safety-related equipment included the following specific
characte.ristics:

Size and shape of structural members;-

Correct components installed (i.e., size, type, performance-

rating, etc.);

General arrangement of components;-

Field connections;-

No unidentified (extra) components, structural members, etc.;-

and

No esidence of the use of prohibited materials.-

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Totcl~ No. of Decision Points Evaluated: 14,266
Total Nc. of Deviations Identified: .615
sercentage of Decision Points
Identified as Deviations: 4.31%

Frequency of Deviations, By Type of Specification

Total No. of Po. of Dev.
Decision Pts. Dec. Rate

Electrical Specifications 6,480 286 4.41%
Mechanical Specifications 7,786 329 4.22%

w/ Electric Controls (7.081) (318) (4.49%)
w/Other Type or No
Controls (705) (11) (1. $e%)

O, .

. . .. _ . - -
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Severity of Deviations, By Type of Specifiestion

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.
Defic. Dev. Dev. Dev.

Electrical Specifications -0- -0- 60 226
Mechanical Specifications -0- 16 2 311

w/ Electric Controls (-0-) (16) (-2-) (300)
w/Other Type or No
Controls (-0-) (-0-) (-0-) (11)

Severity of Deviations, By Vendor

Dev. Mfg. _Unclass. Notable Insig.
Rate Defic. Dev. Dev. Dev.

** Reliance Electric 5.77% 0 11 0 292
( \ ** Borg-Warner Corp.
\ml Nuclear Valve Div. 2.67% 0 4 0 0

** Posi-Seal International Inc. 4.95% 0 1 1 4

* Vitro Laboratories Inc. Div.
of Automation Industries 3.77% 0 0 60 12

** Bingham-Willamette Co. 2.13% 0 0 1 0
i * We.stinghouse Electric Corp.

Medium Transformer Div. _ 37.10%' O 0 0 59
* General Electric Co.

Industrial Control Dept. 0.54% 0 0 0 9

! ** York Electro-Panel Co. 6.01% 0 0 0 36
' * Pow-r Conversion Products
| Inc. 11.92% 0 0 0 31

| * Elgar Corporation 5.71% 0 0 0 16

| ** Borg-Warner Inc.
I York Division 3.14% 0 0 0 12

*** Kranco Inc. 4.05% 0 0 0 6

| ** Crane Deming Pump 7.25% 0 0 0 5

i

!

Vendors supplying equipment to electrical specifications.' *

l
Vendors supplying equipment to mechanical specifications, with|

**

! electric controls.

() Vendors supplying equipment to mechanical specifications, with***

other type, or no centrols.

I
,
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Dev. ' Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.
Rate Defic. Dev. .Dev. Dev.

* Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Motor Div. 5.97% 0 0 0 4

** American Air Filter Inc. 6.25% 0 0 0 4

*** Ingersol Rand / Cameron
Pump Division- 2.65% 0 0 0 3

** Vestinghouse Electric Corp.
Power Systems Div. 0.90% 0 0 0 3

* Square D~ Company Sorgel
Transformers 3.64% 0 0 0 2

'

** Buffalo Forge Nuclear Co. 6.67% 0 0 0
*** Pathway Bellows Co. 6.25% 0 0 0 1

*** Struthers Wells Corp. 7.14% 0 0 0 1

* General Electric Co.
Distribution Equipment Div. 8.22P O O O 36

m
ky) The evaluation of equipment configuration included 12 additional

vendors. No configuration deviations were identified for the
equipment furnished by these vendors.

No. of
Decision Pts.

*Forney Engineering 118
* General Atomic Technologies, Inc. 144

*** Applied Engineering Co. 58
** Fisher Control Inc. 46
*Contx Inc. 12

***I.T.T. Barton Inctruments 48
*** Pacific Air Products 26
***Hungerford-Terry Corp. 21
***Delaval Turbine / Engine and

Compressor Div. 138
***Hexcal-MCI Division 6

*** Gulf-Western 2

*** Crosby Valve Co. 115
Totalt 734

0
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The evaluation of the configuration of the purchased safety-related
equipment included equipment from 34 vendors. -It was concluded
that configuration deviations were less likely to occur in
mechanical. equipment than in electrical equipment. It was also
concluded that mechanical equipment with other than. electric
controls (i.e. , valves with manual or pneumatic operators) or with
no controls were less likely to have unidentified configuration
deviations than mechanical equipment with electrical controls
(i.e., valves with electric motor operators). The results of the
field reinspections of equipment provide support to the QA/QC
Review Team's decision to bias the selected safety-related
equipment vendors to those vendors furnishing electrical and
electrically- operated equipment (this is explained further in
Section 5.1.3 of this Results Report).

3.0 EVALUATION

3.1 Mechanical Specification Equipment

Twelve vendors of mechanical equipment with other than
electric centrols were selected for evaluation. Eight of
these vendors furnished equipment for which no configuration
deviations were identified.

Two hundred ninety-one configuration decision points were
1/entified to be evaluated by field reinspection of the
w ipment furnished by the remaining four vendors. Eleven of
th:se decision points were identified as insignificant
devictions on six DRs.

The identified insignificant deviations have been grouped into

| like categories for the purpose of facilitating discussion in
; this attachment.

Undocumented Substitution of Material / Components: Six-

of the eleven insignificant deviations were of this
type. The six deviations were all related to the
mounting bracket and the trip actuator for the travel
limit switches on the service water intake structure
crane furnished by Kranco Co. These deviations had no
effect on the functional capabilities or the seismie
qualification of the service water intake structure

Os crane.
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Other Variations From Specified Requirements: The five-

remaining insignificant deviations were a minor rust
bloom on an expansion joint, which in an industrial
environatnt is self-limiting if this natural coating is
lef t undisturbed; a minor gouge in a gusset plate,
resulting in an insignificant reduction in the cross
section with no adverse impact on the shear strength of
the support for the component cooling water heat
exchanger; and three undersize non-safety-related drain
connections for the auxiliary feedwater pump. The five
deviations had no adverse effect on the functional
capabilities or seismic qualifications of the equipment
furnished by Pathway Bellow Inc., Struthers-Wells
Corp., or Ingersol Rand / Cameron Pump Division.

| The reinspections did not identify any manufacturing
. '~ deficienciea, unclassified deviations, or adverse trends

-

related to the configuration of safety-related mechanical
equipment with other than electric controls. The QA/QC Review
Team has determined that reasonable confidence exists in the
configuration of mechanical equipment with other than electric
controls and has concluded that it is unlikely that intended
safety-related functions will be adversely affected by any
unidentified configuration deviations.

There are no recommendations for further evaluation of the
configuration of safety-related mechanical equipment without
electric controls.

3.2 Mechanical Equipment With Electric Controls and Components and
Electrical Equipment

i
i Twenty-two other vendors, who supplied 38 items of either
i electrical equipment or mechanical equipment with electric

controls and components, were included in the reinspection of
equipment configuration.

Four of these vendors furnished six items of equipment that
had no identified configuration deviations.

The reinspection of these 38 items evaluated 13.561 decision
points pertaining to the configuration of the selected

(}
equipment. Six hundred fifteen of the selected decision
points, documented on 79 DRs, were identified by the QA/QC

. . - . _. -. - _ . _ .
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Review Team as deviations from the requirements of the
applicable design specification and/or TU Electric / vendor
design drawings.

The frequency of the identified deviations was not excessive
for this evaluation considering that the process for selecting
vendors was biased toward vendors previously. identified as
having furnished similar equipment with deviations of a
severity level that required reporting to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in accordance with federal regulations
10CFR50.55(e) and 10CFR21. The QA/QC Review Team's concerns
were also. tempered by the severity level of the identified 604
deviations. Five hundred twenty-six of the identified
deviations were determined to be insignificant deviations.
There were, however, 78 deviations identified of severity
levels that resulted in further evaluation to determine
whether it is likely that unidentified safety-significant. s

deviations exist in the purchased safety-related equipment not
'- included in-this evaluation. The 78 deviations, associated

equipment, and responsible vendors are discussed in the
following paragraphs. The identified insignificant deviations
have been grouped into like categories for the purpose of '

facilitating discussion in this Attachment. Those
insignificant deviations identified for the equipment with the
78 deviations of a higher severity level are also discussed in
the following paragraphs by vendor. The remaining
insignificant deviations are discussed'in subsequent
paragraphs as like groups of deviations.

Reliance Electric

The equipment selected for evaluation was the hot shutdown
| panel (CP2-ECPRLV-01) and a main control room bench board !
,

|
panel (CP2-ECPRCB-01) . The hot shutdown panel's
safety-related classification is based on the need for
structural integrity during and after a seismic event because
the panel contains the essential devices that control and

; monitor the achievement and maintenance of a hot shutdown
! condition from outside the main control room.
|
' The main control room bench board panel's safety-related ;

classification is based on the need for structural integrity

during and after a seismic event because the panel containss

|
the essential controls and instrumentation for operation of

'

,

1

| CPSES Unit 2.
|

- - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - . - . - - . ._. ._- _ .. _ - - _
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There were 5,253 configuration decision points to be evaluated
by-field reinspection. .Four thousand nine hundred fifty of
-these decision points were determined.co meet the specified.
design requirements._ Three hundred three of these decision
_ points were identified as deviations on 22-DRs. Eleven of the
303 deviations were identified as unclassified deviations..

Three unclassified deviations were identified where.the vendor
failed to provide a three-point latching mechanism for each
panel door as required by the procurement specification.
There is some evidence that the latching method _ utilized was
inadequate based on problems with the installed door latches r

'

that occurred during seismic testing. The other eight'
unclassified deviations identified the substitution of 3" x 1-_

_

1/2" x 3/16" rectangular tubing for the required 3" x 2" x
1/4" rectangular tubing. The rectangular tubing is a

*

component of the main structural bracing of the hot shutdown .

, panel. Because the undersize structural sesbers are not
'

.

enveloped by the assumptions of the seismic analysis '

qualification calculations, the seismic capabilities of the
panel are indeterminate. Because of the extensive analysis
required to evalcate these deviations, they were referred to
the Project for resolution

.

The remaining 292 identified insignificant deviations were of
the types discussed in Section 3.3 of this Attachment. The
following are the quantities of deviations associated with-
each type for this vendor:

Missing Components: One hundred thirty of the 292-

insignificant deviations were of this type. The
missing components did not affect the functional
capabilities or the seismic capabilities of the
equipment.

Undocumented Substitution of Material / Components: One-

hundred sixty of the 292 insignificant deviations were
of this type. The undocumented substitution in all
cases was a material / component which satisfied or
exceeded the specified requirement.

O-

. _ _ _
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Misaligned Spring Nut in a Unistrut Channel: One of-

the two remaining insignificant deviations was of this
type. Although misaligned, the spring nut was not
loose and was therefore capable of meeting the maximum
design tension and withstanding a calculated shear
force approximately six times larger-than the actual
shear force.

Honeycomb Stiffeners Mounted on the Outside of a-

Support Channel: The last identified deviation
resulted from a discrepancy on the vendor's design
drawing. The honeycomb stiffeners are properly located
on the outside of the support channel. Furthermore.
the structural integrity of the as-installed condition
was demonstrated during supplemental seismic. testing of
the Unit 2 hot shutdown panel,

(n\ ') Thus, rone of the 292 insignificant deviations affected the
functional capabilities or the seismic qualifications of the
hot shutdove panel or the main control room bench board pan'e1.

Borg-Warner, Nuclear Valve Division

The equipment selected for evaluation was an 8 inch ASME
Section III, Class III gate valve (1-HV-4708). The 8 inch
gate valve's safety function is to provide isolation
capability for containment penetration M-V-9. The gate valve
is a component of the component cooling water system and
controls the cooling water flow from the reactor coolant pumps
upper and lower bearings and the motor air coolers.

There were 150 configuration decision points evaluated by
field reinspections. One hundred forty-six of these decision,

i points were determined to meet the specified design
'

requirements. Four of these decision points were identified
i deviations on two DRs. These were determined to be
| unclassified deviations.
|

| The unclassified deviations were discrepancies in the
configuration of the valve's motor operator, manufactured byI

Limitorque Corp. The two DRs were referred to TU Electric for
| resolution in accordance with project procedures. TU Electric
| has established Field Verification Method, TE-TVM-EQ-047, to''

| . resolve several issues regarding the qualification of
| Limitorque Motor Operators.

|
:

|
_ . - __ ._ . _ . _ _ - _ . _ - - _ . _
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Posi-Seal Intsrnational, Inc.

The equipment selected for evaluation was two 48 inch and one
12 inch containment ventilation isolation valves
(CP1-VADPBC-05, CP2-VADPBC-07 and CP2-VADPBC-01), and a 24
inch station service water valve 654-006). The containment
ventilation isolation valves are components of the hydrogen
purge and exhaust system. The safety function of the
containment ventilation isolation valve is to isolate the
containment building during all modes of operation and to
operate during post-LOCA conditions to control the hydrogen
accumulation inside the containment-building. The station
service water valve is a component of the station service
water system. The safety function of the station service
water valve is to maintain isolation between.the station
service water systema of Unit 1 and Unit 2 while allowing t

cross-connection of both systems when one unit's service water() system is not fully available.

There were 121 configuration decision points that were
evaluated by field reinspection. All but six of these
decision points were determined to meet the specified design
requirements. Six of these decision points were identified as
deviations on six DRs.

One deviation documented on one DR was determined to be an
I unclassified deviation. The identified deviation was a
i discrepancy in the configuration of the valve's motor operator

manufactured by Limitorque Corp. The deviation was referred
to TU Electric for resolution as previously discussed in the
analysis of deviations identified in valves with Limitorque
motor operators supplied by Borg-Warner, Nuclear Valve
Division.

One deviation documented on one DR was identified as a notable
deviation. The deviation was:4

The motor operator (Limitorque) was identified as-

having a maximum ambient design temperature of 40'C. In
lieu of required 50'C.

The same motor operator (Limitorque) was identified as-

having class RH insulation in lieu of required class B

. O isolation.

|

'
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The equipment qualification report furnished by the vendor of
the valve motor operator, Limitorque Corp., provides objective
evidence that the installed Limitorque Class RH motor is
qualified to perform at the specified maximum ambient design
temperature of 50*C. The identified deviations have no
adverse impact on the ability of the~ combination valve and
motor operators ability to perform their intended safety
function over the 40 year design life of CPSES.

Limitorque motor operators have been identified as an
. ,

industry-wide concern. As such, TU Electric has established a ,

corrective action, program, Field Verification' Method
TE-TVM-EQ-047, to resolve several issues regarding the
qualification of Limitorque motor operators. All installed
Limitorque motor operators will be reinspected by TU Electric
to identify and correct any existing discrepancies of the type
identified during this evaluation. .This reinspection will

- 'N verify that the correct class and type of insulation system
has been installed, whica ensures that the motor operator has
been designed / manufactured to meet the specified maximum
ambient design temperature of 50'C . It is not likely that
any as-yet unidenti'ied similar deviations will go undetected.
Therefore, there are no additional recommended corrective actions.

The remaining four identified insignificant deviations were of
the following types, for which typical examples are providedi

in the discussions in Section 3.3 of this Attachment.

Undocumented Substitution of Material / Components: All-

of the identified insignificant deviations were of this
type. The undocumented substitution in all cases was a

,
material /compcnent that satisfied or exceeded the

; specified design requirement. The functional
capabilities and seismic capabilities of the
containment ventilation isolation valves were not
adversely affected by any of these deviations.

Vitro Laboratory, Division of Automation Industries
.

The equipment celected for evaluation was two solid state
safeguard system sequencers (CP1-ECPRCR-01 and CP2-ECPRCR-02) . i

The solid state safeguard system sequencers' safety function
is to provide the logic to load the 6.9KV emergency bus in a
pre-established time sequence in the event of the loss and'

subsequent restoration of bus voltage and/or in the event of a
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

;

,

|
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. There were 3,273 configuration decision points evaluated by
field reinspection; 3,201 of these decision points were
determined to meet the specified design requirements.
Seventy-two decision points were identified as deviations on
four DRs.

Sixty of the 72 deviations documented on two DRs were
identified as notable deviations. The deviations were
identified where 60 relays (30 in each sequencer panel) were
supplied with a DC contact rating of 1.1 ampere (make) and 1.1

- ampere (break) in lieu of the ten ampere (make) and one ampere
(break) required by the procurement specification. The. safety
significance evaluation determined that five relays in each
sequencer panel were installed in electrical circuits that
required a DC contact rating of 2.2 amperes (make) in lieu of
the 1.1 ampere (make) installed. The remaining 25 relays in
each sequencer . panel were installed in electrical circuits

\ with an ampere load within the capacity of the installed
relays. Therefore, the. safety significance evaluation
initially identified the ten relays (five in each panel) as
manufacturing deficiencies. The remaining 50 relays (25 in
each panel) were, due to the reduction in capacity, determined
to be notable deviations.

Subsequent to the completion of the safety significance
evaluation, the Project provided additional information
obtained from the relay manufacturer, Allen-Bradley Corp.
This information indicated that the installed Allen-Bradley
P300 relays had been previously tested and that the installed
contacts were capable of withstanding DC loads of five amperes
(make), and that additional testing would be performed to
verify that the installed contacts are capable of withstanding
DC loads of ten amperes (make) as required by the procurement
specification. Based on this information the safety
significance evaluation was revised to indicate that the
reported condition will not result in the inability of the
sequencer panels to perform their intended safety functions.
Therefore, the ten deviations originally classified as
manufacturing deficiencies were reclassified as notable
deviations. These two notable DRs were determined to
coratitute an adverse trend because of the possibility of
related manufacturing deficiencies existing in this vendor's
unevaluated equipment.

.O
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The remaining 12 devistions, identified and documented on two
DRs, were determined so be insignificant deviations. The 12
deviations were identified where the terminal boards installed
in the two sequencer panels did not provide spare contact
landing points as required by the procurement specification.
A spare _ terminal board landing point is provided to f acilitate
future additions to the sequencer panels and has no effect on
the functional capabilities or the seismic qualifications of
the panels. The deviations would not result in the inability-
of the safety sequencer to perform its intended scfety
function.

Bingham-Willamette

The. equipment selected for evaluation was.a chilled water
recirculation pump (CP2-CHAPCP-05) and a containment spray
pump (CP1-CTAPCS-01) . The chilled water recirculation pump's
safety-function is to provide chilled water to the emergency
fan coil units serving designated engineered safety featurew

equipment during normal modes of plant operation and following
a design basis accident. The containment spray pump's safety
function is to provide water to the containment spray headers
to mitigate the consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident.or '

a steam or feedwater line break inside the containment.

There were 47 configuration decision points that were
evaluated by field reinspection. Forty-six of these decision
points were determined to meet the specified design
requirements. One of these decision points was identified as;

a deviation on one DR related to the chilled water
recirculation pump.

The single deviation was identified as a notable deviation.
ne deviation identified was an uninstalled constant level
oiler. The function of this constant level oiler is to
maintain automatically the pump bearing housing oil level and4

to f acilitate monitoring of the pump bearing housing oil
level. The safety significance evaluation determined that the
pump bearing housing oil level could be and was being
maintained by alternative means. A threaded plug was
installed where the constant level oiler would normally have4

been installed. Removal of the threaded plug provides access
into the oil reservoir to add oil when required. Removal of

.
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the vented oil inspection cover allows an alternste means .of
visually verifying the oil level in the pump bearing housing
in lieu of visually verifying the level of oil in the glass
bottle of the missing constant level oiler.

The missing constant level oiler had no adverse effect on the
ability of the chilled water recirculation pump to perform its
intended safety function.

During the evaluation of this deviation the redundant Unit 2
chilled water recirculation pump, and two Unit I chilled water -

recirculation pumps were observed to have the constant level
oilers installed.

It was concluded that this notable deviation is isolated to
this vendor and this specific piece of equipment. This

'
conclusion is based on the results of the field reinspections

/ of equipment configuration which did not identify any other
notable deviations, unclassified deviations or manufacturing
deficiencies relative to nissing hardware or components. This
conclusion is also supported by the verification that the
redundant Unit 2 and both Unit 1 chilled water recirculation
pumps had the constant level oilers installed. Therefore,
there are no recommended corrective actions.

3.3 All Other Vendors

The remaining 13 vendors evaluated for equipment configuration
had no notable deviations, unclassified deviations, or
manufacturing deficiencies identified on equipment they
provided. There were 4,688 configuration decision points that ,

were evaluated by field reinspection; 4,413 of these decision
points were determined to meet the specified design
requirements. The following is a description of the 218
deviatione that were identified. All 218 of the deviations
were identified as insignificant deviations. These deviations
were of the following types:

Missing Components: Twenty-two of the 218 identified-

deviaticus were of this type. The missing components
did not affect the functional capabilities or the
seismic capabilities of the installed, or to be
installed equipment.

_. . - - - ._ _. . .
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Typical examples of missing components are |
'

miscellaneous nuts and bolts, lifting lugs, spare space
heaters, and conduit for thermocouple lead wires.

Undocumented Substitution of Materials / Components: One-

hundred ninety-two of the 218 identified deviations
were of this type. The undocumented substitution in
all cases was a material / component which. satisfied or
exceeded-the specified requirements. ~The functional
capabilities and seismic capabilities of the' installed
or to be installed equipment we re not affected.

Typical examples of undocumented substitution of
materials / components are larger diameter bolting than
required by vendor drawing, different brands of
terminal boards and fuse blocks, and different types of
frequency transducer and power supplies.

Other Variations from Design Specification: The four-

remaining insigni'icant deviations were:

An as-installed unit had the fan motor drive,-

air intake, and discharge mounted opposite
hand from sketches provided by Gibbs & Hill.
The as-installed units, however, r,re in
agreement with the applicable vendor design
drawings.

A tachometer access opening was missing on-

two items inspected. Tachometer openings are
specified to facilitate fan speed readings,
without disassembly. The installed fans
speed can easily be measured by tachometer
readings on the exposed shaft end.

An inspection / service access panel was not-

pro 7ided as required. 'Ihe inspection / service
access panel has no functional purpose for

,

the style fan inspected, since all components
requiring inspection / service are mounted '

external to the fan housing. I

I
<
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The functional capabilities and seismic capabilities of ,

the installed, or to-be-installed equipment were not
affected by these deviations.

ISAP VII.c referred a construction deficiency, identified
during the field reinspection for the electrical equipment
installation construction work category "EEIN", to ISAP
VII.a.9 for inclusion in the trend analysis of deviations
identified in purchased safety-related equipment.

The ISAP VII.c-inspected item was a vertical relay cabinet
(CP1-ECPRCR-14), manufactured by York Electro-Panel Control.
The vertical relay cabinets contain control relays which
interface between components located in remote plant areas and
control devices and monitor circuits that are located in the
main control room.

The construction deficiency identified by the ISAP VII.cN 'j
reinspection was the undocumented substitution of an
alternating current relay in lieu of the required direct
current relay. As a result of the VII.c finding, a
reinspection of all York Electro-Panel Control Co. supplied
relay racks will be performed to verify that the proper relays
are installed.

4.0 ROOT CAUSE/ GENERIC IMPLICATION ANALYSIS

There were three types of unclassified deviations and an adverse
trend identified in this trend analysis category. Root
cause/ generic implication analyses were conducted for two of the
types of unclassified deviations and the adverse trend. Because
the unclassified deviations related to Limitorque valve operators
are part of an industry-wide problem not caused by possible
inadequacies in the CPSES procurement program, no root
cause/ generic implication analysis was conducted for these types of
unclassified deviations.

No attempt was made to determine the detailed root causes for
vendor-related problems because of the time that has elapsed since
the problems occurred and the difficulty in obtaining the necessary
information from the involved vendors. Therefore, the analyses
concentrated on the identification of possible weaknesses or0, failures in the CPSES procurement process. The following are
descriptions of the results of these root cause/ generic implication
analyses for each of the types of findings:

_ , _ _ _ - - . _ __ .- __ . _ _ _ - - - _ . _
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4.1 Reliance Electric Company

During reinspection of the Unit 2 hot shutdown panel, 11
unclassified deviations on two DRs were identified involving
incorrect door latching mechanisms and one member in the
cabinet.

.The apparent cause of the deviations involving the door
latching mechanisms was vendor design error. This conclusion
is based on the f act that the actual configuration of the
latching mechanisms was in accordance with the vendor's
drawings. The vendor's drawings, however, did not meet the
procurement specification requirements in this area. The
apparent cause of the deviations involving the undersized
structural member was vendor manufacturing error. This
conclusion is based on the fact that the deviating conditions
vere not in accordance with the vendor's drawings.--q

\~- A review was conducted to determine what actions had been
taken by TU Electric to verify that this vendor's QA program
ras adequate and to determine what specific manufacturing
surveillance and receipt inspection activities had been
conducted on the Unit 2 hot shutdown panel.

A pre-award survey was conducted in January 1976, and this
vendor's QA program was approved. Additional audits of this
vendor were conducted in September 1977, February 1979,
September 1979, November 1980. February 1981, June 1982,
September 1982, and August 1983. The Unit 2 hot shutdown
panel was inspected upon receipt at the site during September
1984 A substantial number of QA program problems were

| identified during these audits, and docesantation was
I available indicating that these problems had been resolved.

The November 1980 and February 1981 audits were special audits
conducted to identify and correct QA program problems related
to hardware problems that had been identified during
surveillances and receipt inspections. TU Electric audit
activities appeared to be comprehensive and reasonable.

The Unit 2 hot shutdown panel was originally designated for
:

l Unit 1. It was returned to the vendor for modification and
| testing. A review of vendor surveillance and receipt

inspection records for the rework was reviewed. Two'

<.
surveillances, each of one day duration, were conducted in
March 1984 to check cabinet construction and welding and in

!

. - . _ - __. .. - . _ - - _ _ - . . _ - . . - , -
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-August 1984, final inspection before shipping was conducted.
The surveillance checklists were reasonably comprehensive.

~During the March 1984 surveillance, an attribute to verify
that suitable framing members and braces were provided to
assure adequate strength and rigidity was checked as
satisfactory. A check of this type would not likely involve a
detailed inspection of each structural member, and the
undersized braces could have easily been overlooked. In
August 1984, the latching mechanisms were signed off as
satisfactory. This was an error on the part of the person
conducting the surveillance that was probably caused by a
misinterpretation of the specification requirements. This
misinterpretation is somewhat understandable considering the
latching configuration conformed with the vendor's drawings.
The receipt inspection conducted in September 1984 was
essentially a documentation check and a check for damage,
which was reasonable, considering the detailed surveillances
conducted during manufacturing.

In summary, audit ard surveillance activities for this item
appear generally adequate. Failure to identify the latching
deviation was the result of human error. The undersize
struerural members were deviations of the type that are
difficult to detect during normal surveillance activities.

A review of other ISAP VII.a.9 deviations did not indicate any
similar concerns or pattern of deviations indicative of "

similar problems as occurred on the hot shutdown panel. Some
indirectly related, but insignificant, deviations were
identified on the Unit 2 Class 1E battery charger supplied by
Power Conversion Products. Although similar problems may
exist on other items supplied by Reliance, there is no
indication, based on the root cause analysis described above.

|
that similar problems are likely to exist in items supplied by,

other vendors.

4.2 Vitro Laboratories, Division of Automation Industries

During reinspection of a Unit 1 and a Unit 2 safeguard system
sequencer panel, 60 notable deviations on two DRs were
identified involving ten relays installed in electrical
circuits with an ampere load that required the installed
relays to have a higher DC contact (make) rating than was

Ot
installed. The apparent cause of the deviation was vendor
design error. This conclusion is based on the fact that the,

- - . . . - - _ - - - . .-
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installed relays are as specified on the vendor's design
drawing. The vendor's design drawings, however, did not meet
the procurement specification requirements in this area.

A review was conducted to determine what actions had been |

taken by TU Electric to verify that this vendor's QA Program
was adequate and to determine what specific manufacturing
surveillance and receipt inspection activities had been
conducted en these panels. A pre-award survey was conducted
in January 1976 and this vendor's-QA Program was approved.
The panels were inspected, prior to shipment, by TU Electric
at the vendor's facility. The surveillance checklist for the
final inspection of the Unit 2 panel was reasonably
comprehensive. During the March 1983 surveillance an
attribute verifying the DC contact rating was signed off in
error as satisfactory. The receipt inspections conducted for
both panels were essentially a documentation check and a check
for damage, which was reasonable considering the surveillance
conducted during manufacturing.

In summary, surveillance activities for these items appear to
be generally adequate. Failure to identify the underrated
electrical contacts was the result of human error.

A review of other ISAP VII.a.9 deviations did not indicate any
similar concerns or pattern of deviations indicative of
problems as occurred on the sequencer panels. Although
similar problems may exist on other items supplied by Vitro
Laboratories, there Ls no indication, based on the root cause
analysis described above, that similar problems are likely to
exist in items suppiied by other vendors.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND REC 0!FiNDATIONS

The QA/QC Review Team has concluded that the identified deviations
reflected concerns that were isolated to the two vendors of the
deficient equipment. Therefore, the following corrective action
recommendations were developed:

Reliance Electric:-

1. Conduct the required evaluation to resolve the two
( types of unclassified deviations on the Unit 2 hot

shutdown panel.

_ .. -. -- _ - -._ - . __ - _ - - - .
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2. Reir.spect all seismically qualified electrical type ,

panels supplied by Reliance Electric to ensure that the I
main structtiral members and doors are as specified. |

3. Although there is no indication of concern _n this area
beyond the hot shutdown panel vendor, a review of USNRC
I&E circulars, notices and bulletins should be

conducted to determine if other suppliers of electrical
type equipment, and in particular the vendor who
supplied the battery charger, have had reltted
structural problems reported regarding se 2smic
qualifications. If so, an evaluation should be
conducted to consider the possible relationship of
these problems to CPSES equipment and to determine if
additional action is required.

Vitro Laboratories, Division of Automation Industrie.:-

() 1. Develop a program to verify that correct relays andi

components are installed in Class IE equipment supplied
to CPSES by the vendor who manufactured the solid state
safeguards system sequencer. Based upon the root cause
of design error, a review of vendor documentation to
identify discrepancies would be acceptable in lieu of
reinspections. A similar program, based on
reinspections during the PCHVP, has been established
for Class 1E equipment supplied by the vendor of the
vertical relay cabinet as part of ISAP VII.c related
corrective actions.

2. Although the root causes of the problems for the two
vendors are unrelated, it is recommended that a review
of NRC IE circulars, bulletins, and notices be,

| conducted by TU Electric to determine.if other

( suppliers of electrical equipment have had related
problems with use of incorrect component 2. Particular
attention should be pisced on problems related to
relays and use of AC components where DC components are
equired.

,

| Additionally, it is recommended that ti. T1 Electric
program, currently under development in conj;nction
with Environmental Qualification activitise and related

f to relay life, be evaluated to determine if it can be

| ( utilized to provide additional confidence regarding the

| installation of correct relays in electrical equipment.
,
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With the exception of configuration deviations relating to
Limitorque valve operators, the remaining notable deviations and
insignificant deviations were evaluated and were determined not to
be reflective of patterns of concern in the other areas of
configuration that were evaluated. Because of existing
industry-wide problems involving Limitorque valve operators and the
existence of an ongoing TU Electric program that encompasses
resolution of the type of deviations identified, most deviations
involving Limitorque were determined to be unclassified deviations
that will be resolved by the existing TU Electric program. Two
DRs involving Limitorque motor size and ambient temperature ratings
were determined to be of no concern.

The ISAP VII.a.9 reinspection of equipment configuration has not
identified any other findings that will require additional

.
.

corrective actions beyond those described above.

; Ihe specific characteristics identified in Section 1.0 of this
l attachment.were usually determined to conform to the requirements
| of the applicable procurement specification and vendor design

drawings.

The 615 decision points that were identified as deviating from the
specified. requirements equates to approximately four percent of the
14,266 decision points evaluated. The majority of the deviating
decision points, 537 of 615 or 87 percent, were insignificant and-
had no adverse impact on the ability of the equipment to perform
its intended safety function. It was conc 12ded that, due to the
nature of the deviations, i.e., substitution of
technically / functionally equivalent components, that undocumented
engineering authorization may have been obtained prior to the
shipment / receipt of the equipment.

The notable deviations, 62 of 615 or 10 percent, were limited to
three vendors. Sixty of the 62 notable deviations were limited to
one vendor and were determined to constitute an adverse trend. The
remaining two notable deviations were limited to two vendors and
had no adverse impact on the ability of the equipment to perform
its intended safety function. The determination of the severity
level (notable) of the deviations resulted from the conservatism in
the analysis methods used. For example, a reduction in design
capacity of more than 10 percent caused a deviation to be

O, classified ar notable, even though a large safety factor may still
have remained.

.
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The unclassified deviations, 16 of 615 e. 3 percent, resulted from
three specific conditions which, along with the QA/QC Review Team's
recommended corrective actions, are discussed in detail in the

preceeding sections of this attachment.

It is not likely- that additional unidentified equipment
configuration problems remain that would adversely affect the
safety of operations at CPSES. Therefore, there are no additional
recommended corrective actions.

O

o i
I
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS *

Deviationa arising from reinapections of welding characteristics on
selected safety-related equipment were assigned to this trending
category. The velding characteristics that were inspect *.d are
size, length,'and location of welds; profile; undercut; lack of
fusion; porosity; overlap; underfill; reinforcement; damage such as
gouges, are strikes, cracks, and offset; and radial weld shrinkage.

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Total number of. decision points evaluated: 16150
Total number of deviations identified: 796
Percent of decision points identified as deviations: 4.93%

Frequency of Deviations by Type of Weldss

>)'-- Total Number No. of Deviation

;
- of Decision Pts. Deviations Rate

ASME Welds 2629 250 9.51%
Non-ASME Welds 10892 429 3.94%

*ASME and Non-ASPE 2629 117 4.45%

Severity of Deviations, by the Type of Welds

Mfg. Unclass. + Notable Insig.

Deficiencies Deviations Deviations Deviations

ASME Welds 0 0 216 34
Non-ASNI Welds 0 0 220 209
ASME & Non-ASME O O 22 95

This category included equipment with both ASME and Non-ASME coded*

weldments (e.g. chillers, and heat exchangers).
|

' + All deviaticas on deviation reports with at least one notable deviation
are reported as notable.

. O|
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Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig. Dev.
Vendors Def. Dev. Dev.. Dev. Rate

ASME

Delaval Turbine 0 0 197 4 15.8%
Hungerford & Terry 0 0 9 1 4.9%
Crane Deming Pumps 0 0 6 0 30.0%
Bingham Willamette Co. 0 0 1 1 0.4%
Ingersol Rand / Cameron
Pump Div. 0 0 1 0 0.5%
Pathway Bellows Inc. 0 0 0 18 14.6%
Applied Engineering Co. 0 0 0 6 4.3%
Hexcel/ MCI Div. . 0 0 0 1 16.6%
Borg Warner / Nuclear Valve 0 0 0 1 5.00%

/~T
Q Non-ASME

Kranco Inc. 0 0 67 0 10.6% ,

Forney Engineering 0 0 53 0 31.9%-
Westinghouse Motor Div. 0 0 46 9 3.7%
Power Conversion Prodhets Inc. 0 0 30 8 3.3%
Westinghouse Medium
Transformer Div. 0 0 16 2 9.0%

j- Elgar Corp. 0 0 4 49 11.0%
l General Electric Distribution
'

Equipment Div. 0 0 4 0 7.2%
General Electric Industrial
Control Dept. 0 0 0 60 3.3%
Westinghouse Power
Systems Div. 0 0 0 46 1.9%

i American Air Filter 0 0 0 16 3.0%

| Buffalo Forge Nuclear Co. 0 0 0 16 4.1%
| General Atomic Tech. 0 0 0 1 1.1%

York Electro Panel Co. 0 0 0 1 0.06%

ASME & Non-ASME

Struthers Wells Corp. 0 0 13 73 4.7%
Borg Warner / York Div. 0 0 11 25 3.8%

|
._ - . .- - . _ . . -. -- .. - -
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The following vendor had no welding deviations identified for the
equipment inspected:

Vendor No. of Dec. Pts.

Pacific Air 22

2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The analysis of welding deviations are discussed by vendor. The
selected safety-related equipment is categorized according to
whether it is governed by 1) the ASME Code, 2) a non-ASME Code, or
3) to both ASME and non-ASME codes because it has both structural
and pressure boundary weldments. The vendors are discussed in
order of those with the largest number of notable deviations first
to those with the reallest number of notable deviations last. The

's . vendors with only insignificant deviations are discussed

separately.

Prior to conducting the ISAP VII.a.9 reinspections, the decision
was made by the CPRT, 'in conjunction with the Project, not to
remove paint from welds prior to reinspection. The conduct of
reinspections without removal of paint is allowed by VVAC for AWS
welding when concurrence of the Engineer is obtained. This
concurrence was obtained from the Project. The ASME Code has no
provisions or criteria for conducting reinspections through
coatings. Nevertheless, ASMI welds were also reinspected without
paint removal using the original inspection criteria. The impact
of conducting reinspections of welds through paint is discussed in
Section 5.0 of this Attachment.

During the discussion of the welding deviations, the following
terms are used in describing the impact of the various welding
deviations:

The maximum stress in pounds per square1) Allowable Stress -

inch (psi) allowed on the veldment as
defined by the applicable codes.

2) Actual (Design) Stress - The stress (calculated in psi) based on
the actual (design) welds and the

() design loading condition.

,

h
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3) Capacity. Reduction The percent increase in stress of a-

weldment (e.g., a 1/4" fillet veld is
required and a 1/8" fillet weld is
installed, resulting .in a 100 percent
reduction in capacity).

.4) Actual (Design) Margin - The difference between the allowable
stress and actual (design) stress
(e.g. , 20,000 psi allowed minus 10,000
psi actual (design) equals a 10,000 psi
actual (design) margin) .

5) Margin Reduction The difference between the design-

margin and the actual margin as a
fraction of the design margin (e.g., an
item has a design margin of 10,000 psi.

O The actual installed condition has a
margin of 7,000 psi._ The margin
reduction would be (10,000 - 7,000)
divided by 10,000 or 30 percent.

6) Factor of Safety The over design of a weldsent (e.g., a-

welded joint has a stress of 1,000 psi
applied but is capable of withstanding
a stress of 5,000 psi, giving a factor
of safety of 5).

Of particular interest in the evaluation of the welding deviations
was the margin reductions and factors of safety as defined above.
Substantial reductions in margin and/or low factors of safety would
give rise to concern regarding welds that were not reinspected,

j whereas small reductions in margin or higher factors of safety
i would lead to a conclusion of no concern regarding welds that were
! not reinspected.

3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATIONS

3.1 Manufacturing Deficiencies

! None were identified.

() 3.2 Unclassified Deviations
i

None were identified.
|
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3.3 Notable Deviations

ASME Related Weldsents

Delaval Turbine

There were 201 velding deviations reported on six DRs
associated with this vendor. One hundred ninety-seven of
these deviations are on notable DRs. These deviations
occurred on tro of the diesel generator starting air
receivers, whose function is to store compressed air required
to start the diesel engines. The types of notable welding
deviations were the following:

Undersized welds - 103-

64Unspecified welds --

Undercut /are strikes 20--

Other - Incomplete fusion, slag. - 10\ -

configuration, location, underfill
and gouges

The majority of the welding deviations occurred on the
supports of both tanks. The undersized unspecified fillet and
groove velds and welding discontinuities were mapped by
inspection and then evaluated cumulatively. The size of the
as-built fillet velds was 1/4 inch, which is less char the 3/8

| inch size required for all fillet welds on the vendor drawing.
| The as-built conditions were evalusted by calculating the
l stresses in the velds and comparing them with the allowable
! stresses. It was determined that the maximum stress in the

velds is 14,925 psi, which is below the allowable stress of
27,000 psi. The capacity reduction was 50 percent with a
margin reduction of 29.2 percent.

The unspecified groove velds, which were installed in place of
fillet welds, were found to be full penetration velds and
therefore have equal or better strength than the plates. The
maximum combined design stress in the support elements is 5768
psi, which is much less than the allowable stress of 20,790
psi. The groove velds are, therefore, also adequate to carry
the applied design loads.

O Other undersized and mislocated intermittent fillet well
segments occurred on welds between the saddle plates and the
shell of the air receiver, between an cutlet nozzle and the
reinforcing plate, between the aanway neck and the reinforcing

|

1
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pad, and between the reinforcing pad and the shell. The
stresses in the as-built welds were calculated conservatively,
resulting in capacity reductions ranging from 5.4 percent to
71.5 percent and margin reductions ranging from 2.6 percent to
42.8 percent. Although one of the calculations resulted in a
capacity reduction of 71.5 percent, there was only a margin
reduction of 18.7 percent. In addition, the capacity and
margin raductions shown above are artificially high because of
the conservative approach used in the calculations of the
as-built and design stresses in the welds.

The various are strikes and areas of undercut were e-aluated >

to determine the effect of the localized thinning of the base
'

material and to determine if the discontinuities could be<

sources of stress risers or peak stresses. None of the are,

strikes violated minimum wai' thickness requirements nor
j contain pitting. The maximum extent of the undercut is 1/16
N-- inch on a 5/8 inch plots for a length of 1/2 inch, which

representa a small percentage of the total length of the
plata. Addition 411y, the w simum combined stress in the
starting air receivers srpport elements is much ". ass than the
al:owable (5,763 psi versus 20,790 psi) ma'ing the effect of
the undercuts rend are str!kes negligible. ina remaining
discontinuitir s (such as incomplete fusion, slag, underfill,
gouges and ic*ation) were all evaluated to datermine their
effect on tha strength of the weldsents, and no conceras were
identified. The deviation 6 on the nameplate and equipment
number bracket attachment velds (such as no veld symbols,
incomplete fusion, undercut, slag, and tack welds) are
considered to be insignificant because, even if the attachment
velds failed, there would be no impairment to the function of
the. starting air receiver. The gouges in the shell of the air

rec Avar (cne in the face of a weld and another in the base
mat :- n were evaluated and found not to vio1+te minimum

thickness. 'rag- x

e oificant deviations were a lack of welding details-

crecks at the corners of minor permanent" rw e . . ,

rr zats that have no safety function. Even if the
-n- -ent welds failed, there would be no impcirment to the

- ;a of the air receivers.'

)
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As discussed above. the reported welding dev'istions'will not
compromise the ability of tne m'arting air receivers to
perform their intended saftty function, nor are they

,

indicative of any concerns regarding .Le uninspected welds '

made by this vendor.

Hungerford & Terry ,

Therc were ten deviations (two DRs) associated with this
vendor. Nine of these deviations are classified as notable.
These deviations occurred on a spent fuel pool domineralizer. l
tank whose function is to maintain adequate fuel pool water
purity end visual clarity.

The nine notable deviations concerned undersized welds,-

"

underlength welds, and tack velds where fillet welds were
required. The four -1/16 inch to 1/8 inch undersize fillet

O welds and the four 1/2 inch underlength welds occurred on the
support' reinforcing pads. The as-built velds were evaluated
and found to have a 31.4 oercent reduction in capacity but'

;

only a 5.1 percent reduction in margin. The as-built welds,

are stressed to only 18 percent of the allevable stress, and ;
are therefore adequate to carry the actual load imposed on i
them. The other deviation, which was tack welds installed
where fillet welds are required, occurred on a nameplate
bracket. The tack welds were evaluated and found to be
suf ficient to support the nameplate and bracket unde any,

condition. In addition, a failure of these tack valas would ;

have no safety significance.

Tn. $nsignificant deviation was an are strike on the
. domineralizer tank that bad no measurable depth. Since there

'2' is ne measurable depth, there is no reduction in wall
; thickness and no area for a stress riser.

As shown above, the welding deviations on the domineralizer !,

tank are not considered to be detrimental to the safety L-

function of the domineraliser tank, nor are they indicative of;
,

any concerns re;arding the uninspected welds made by this i

vendor. ,

,

i
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3.0 EVALU.iTION OF DEVIATIONS (Cont'd) |g

Crane Deming
,

1There were six deviations (two DRs) associated with this
vendor, all of which are notable. The deviations occurred on
a safeguards sump pump whose: function is to prevent flooding
in an area where other safety-related components are located.

'IThe six notable deviations concerned undersized and
: underlength weldt, location, and undercut. Two welds,

undersized by 1/16~ inch, connected the column pipe to the top' ;

and bottom flanges. The evaluation of these welds concluded- !

that the allowable load on the undersize fillet welds is - i

18,823 lbs., which substantially exceeds the total weight'of_ a,

the pump assembly of 1,520 lbs. and therefore, the deviations .

are not of' concern. The other four notable deviations were on 4

| the intermittent fillet veld between the stiffener plates and !
the sump cover, h e four deviations ccacerned undersised, i

O underlength, misloc.ated welds and undercut on most of the 44
,

weld segments. (Although an intermittent veld consists _of ;,

more than one weld seguent, for the purpose of this analysis
the entire weldsent was counted as one weld.) The required :
weld is a 1/2 inch fillet with a 4 inch minimum length and an-
B inch pitch. The as-instalbd - side are 3/16 inch in size i

; and the length and pitch of the incremente are not as

| specified.

- Although the as-installed conditions do not conform to the
reqttirements, the results of the evaluations show that the !,

actual to':a1 length of the weld segments exceeds the required [,

total wela length by 91 inches. The undersized welds were i

evaluated on a worst case condition. Due to local loading ,
'conditions one weld seguent had the highest stress. This weld<

increment was evaluated, and it was calculated that there is a
65.2 percent reduction in capacity and a 76.4 percent margin

,

reduction in that weld. This is a high reduction in capacity !,

and in margin, but this is a worsr. case condition. ;'

!
$ The other weld sessents have a lower stress and therefore a 6

higher margin, resulting in a much smaller impact on the i
4

entire as-installed weldsent, The undercut was not conside:sd i
to be significant because of the location (on structural i

stiffeners) and because the reduction in the base metal |

| cross-sectional area is minor. Herefore, the

i
-

!

|
- |

t
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above-mentioned deviations will not prevent the sump pump from
performing its safety function, nor are they indicative of any ,

concerns regarding the unirspected welds made by this vendor.

Bingham Willamette

There were two deviations (two DRs) associated with this
vendor, one of which is considered to be notable. -Tais
deviation occurred on a chilled water recirculating pump whose
function is to circulate chilled water from the water chiller
through the chilled water system.

The one notable deviation concerned a 1/16 inch undersized
fillet veld at the base of the pump housing support pedestal.
The weld was undersized on one leg for approximately
one-fourth of its length. The analysis of the veld van ,

conservative in that it conddered the veld undersized on both
J legs for their entire length. The evaluation concluded that

the veld is of adequate size, with a reduction in capacity of
33 percent and a margin reduction of only 2.9 percent.

ne other welding deviation occurred on a containment spray
pump and was determined to be insignificant because it was an
undersized weld attaching a coupling to the baseplata drain.
This deviation has no potential for safety significance.

The deviations noted above vill not prevent the pumps from
performing their intended safety-relats3 function, nor are
they inoicative of any cont erns regerding the uninspecter'

|
welds made by this vendor.

|
Ingersol Rand

'

There was one deviation (one DI) assoc 1 Lead tith this "endor
i that was detetuined to be notable. H is devistdon occurred on

an a':xiliary feedwater p' Jap whose function is t : supply
auxiliary feedwater et, L.2e nuclear steam supply system.

|

The one notable welding deviation concerned a missing veld
| between one of two oil cooler support pads and a support

channel. Three welds are specified bee. mly two are
installed. Each oil cooler mounting br<d.* t consists of two'

|I steel sheets welded together and welded n, the oil cooler. |

| b Each bracket is screwed to the mounting pad with two machine

|

!

-.
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' screws. The mounting pads are welded to the support channel.

The screw connection on this assembly is the highest stressed
element on the assembly and is, therefore, the' weak link. The
relative strength of the components was evaluated, and it was
determined that the as-built veldment with the deviation has a
capacity of 36,214 lbs and the screw connection has a
capacity of 29,715 lbs. The overall strength of the oil
cooler mouuting assembly has not been reduced since the
weldsent is st onger than the weakest part. Therefore, the
deviation will not c?vpromise the ability of this pump to
perform its intended safety function, nor is it indicative-of
any concerns regarding the uninspected welds made by this
vendor.

Non-ash 2 Weldsents

'^} Kranco Inc.

-%) There were 67 welding deviations (four DRs) associated with
this vendor, all of which were determined to be notable.

These deviations occurred on the =crvice water intake
!structure crane, whose safety-related function is to maintain

its structural integrity and not fall on the safety-related
equipment below it. ;

The welding deviations on the crane consisted of 53 undersized
velds, eight missing velds, two cracked welds, one flare bevel
weld where a fillet veld is re tred, and one area each of i

underfill, undercut, and lack of fusion. The two cracked
welds are on tuo of the main power supply conductor supports.
The cracked welde are not tensidered to be a safety concern
because even if both welds failed, the supports on each side
of the failed supports are adequate to support the load
normally carried by the failed supports. The flare bevel weld
that was installed where a fillet weld is required was
evaluated and found to have an as-built veld capacity of 773
lbs/in, and a maximum design load of 181 lb/in. , leaving a
factor of safety of 4.3. Eight of the undersized welds and an

i area of undercut and lack of fusion were on welds that connect
five plates to a channel. Four of the plates are on the web
of the channel to increase the capacity of the web. The i

bearing capacity of the channel web was very consarvatively !

-(o evaluated by ignoring the strength of the plates. It was ,

determined that one channel web load is 9,020 psi, which is ,

i
._. __ , _ _
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATIONS (Cont'd)

less than the 15,440 psi allowable stress. Therefore, any
u lersized or defer.tive welds on these plates have no
significance. The undersized conditions on the fifth plate
were conservatively evaluated. It was decernined that there
is a capacity reduction of 33.3 percent and a margin reduction
of 35.8 percent, which is considered to be of no concern since
there is a factor of safety of 9.5 for the installed welds.

The remaining welding deviations occurred on the main girder
cover plate weldsent and the bridge assembly bracing welds.
The deviation on the cover plate, which is connected to the
main girder, is the installation of an intermittent veld (2.5
inches long on 18 inch centers) where a continuous veld is
specified. The as-installed weld was evelvated and it was
found t. hat there is 86.0 .ercent reduction in capacity and a
90.5 percent reduction in margin, leaving a factor of safety

C of 2.86. The design margin with the as-installed welds is( still 65 percent, which indicates the load on the welds is
small and the specified continuous welds wue sized very
conservatively.

The welding deviations on the bridge assembly bracing velds
consisted of missing, underlength, and undersized welds
between bracing members in the crane bridge assembly. The
missing velds were located at connections where other velds
were installed. All the veldsents with deviations were
evaluated by determining the stresses in the installed welds

at each affected connection. The worst case veldment (that
with the highest as-built veld stress relative to allowable
stress) was found to have a capacity reduction of 48.5 percent
and a margin reduction of 82.5 percent, leaving a factor of
safety of 1.25.

Evaluation of the above-mentioned deviation resulted in a
relatively large reduction in capacity and margin and a low
factor of safety. Howe /er, these reductions are substantial

overestimates of the effect of the deviations because of the
conservative method of calculation. Some assumptions that
contribute to these conservstive results are

The calculated capacity and margin reductions are for-

one connection in a large :vuctural frame. Thes

; capacity and margin reducta c. - " - frame would be~

k less as the total load is distributea ;cng several
j

members. j

Il.
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Seismic loads were detstmined by a static analysis-

based on 1.5 timer the peut acceleration.
P

Seismic loads in different directions were combined by-

absolute summing; a more realistic but lesa
conservative method would be the square root of the sum
of the squares (SRSS) method of combination.

Horizontal seismic loads were based on a rigid-

connection between the lifted load and the crane bridge
assembly. The cable connection results in lower actual
horizontal loads transmitted to the bridge assembly.

When the above-mentioned items are considered along with the
remaining factors of safety, it is coacluded that the design
process has resulted in a structure whose integrity is not
significantly affected by the notable weld deviations

.'s identified. Therefore, the above mentioned deviations are not
indicative of any concern that unidentified discrepancies
would impair the safety function of the crane. t

Since the same basic design process (with the exception of the
rigid connection) was used for the polar crane (the other

isafety-related crane supplied by Kranco), similar weld-'

deviations would be expected to have similar effects and are
not of concern. The above-mentioned deviations are not
indicative of any concerns regarding the uninspected welds
made by this vendor.

Forney
4

There were 53 welding deviations (12 DRs) associated with this
vendor. All the deviations were classified as notable and
occurred on two of the solid state isolation cabinets, whose

function is to provide the necessary electrical isolation and -

- physical separation between all annunciators, sequence of
events, and computer signals origineting from safety-related

'
equipment and the non-safety-related annonciator, sequence of
events recorder, and computer equipment.

.

.
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The welding deviations on the two cabinets consisted of
undersized, underlength, and mislocated fillet welds. There
were also areas of lack of fusion, undercut, are strikes, and
poor workmanship where the welder improperly stopped his weld
pass and left an unconsumed piece of weld wire stuck in the
veld. The purpose of these fillet welds (single and
intermittent) is to attach stiffeners and structural bracing
that add strength and rigidity to the cabinets and to attach
the outer skin of the cabinets to the cabinet frame. The
welding deviations were conservatively evaluated by taking the
worst case deviations on each DR and applying the worst case
seienic and deadweight loading. The calculations showed the
factors of safety to range from 1.3 to 11.6. Although the
factor of safety of 1.3 is comparatively low, this is of no
concern as these welds are on stiffener members that are not
. included in the seismic analysis model. These members act as

O a local panel stiffener, and are not primary load-carrying
menbars. In. addition, the vendor required 3/16 inch fillet
welds to attach material that is only 1/8 inch thick, so the
actual 1/8 inch fillet welds are the largest that can be
installed. Also, seismic loads in different directions were
combined by absolute summing. A more realistic but less
conservative SRSS combination would be more appropriate.
Based on these evaluations, the welding deviations will not
compromise the ability of the isolation cabinets. to perform
their intended safety function, nor are they indicative of any
concerns regarding the uninspected welds made by this vendor.

Westinghouse Motor Division
,

There were 55 velding deviations (4 DRs) associated with this
vendor, and 46 of these deviations were notable. The notable

deviations occurred on a component cooling water pump notor
whose safety-related function is to drive a safety-related
component cooling water pump.

' The 46 notable deviations occurred on the structural
components that make up the component cooling water pump motor

i hous1DE. Forty-two of these deviatiens were undersited welds
on both primary weldsents (welds that connect major structural
components of the internal frame of the motor) and secondarv
veldsente (welds that connect secondary members of the

,

!
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internal frame and have little or no load applied to them).
The as-built primary welds were evaluated by calculating the
loads and stresses impoecd on them and were found to have a
capacity reduction of 60 percent and a margin reduction of 3.8
percent. Since the primary welds are adequate, the secondary 1

welds are also adequate because they transmit only an. '

insignificant portion of the entire load and the stresses
'

developed in secondary welds are negligible. The other four
deviations on the pump were four missing welds that connected
two elements of this motor housing together. In the as-built
condition, the two elements are actually made of one plate
(rather than two welded together) which is bent at the
location of the required weld. Therefore, the welds are not
required.

/~' The nine other welding deviations on this piece of equipment
(,)N were determined to be insignificant. The deviations were for -

lack of fusion, undercut, slag, and groove welds below flush.
These insignificant deviations were evaluated in the as-built
condition and were f ound to be of no concern.

Based on the satisf actory evaluation of the above-sentioned
notable and insignificant welding deviations for this piece of
equipment, it is concluded that the deviations will not affect
the ability of the equipment to perform its intended safety
function, nor are they indicative of any concerns regarding

'

the uninspected welds made by this vendor.

Power Conversion Products

There were 38 welding deviations (four DRs) escociated with
this vendor. Thirty of these deviations were classified as
notable. The deviations occurred on structural members of a
Class 1E battery charger whose safety function, in conjunction
with the Class 1E Batteries, is to provide DC-power for
various items of Class 1E equipment.

The 30 notable deviations included six areas where bolted
joints were installed where veld joints were specified. This
is not detrimental because the vendor has verified that the
cabinet frame design of the unit used for seismic ,

qualification had bolted joints at these locations and the use i'

x- of bolted rather than welded joints has no ef fect on
operability or performance. The other notable deviations were *

P

?
t
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for eight underlength fillet welds between the 'gueset plates I

and the frame angles. '(n ere are eight veld _ joints consisting |

of eight. intermittent velds per joint. For the purpose of-
~

*

this discussion, each joint will be counted- as one weld). The
welds.were required to be 1.5 inches long and the actual-
length is 1 inch. h ere were two areas each of inadequate'

fusion and unconsumed weld wire at.the end point of the veld,
i eight welds were undersized (the welds were 1/32 inch to 1/16 .

inch undersized; 1/4 inch fillet weld was required), and four
welds were required to be fillet welds and are actually square
butt velds. All these conditions were conservatively

. ,4

'

evaluated by neglecting the installed lengths of welds that
~

have deviations or welds that were inaccessible for.

inspection. The evaluation concluded that the maximum stress
on the remaining weldsents is 6,856 psi, which is under the

,

14,400 pai maximus allowable stress. Therefore, the
C as-installed welds will easily withstand the maximum loads and

'
.

stresses imposed on them.
:

The remaining eight insignificant deviations concerned tack
welds between beveled washers and the channel. The deviations !

on these welds are insignificant because they are not [
structural welds. ne purpose of these welds is to hold the

'

bevel washers in place for installation of lockwashers andi ,

hexnuts during cabinet assembly. '

!

;_ As shown above, the welding deviations will not compromise the
,

ability of the battery charger to perfore its intended safety |
4 function, nor are they indicative of any concerns regarding '

a the uninspected welds made by this vendor. '

Uestinghouse Medium Transformer Division

':hore were 18 welding deviations (two DKa) associated with ,

this vendor. Sixteen of these deviations were classified as !
' notable. he deviations occurred on a 2000 KVA ASL |

itransformer ecae safety-related function is to co' vert
voltage and provide power to Class 1E electrical switchgear.

The sixteen notable deviations were undersized weld.s on the !

transformer. Six of the welds are secondary weldsents that :

are subje c to negligible loads, and the as-installed welds [
^ are adeqv.ats. Six cther vtids were on structural members that ;

transfer the weight of the transformer to the transformer *

,

!

c
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lifting lugs. These welds have no affect on the opeettion of
the transformer and, therefore, cannot have any impact on thi
safety function. The last four notable deviations were on the
transformer support base frame, which transfers the load of
the transformer to the concrete foundation. The as-built
welds connecting the transformer support angle to the base
angle were evaluated and found to have au actual maximum load
espacity of 17,900 lbs. per veld, which is significantly
greater than the equivalent capacity of 600 lbs. for the bolts
anchoring the base angle to the floor.

The other two welding deviations on this piece of eauipment
were insignificant. The deviations were cracked tack welds.
The cracked tack welds were not specified on the transformer

3

drawings and were only used to facilitate alignment during
assembly of the transformer. Since the velds are not required

(~'} by design, the deviations are insignificant.

V
Based on the satisfactory evaluation of the above-mentioned
notable and insignificant welding deviations for this piece of

i equipment, it is concluded that the deviations will not affect
the ability of the equipment to perform its intended safety
function, nor are they indicative of any concerns regarding
the uninspected welds made by this vendor. ;

ElBar Corp.

There were 53 welding devistions (12 DRs) associated with this
vendor. Four of these deviations were classified as notable. 1

The deviations occurred on two static uninterruptible power
supplies (SUPS) whose safecy-related function is to supply
uninterruptable power to vital Class 1E instrumentation and
control circuits.

The four notable deviatione concerned the length of the veld
segments on four intermittent fillet welds (two velds on each
identical SUPS) attaching unistruts to the base tube steel. [
The drawing called for 3 inch veld segments but the actual
length is 2 inches. The as-built welds were evaluated and
found to have approximately twice the capacity of the bolts
attaching the components to the unistruts and therefore are
adsquate. The SUPS was also seismically qualified by testing,,~~,

( providing further demonstration of adequacy of the as-built,

' welds.
;

i

|

_
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,

There were 47 other welding deviations associated with the two
SUPS that are insignificant. The type of deviations were the,

called out on drawing, welds with ambiguous weld symbols,.and.
[following: undersized welds, undereut,-welds with no size.
i

missing welds.. The deviations for missing welds were
insignificant because they are not primary structural welds
and do not provide additional strength or stiffness.to the

,

cabinets. The receining welding deviations were evaluated.<

and it was concluded that the as-built conditions were-

adequate.

Based ~en the evaluations of the deviations and the. acceptable
seismic. qualification, it is concluded that the deviations
will not compromise the ability of the two SUPS to perfees
their intended safety function, nor are they. indicative of any
concerns regarding the uninspected welds made by this vendor.

,

General Electric Distribution Equipment Division

J~ There were four welding deviations (two DRs) associated with
j- this vendor, all of which were classified as notable. These

j deviations occurred on a Class 1E lighting distribution panel
whose function is to distribute power supplied from static

; inverters, transformers, and other panel boards for Class 1E

! energency lighting.

; The four deviations consisted of three undersized fillet welds
4 where a 1/4 inch fillet is required and 3/32 inch to 1/8 inch
4 - fillet welds are installed, and an underlength weld on a
: bracket where an all-around weld is required. 'Ihe bracket is

only welded on the top and bott.m. The undersized welds are
non-structural welds that attach the panel hood to this
panel's cabinet sidewalls, and the underlangth cond'. tion was
on the wid attaching the vendor supplied mounting bracket to
the lighting panel. The as-installed conditions were
evaluated and it was concluded that the undersized welds have
a factor of safety of 8.7 and the underlength velde have a

4'~
factor of safety of 15.6. These factors of safety are more

than adequate for the attachments of the hood and mounting
bracket to the cabinet.

O. As shown above, the reported deviations will not compromise
the ability of the lighting panel to perform its intended
safety function, nor are they indicative of any concerns

,

regarding the uninspected welds made by this vender.

1

,-.
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ASMt and Non-ASME Weldsents
s

Struthers Wells-

There were 86 welding deviations (13 DRs)-associated with this
vendor. . Thirteen of these- deviations were classified as
notable. These deviations occurred on three of the component
cooling heat exchangers whose function is-to transfes heat
from the component cooling water to the service water.

I The 13 notable deviations concerned undersized conditions on
pressure boundary weldsents. Six of the undersized conditions
were on the welds between the aanway cover necks and the heat
exchanger shal*, and the other seven conditions were on fillet
welds between seven nousles and the hest exchanger shell.- The

L 1/16 inch undersize fillet welds (required to be 3/8 inch) on~
the aanway cover necks occurred on both of the two manway4

' covers on each of the three heat exchangers _(two covers per
heat exchanger). These undersized conditions were

; conservatively evaluated by not taking credit for the partial

; penetration welds that are required on the inside of the heat
'.

exchangers, but that were inaccessible for inspection. By
calculating the stresses in the welds due to the deadwei$ht of
the aanway, seismic SSE acceleratious, and internal pressures,
it was concluded that the as-built welds had approximately
three times the capacity needed, and the deviating conditions
will not compromise the ability of the component cooling heat
exchangers to perform their safety function.

;

! The deviations on the nosales ranged from 1/32 inch to 3/32'

.

inch undersized fillet welds that are required to be 3/8 inch.

f Ihe evaluation of these welds was done by calculating stresses
j in the welds due to applicable loads as described for the

manway cover necks. Again, no credit was f.aken for the .>

( existence of an internal partial penetration weld at.the

E location of each nossle. In addition, all welds were assumed

| to be undersized by 3/32 inch. These conservative
' calculations concluded that the welds had a capacity reduction

of 33.2 percent and a margin reduction of 21.4 percent.
,.

However, the calculations were extremely conservative, and the
| stresses were well within the allowable limits. Therefore,

j the deviations would not impair the function of the heat

|
exchanger.

|

i

!

i
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The remaining 73 welding deviations on the three heat |
exchangers were insignificant. The majority of these !

deviations were unspecified welds. These are considered to be
drawing discrepancies rather than improper welding because
these unspecified welds are actually required to complete the
heat exchangers' supports. It was concluded that there was a

,

nete "typical" missing on the weld symbols that would have
provided the necessary instructions. The other insignificant
deviations consisted of the followingt excessive
reinforcement on welds, abrupt ridges on velds, undersized
welds, lack of fusion, overlap, and arc strikes on the heat
exchanger shell. The concern with the excessive reinforcement
and the abrupt ridges was with the peak stresses at the
interface between the veld metal and the base metal. The
concern with the undersized welds, lack of fusion, overlap,

. and are strikes was with the reduction in size and strength of
Il the welds or base metal. These concerns were taken into
V account in the stress calculations, and it was concluded that

'
the effect of these minor deviations was minimal. They did
not affect the function of the heat exchangers and therefore
will not impair the safety function of the heat exchangers.
None of the deviations were indicative of any concerns
regarding the uninspected welds made by this vendor.

Borg Warner / York Division

There are 36 welding deviations (seven DRs) associated with
this vendor. Eleven of these deviations are classified as
notable. The notable devistions occurred on two of the
centrifugal water chillers whose function is to furnish
chilled water to the safety chilled water system.

Pine of the notable deviations are undersized welds. The "

undersized conditions ranged from 1/32 inch to 1/16 inch
(required 3/8 inch to 7/16 inch) and occurred on the following
weldsents: flange to pipe, pipe coupling to shell, pipe to
shell, support pad to shell (2 welds), flange to reinforcing
bar (2 welds) and lif ting lugs to shell (2 welds). These
veldsents were both structural and pressure-retaining welds.
The undersized welds on the lifting lugs have no loads imposed
on them during operation and have no safety impact. The other
undersized conditions were evaluated and the results were that
two of the undersized conditions were 2.86 and 3.68 times
larger than required. The other five undersized conditions
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had reductions of capacity ranging from 16.6 percent to 25 !

percent and reductions of margin ranging from 0.27 percent to
20.1 percent. In all cases the undersized conditions will not'

,

compromise the intendcd safety function of the. chillers. i
;

The remaining two notable deviations were for different type' - *

. welds being installed than specified. One deviation was a :

groove veld being used where a fillet veld is specified, and
the other was where spot welds were used to attach a nameplate4

v5ea plug =1ds were specified. The flare bevel groove weld
.

.

joins 'a suppon bracket to the condenser shell. This as-built
ce-dition was evaluated, and it was concluded that the groove #

weld would withstand a force of 1,645 lb./in whereas the !

actual load is only 173 lb./in., leaving a factor of safety of .|
*9.5. The spot welds attaching a nameplate to a mounting pad

were evaluated,'and it was concluded that the nameplate has no' |,

; functional or structural purpose and the as-installed welds '

| would be adequate.
*

!
'

The remaining 25 welding deviations on the water chillers were
insignificant. Some of the deviations were considered drawing .

problems where the as-installed weldsent was not reflected by
the. correct veld symbol. Other deviations resulted in a :,

stronger weldsent than required (flare bevel installed where a ;
; fillet veld was required). The welding defects included i
; undersized and underlength welds, mislocated welds, slag, a '

] drilled hole in weld, and burn through. These welds were
: evaluated in their as-built condition and it was concluded [

that the effect of these deviations was minimal and they did'

c
'

not affect the function of the chillers.
.

!
l

Ihe above-eentioned notable and insignificant deviations will i
;- not prevent the water chillers from performing their intended !

safety function, nor are they indicative of any concerns ;

regarding the uninspected welds made by this vendor. |

; 3.4 Insignificant Deviations f
!

There were ten vendors supplying 13 pieces of equipment that ;
3

only had insignificant welding deviations. The ASME-relcted j!

equipment is two expansion joints (Pathway Bellows), two air [

: accumulator tanks (Applied Engineering), a etishable pipe whip i

.

restraint (Hexcel/ MCI) and a component cooling gate valve I

,
(Borg Warner Nuclear Valve). "he non-ASME related equipment [

f

!

I

-- ,- . - - . _ . - .- - - .- - - _ _ .. . .._ - _ . - , - - _ - ,- .-
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is a motor control center (General Electric Industrial Control ,

Dept.), a control station and centrifugal fan unit (American
'

Air Filter) .a primary plant exhaust fan (Buffalo Forge), a' |
'

control room cabinet (General Atomic), 'a power supply (York
Electro), and an analog I&C rack (Westinghouse Power Systems).- |

There are 166 insignificant deviations on these pieces of
equipment (24 DRs). ~ Twenty-six are ASME-related and 140 are ;

non-ASME-related. ;

ASME Deviations |

The ASME-related deviations are aislocated tack welds on the L

gate valvet missing, undersized, underfilled welds and !
unspecified tack welds on the expansion joints; undersized !

velds and welds that cannot be measured due to joint

O configuration on the air accumulator tanks; and a missing weld- 1
on a brated joint on the crushable restraint.- ;

;

The deviations on the air accumulator tanks consisted of four
undersized welds and two indeterminate weld sizes. Three of i
the undersized welds were on itcas with no structural or ,

pressure-retaining functions, i.e., two welds attaching a |
nameplate and one veld attaching the drain line to the skirt.

'

The fourth undersized condition was on an outside veld t

securing the support skirt to the base ring. The veld was i
conservatively evaluated by calculating it as being undersized ;

Iall the way around and by ignoring an inside fillet weld that
!was inaccessible for inspection. Ihe evaluation determined

that there was a factor of safety of 8.7. The other two
deviations concerned a weld on each tank attaching the tank to )
the support skirt. The welds were indeterminate for size due !

to the joint configuration. In both cases the veld size was ;

geometrically calculated (the weld is approximated by a ,

triangle and it was calculated what size weld would fit into ;

the groove formed by the two surfaces) and found to be greater !
in size than required.

The deviation on the honeycomb restraint concerned a 1-1/2 f
inch void ir. the brating of an outer enclosure can. The !
enclosure c.m around the honeycomb material permits easy i

handling ani identification and does not contribute to theO structural integrity of the honeycomb. Therefore, the void in
the brating,will not effect the structural integrity of the i
crushable 1:estraint. i

r

!
;

.-.----..-__---_.-.-...-.-,..-._.t
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The tack welds on the gate valve were used only to hold a
motor operator to the yoke adapter until final assembly and
were not structural welds. Therefore, these mislocated tack
welds do not affect the structural capability of the gate
valve.

The missing walds on the expansion joint were on six clips
that are bolted to a non-safety-related protective cover
(shroud) for the expansion joint bellows. The clips were
supposed to be welded to the shell, but in its present
condition, the clips are resting on the shell. Since the
shroud does not have a saf aty-related function (the function
is to protect the expansion joint bellow from activities in
the area), since the axial movement is restrained by a test
valve assembly, and since the shroud will not cause any damage
to the bellow, the deviations are not safety significant. The
other welding deviations on the expansion joints were

( evaluated in their as-built condition, and it was concluded

that they will not prevent the expansion joints from
performing their intended safety function.

The above-mentioned deviations will not adversely affect the
ability of the equipment to perform their intended safety
function, nor are they indicative of any concerns regarding
the uninspected welds made by these vendors.

Non-ASME Deviations

The non-ASME-related deviations consisted of undersized and
underlength welds, improper location of intermittent fillet
welds, overlap, and missing fillet velds.

The missing welds were on weldsents on the analog
instrumentation and control cabinet. The veldments were
designed as groove welds with the addition of a fillet veld
cap. In the as-built condition the fillet veld is missing.
The as-built veldsent was evalu4ted, and it was concluded that
the as-built and as-designed weldsents have the ssee capacity,
since the design only considers the capacity of the groove
veld.

The other deviations were evaluated, and it was found that in

O many cases the actual weld length was longer than specified
when the indtsidual welds segments were added together. In
other cases longer length veld segments and reduced spacing

- .
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compensated for underlength welds. Other types of deviations
are location and number of spot welds, unspecified welds, size
of fillet welds, a weld that does not match the weld symbol,
incomplete fusion, and are strikes.

All the above deviations were evaluated and the as-built
conditions were not found to be detrimental to the function of
the equipment, nor are they indicative of any concerns
regarding the uninspected welds made by these vendors.

4.0 ROOT CAUSE ANP GENERIC IMPLICATIONS

Not applicable.

Q) 5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMFINDATIONS

Conclusions

The majority of the welding deviations noted in Section 3.0 were
random velding defects that are common to normal welding processes.
Many of the deviations that were discussed were not welding
deviations as much as they were documentation deviations, i.e.,

wrong welding symbols, missing welding symbols or notes that
resulted in unspecified weld deviations, and tack welds used in the
normal f abrication process but not shown on the drawings. Other
velding defects had negligible effects because they were
compensated for by other velding, (i.e., undersized, underlength,
and mislocated intermittent fillet welds that were compensated for

by other veld segments in the same weldsent). Also, there were
,

other types of welds installed than what was specified (i.e.,
groove welds instead of fillte welds and spot welds instead of plug
welds).

Welds with deviations that actually reduced the capacity of a
weldsent were found, in all cases, to be adequate 20r the applied
loads. This is indicative of the marging typically included in the
design of weldsents on these types of nuclear safety-related
equipment. The evaluations of the welding deviations were usually

. conservative. In many cases welds with minor defects were
completely excluded from the calculations, no credit was taken for'

v inaccessible velds, and if a weld was partially undersized, it was
evaluated as being completely undersized. Even with these
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conservative assumptions, none of the welding deviations caused the
applied loads to exceed the allowable loads for the as-built
veldsents. Also, none of the deviations noted in Section 3.0,
wuld compromise any item's ability to perform its safety function. .

As part of the evaluation of the impact of conducting reinspections
of welds through paint, a comparison of the dry film thickness
(DFT) data obtained during ISAP VII.a.9 reinspections was made with-

the data from 300 construction welds reported in the Project's
Specific Technical Issue Report, STIR-SWEC-M-002, Revision 1
"Reinspection of Coated Welds". For the 300 construction welds, ;

the average DFT was less than 6.0 mils and 95 percent of the -:
*individual DFTs were calculated to be less ::han 9.5 mils in

|~ thickness. For 864 welds reinspected by ISAP VII.a.9, the average
thickness was 8.8 mils and 95 percent of the individual DFTs were
calculated to be less than 17.3 mils in thickness.

The DFTs identified on ISAP VII.a.9 welds would not have impacted
the ability to inspect velds properly for dimensional
characteristics that have major structural significance,

'

particularly size, length, and location and to a somewhat lesser
degree, profile and reinfovcesant.

,

Considering the results of STIR-SWEC-M-002 and the measured ISAP
,

VII.a.9 DFTs, it is possible that some deviations for cracks,
,

incomplete fusion, overlap, are strikes, undercut, slag, craters, r

and porosity may have been masked by paint. However, considering I

the conservatism in the design of the welds that was identified i

during et is trend evaluation, it is not considered likely that
' unidentified deviations of these types would be manufacturing i

j deficiencies. A substantial number of deviations involving these
types of weld characteristics were identified during the
reinspections. There were no indications identified that problems

with these type of characteristics exist. ;

In addition, records exist that indicate TU Electric did monitor !

manufacturers' welding and that these activities identified and I

corrected welding problems. Because of the ability to reinspect ,

weld dimensional characteristics adequately that have major
structural significance, the conservatise identified in the design
of the welds, and the lack of any indication of problems for other |

O characteristics, no recommendations for additional action are i|
; warranted due to the effect of the paint on velding reinspection ;

results.
<

1

!

- . - - _ - - . - - - . . _ - - - - . - - _ - - - _ - - . , - . . - - - . , -. . - . . .
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Based upon the overall results of this trend analysis, it is
concluded that it is unlikely that unidentified manufacturing-

deficiencies exist in either the evaluated or unevaluated
safety-related equipment.

Recommendations

There are no recommendations.

.

.
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Trend Analysis of Electrical Wiring / Terminations

l.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The field reinspection of the installation and termination of
vendor-installed electrical wiring in the selected safety-related
equipment included the following specific characteristics:

Point-to-point installation of viring;-

Support of viring;-

Correct wire type, size, insulation, material, and color;-

Connector type and siza;-

Installation of connector;-

Visual examination of soldered joints;-

) Individual conductor identification; and(
-

Electrical separation.-

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Total Number of Decision Points Evaluated: 138,473
Total Number of Deviations Identified : 7,751
Percentage of Decision Points Identified
as Deviations : 5.60%

Severity of Deviations

Mfg. Unclass. . Notable Insig.

Deficiencies Deviations Deviations Deviations

10 1,299 252 6,190

Severity of Deviations, by Vendor

Dev. Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig.
Vendor Rate Def. Dev., Dev. Dev.

Power Conversion Prod. 14.4% 7 0 0 466
York Electro-Panel Co. 1.9% 2 7 240 21

General Electric Industrial

O Controls Dept. 1.9% 1 0 0 279
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Dev. Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig. .

Vendor Rate Def. Dev. Dev. Dev.

Borg-Warner, York Div. Inc. 24.3% 0 979 0 519
Posi-Seal Int. Inc. 16.3% 0' 132 0 0
Borg-Warner, Nuclear Valve
Div. 19.1% 0 109 0 0
Fisher Control Co. 7.7% 0 4! 0 0
Reliance Electric 4.2% 0 25 0 364
General Atomic 0.5% 0 2 12 2

Vitro Laboratories Div. of
Automation Ind. 4.3% 0 0 0 1,541
Forney Engineering 7.8% 0 0 0 1,162
Elgar Corp. 7.7% 0 0 0 960
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

. Power Systems Div. 10% 0 0 0 638[;. Westinghouse Electric Corp. '-

Medium Transformer Div. 20.3% 0 0 0 177
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Motor Div. 16.2% 0 0 0 54
Bingham Willametta 100% 0 0 0 6

General Electric Corp.'

Distribution Equip. Div. 0.02% 0 0 0 1 |

2.0 BACKGROUND

The evaluation of the installation and termination of
vendor-installed electrical wiring included equipment from 17
vendors. Seventeen of the 34 equipment vendors selected furnished
equipment with no electrical wiring, or the vendor wiring was
inaccessible for reinspection.

.

Six sandors that furnished equipment manufactured to an electrical
Procurement specification or to a mechanical procurement
specification with electric controls were not included in the field
reinspection of verdor-installed electrical wiring. The
justificatior for exclusion of the furnished ecuipment from these
vendore ist

Conax Inc. furnished electrical penetration seal assemblies f-

'

(TE-423A-1). All vendor-fastalled electrical wiring for these

Os
"items was inaccessible without disassembly of the equipment.

!

:
. _. - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . ._ --__ _ .
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Square "D" Corp. furnished 45KVA Class IE lighting
. !-

transformers (CP2-ELTRET-05, and CPX-ELTRET-09). The original -|
'

transformer core assembly and the vendor-installed electrical
wiring were removed and replaced by Construction after receipt
at CPSES.

Crane Deming Pumps furnished the safeguard building sump pump-

(CP2-WPAPSS-02). All vendor-installed electrical wiring for
this item was inaccessible without disassembly of the pump. ;

American Air Filter furnished centrifugal fan units-

(CP1-VAAUSE-01 and CP2-VAAUSE-04). All vendor-installed
electrical wiring for these items was inaccessible without
disassembly of the equipment.

Buffalo Forge Nuclear Co. furnished hydrogen purge and primary-

p/ plant exhaust fans (CPX-VAFNCB-01 and CPX-VAFNCB-20). All
As vendor-installed electrical wiring for these items was

inaccessible without disassembly of the equipment.

Ingersol-Rand, Cameron Pump Div furnished auxiliary feedwater-

pump (CP1-AFAPTD-01). All vendor-installed electrical wiring
for this item was inaccessible without disassembly of the
pump.

I It was determined that the applicable procurement specifications-
usually did not provide qualitative or quantitative criteria for
the inspection of vendor-installed electrical wiring terminacions.
Since these criteria were not included in the applicable
procurement specifications. TU Electric issued DCA-21669, Rev. O to
the Construction Erection Specification ES-100, Rev. 2 which
identifies the criteria to be used for evaluating vendor-installed
crimped connectors on cables and wiring.

3.0 EVALUATION

There were 138,473 decision points pertaining to the reinspection
of vendor-installed electrical wiring in 24 items supplied by the
17 vendors.

Seven thousand seven hundred fifty-one or 5.60 percent of the
identified decision points were identified as deviations.
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The frequency of the identified deviations was not excessive for
this evaluation characteristic considering that the process for
selecting vendors was biased toward vendors previously identified
as having furnished similar equipment with deviations of a severity
level that required reporting to the NRC in accordance with

10CFR50.55(e) and 10CTR21. The QA/QC Review Team's concerns were
also tempered by the severity level of the identified 7,751
deviations. Six thousand one hundred ninety of the identified
deviations were determined to be insignift: ant deviations. The
reinspections resulted in three DRs, involving three items and ten
inspection points, that were determined to be manufacturing
deficiencies and 22 deviation reports, involving 12 items and 1,299
inspection points, that were determined to be unclassified
deviations. The reinspections also identified five deviation
reports, involving three items and 252 inspection points, that were
classified as notable deviations.

('')T
3.1 Vendors with Manufacturing Deficiencies, Unclassified

( Deviations, and Notable Deviatlogs
.

The deficiencies, unclassified deviations, and notable I

deviations were evaluated to determine the likelihood of the
existence of unidentified manufacturing deficiencies in other
equipment supplied by the vendor or other vendors that was not
reinspected. The 1.561 deviations, associated equipment, and
responsible venders are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The identified insignificant deviations have been grouped into
like categories for the purpose of facilitating discussion in
this 14sults report. Those insignificant deviations
identified for the equipment with the 1.561 deviations of a
higher severity level are also discussed in the following
paragraphs by vendor. The remaining insignificant deviations
are discussed in subsequent paragraphs as like groups of

| deviations.
,

Power Conversion Products
t

The equipment selected for evaluation was a Claso IE battery
,

charger (CP2-EPBCED-01) and a Class 1E isolation transformer
(CP1-EPTRET-07). The battery charger's safety-related
classification is based on the need to maintain statien
batteries at fall charge while supplying full normal loads and
to recharge completely discharged batteries within 24 hours :

while supplying the 1:qgest combined demands of the various
(s loads under all station operating conditions. The Class IE j

t

__
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batteries provide direct currect power for vari < 's Class 1E
equipment, such as circuit breakers, control equipment,
instrumentation, static inverters, and emergency lighting.

The isolation transformer's safety-related classification is
based on the need to provide continuous reliable power from
the actor control center (CP1-EPMCEB-05) Class 1E power
distribution system to the non-Class 1E power distribution
system for instrumentation and dats processing equipment under
all station operating conditions without adversely affecting ,

the Class 1E power distribution system. |

The reinspections evaluated 3,285 decision points pertaining
to vendor-installed electrical wiring. Four hundred
seventy-three of these decision points were identified as i

deviations on nine deviation reports.

Seven deviations documented on one deviation report were ,

identified as manufacturing deficiencies in the battery .

charger. These deficiencies were loose connectors at the f

terminal board landing points. A loose connector may reduce
the aspacity of the electrical connection. A reduction in
ampacicy will cause a voltage drop and a hot spot at the point
of contact for the connectors. Thermal expat.sion and ,

contraction from electrical load changes and mechanical j
vibration can further loosen the connection, causing further ;

reduction in ampacity, and could potentially result in loss of L

circuit continuity. |

I
The remaining 466 identified insignificant deviations were of
the following types for which typical examples are provided in
the discussions of like types in Section 3.2 of this
Attachment:

Wrong Type or Size of Wire: Approximately four percent i-

of the insignificant deviations were of this type. 6

~~w

Wrong Type or Size of Wire Connector: Approximately 55-
,

percent of the insignificant deviations were of this'

itype,
i

Improper Installation of Wire Connectors:-

O,
,

Approximately 40 percent of the insignificant ;'

deviations were of this type.
P
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Workmanship on Soldered Connectionst Approximately one-

percent of the insignificant deviations identified
soldered wire connections with solder flow away from
the wire post.

All 466 deviations were evaluated and determined not to affect
the functional and qualification requirements of the
equipment.' The deviations have no impact on the ability of the
equipment to perform its intended safety function.

York Electro-Panel,
.

The equipment selected for evaluation was a protective relay
rack (CP2-ECPRCR-011) and a emergency response 'scility
transducer panel (CP2-ECPRLV-16).

g-- The protective relay rack's safety function is to house the
( undervoltage, underfrequency, and timing relays associated

with the 6.9KV auxiliary normal buses. These relays provide a ;

trip signal to the reactor protection system when undervoltage
,

or underfrequency conditions exist.

The energency response facility transducer panel's safety
function is to house the Class 1E transducers and other Class
1E components that receive the critical instrumentation
signals and convert these signals into a form compatible with
the emergency response f acility computer.

,

Approximately 13.825 decision points pertaining to
vendor-installed electrical wiring were evaluated by field ,

reinspection. Two hundred and seventy of these decision ;

points were identified as deviations on 12 DRs. I

The protective relay rack contained two deviations that were
identified as manufacturing deficiencies and documented on one
DR. These deficiencies were loose connectors at the terminal
board landing points. A loose connector may result in

.

~~~ reduction of s!n spacity of the electrical connection. A
reduction la ampacity will cause a voltage drop and a hot spot
at the point of contact ior the connectors. Thermal expansion ,

and contraction from electrical load changes and mechanical
; vibration, can further loosen the connection, causing further

reduction in the ampacity, and could potentially result inO loss of circuit continuity.
t

i
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The protective relay rack contained five deviations,
documented on one DR, and the energency response facility
transducer panel contained two deviations, documented on two
DRs, that we.re identified as unclassified deviations. The

seven deviations were violations of CPSES electrical
separation couaitments. i

CPSES electrical separation couaiteents per USNRC Regulatory
Guide 1.75 and CPSES compliance with these couaitments were
also addressed by ISAP 1.b.3 The ISAP I.b.4 Results Reports
has addressed internal panel electrical separation concerns

,

and recomunended that TU Electric take appropriate corrective
action. TU Electric has established a corrective action
program. Iield Verification Method TVM-88 defines
requirements for reverification of electrical separation for
Unit I and common multi-train equipment / panels, and the !

Project identified that Unit 2 multi-train equipment and

O panels will be reverified as well.'

' Ihe resolution of these seven unclassified deviations was ,

referred to TU Electric because they f all within the scope of f

the extensive evaluation requitad to verify that the (
electrical separation couaiteents have been set.

Two hundred forty deviations documented on four DRs were ,

identified as notable deviations. The protective relay rack
contained 60 deviations documented on one DR. The 60
deviations identified ring-tongue crimped lug connectors that
were bent resulting in reduced contact area. The emergency
response facility transducer panel contained 180 deviations
documented on three DRs. The 180 deviations consisted of: '

| 40 deviations on one DR identifying ring-tongue crisped-

lug connectors that had been trimmed to fit;

80 deviations on one DR identifying undersize-

i electricas wiring; and
. .

60 deviations on one deviation report identifying the' - ,

use of the wrons type of insulation asterial.;
' :
' The trimming of the ring-tongue crimped lug connectors reduced i

the contact area between the connector and the terminal board
~

O landing point. It was determined that since the actual i!
' ampacity of the circuit was less than one percent of the rated ,

current density, the minor reduction in contact area was of no |;

3
consequence. j

t
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The QA/QC Review Team was not able to determine if the
undersize wiring .resulted from less than the specified
insulation thickness or if the copper conductor was smaller in
diameter than specified.- It was determined that the-installed-
electrical wire had sufficient insulation and copper to assure
circuit performance under all plant operating conditions.

It was determined that the wiring with the wrong insulation
material was functioning as an electrical drain. The purpose

,

of the drain wires is to attach the cable shield to ground.

'It was determined that the 240 notable deviations had no
affect on the ability of the equipment to perform its intended
safety function nor were they indicative of types of problems
that could result in manufacturing deficiencies occurring
elsewhere. -

The remaining 21 identified insignificant deviations, !'

documented on four DRs, were of the following types for whichi

typical examples are provided in the discussion of like typts
'

in Section 3.2 of this Attachment:*

Incorrect Support of Wiring: Approximately 62 percent-

of the insignificant deviations were of this type. ,

:d

'

Wiring Identification / Marking: Approximately 38 L-

percent of the insignificant deviations were of this
3

type.
;
' All 21 deviations were evaluated and determined not to affect

the functional and qualification requirements of the
?

; equipment. The deviations have no impact on the ability of
! the equipment to perform its intended safety function. [

General Electric Co., Industrial Control Dept.
1

The equipment selected for evaluation was a Class 1E motor
,

|
control-canter (CP2-EPMCEE-2) . -

The Class 1E motor control center's safety-function is to*

distribute 480 volt, 60 Hz, 3-phase power necessary for the
operation and protection of the electrical system and ,

equipment served by the motor control center.

.
,

_ _ . , - _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ .- , _ . . . _ . - _ . _ _ ._, _ . - . =
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|

There were 14.537 decision points pertaining to this vendor's
,

installed electrical wiring that were evaluated by-field '

reinspection. :Two hundred eighty of these decision points
were identified as deviations on 15 DRs.

The motor control center contained one deviation documented on '
-

one DR that was determined to be a manufacturing deficiency.
,

The deficiency identified was a loose connector at the
terminal board landing point. _The loose connector may reduce
the ampacity of the electrical connection. A reduction in. i

sepacity will cause a voltage drop and a hot spot at the point'
of contact for the connector. Thermal expansion and

-contraction from the electrical load changes, and mechanical
vibration can further loosen the connection causing further
reduction in ampacity, and could potentially result in loss of
circuit continuity.

O The remaining 279 identified insignificant deviations
documented on 14 DRs were of the following types for which
typical examples are provided in the discussions of like types
in Section 3.2 of this Attachment:

Wrong Type or Size of Wire Connector: Approximately 43-

percent of the insignificant deviations were of this
type.

Improper Installation of Wire Connector: Approximately !-

32 percent of the insignificant deviations were of this ;

type.

Incorrect . upport of Wiring: Approximately 23 percent- ,

of the insignificant deviations were of this type. |

Wir'.ng Configuration (Not Wired Per Vendor's Drawing):-

Approximately two percent of the insignificant
deviations were of this type.

' ~ '

All 279 deviatfoiiTw'ere evaluated and were determined to not j

affect the functional and qualification requirements of the ;

applicable equipment. The deviations have no impact on the i
ability of the equipment to perform its intended t

safety-function.

o :

. .. - . - - . - . . - - . _ _ . . - . _ . _ . . . . . ., - . _ . . . _ . - , _ _ . . - - - - - - . , , .-.
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Borg-Warner, York Division Inc.

The equipment selected for evaluation was two ASME Section
III, Class III water chillers (CP1-CHCICE-05 & CP2-CHC1CE-05).

The_ safety function of the two ASME Section III, Class III
water chillers is to provide chilled water for the safety
chilled water system, which removes heat generated by the
engineered safety features pump motor, steam turbine drives,
and electrical switchgear during normal and emergency modes of
plant operation.

There were 6,154 decision points pertaining to this vendor's
installed electrical wiring that were evaluated by field
reinspection. One thousand four hundred ninety-eight of these
decision points were identified as deviations on eight DRs.

' Nine hundred seventy-nine deviations docu.nented on three DRs
were identified as unclassified deviations.

The unclassified deviations identified 49 conductors that were
terminated with crimped wire connectors in lieu of the
specified ring-tongue crimped lug connectors. It was
determined that the crimped wire connectors are not qualified
and are potentially subject to failure under vibratory
conditions. Due to the extensive evaluation required to
resolve these unclaasified deviations, they were referred to ;

TU Electric for resolution in accordance with Project
'

procedures.
,

The remaining 519 identified insignificant deviations <

"

documented on five DRs were of the following types for which
typical examples are provided in the discussions of like types
in Section 3.2 of this Attachment:

Wrong Type or, Size Wire Connector: Approximately 99-
,

percent of the insignificant devi:.tions were of this''"^' ''' ~
i

type.

Wiring Configuration: Approximately one percent of the-

insignificant deviations were of this type.

O
:

,

i
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All 519 deviations were evaluated and were determined
not to affect the functional and qualification
requirements of the applicable equipment. The
deviations have no impact on the ability of the
equipment to perform its intended safety function.

Borg-Warner. Nuclear Valve Division Inc.

The equipment selected for evaluation was an 8 inch ASME
Section III, Class 2 gate valve (1-HV-4708) . The 8 inch gate
valve's safety function is to provide ieolation capability for
containment penetration M-V-9. he gate valve is a component
of the component cooling water system and controls the
component cooling water flow from the reactor coolant pump's
upper and lower bearings and motor air coolers.

t There were 571 decision points pertaining to vendor-installed
electrical wiring evaluated by field reinspection. One
hundred nine of these decision points were idsntified as
deviations on three DRs and determined to be unclassified
deviations.

The identified deviations were discrepancies in the vendor-
installed internal wiring of the valve's motor operator,
manufactured by Limitorque Corp. The 109 deviations were
referred to TU Electric for resolution in accordance with
Project procedures. TU Electric has established Field
Verification Method. TE-FVM-EQ-047, to resolve several issues
regarding the qualification of Limitorque motor operators.

Fisher Control Co.

The equipment selected f or evaluation was a 4 inch ASME
Section III, Class 11 control globe valve (2-TV-4772-1). The
control globe valve is a component of the containment spray

_ . . system. The safety function of the control valve is to
isolate the non-safety test piping from the containment spray
system piping used to convey containment spray water following
an accident condition.

There were 582 decision points pertaining to vendor-installed
electrical wiring to be evaluated by field reinspections.

( Forty-five of these decision points were identified as
deviations on three DRs and determined to be unclassified
deviations.
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The identified deviations were discrepancies in the vendor
installed internal wiring of the valve's motor operator,
manuf actured by Limitorque Corp. The 45 deviations were
referred to TU Electric for resolution as previously discussed
above.

Posi-Saal Valves

The equipment selected for evaluation was a 12 inch
containment ventilation isolation valve (CP2-VADPBC-01). The
containment ventilation isolation valve is a component of the
hydrogen purge and exhaust system. The safety functicn of the
containment ventilation isolation valve is to isolate the
containment during all modes of operation and to operate
during post-LOCA conditions to control the hydrogen
accumulation inside the containment.

() There were 810 decision points pertaining to vendor installed
electrical wiring evaluated by field reinspection. One
hundred thirty-two of these decision points were identified
as deviations on one DR.

All 132 deviations were determined to be unclassified
deviations. The identified deviations were discrepancies in
the vendor installed internal wiring of the valve's motor
operator, manufactured by Limitorque Corp. The 132 deviations
vere referred to TU Electric for resolutica, as previously;

discussed above.

Reliance Electric Co.

The equipment selected for evaluation was the hot shutdown
panel (CP2-ECPRLV-01) and a main control room bench board
panel (CP2-ECPRCB-01). The hot shutdown panel contains the
essential devices that control and monitor bringing Unit 2 to
and maintaining a hot shutdown condition from a location
outside the main control room.

The main control room bench board panel contains the essential
| controls and instrumentation for operation of CPSES Unit 2.

There were 9,155 decision points pertaining to
i vendor-installed electrical wiring that were evaluated by

field reinspece. ion. Three hundred eighty-nine of these
decision points were identified as deviations on 17 DRs.

i

!

|
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Twenty-five of the 389 deviations were determined to be
unclassified deviations. '

The main control room bench board panel contained five
deviations, documented on three DRs, and the hot shutdown
panel contained 20 deviations documented on. five DRs, that+

were determined to be unclassified deviations. The 25
deviations are violations of CPSES electrical separation
commitments.

,

The resolution of these 25 unclassified deviations was '

referred to TU Electric as previously discussed in this i

section of this Attachment.

The remaining 364 identified insignificant deviations
I documented on nine DRs were of the following types of which

L
'

typical examples are provided in the discussion of like types!

in Section 3.2 of this Attachment.
.

'

Wrong Type or Size of Wire Connector: Approximately 62-

tpercent of the 364 insignificant deviations were of
this type.

Improper Installation of Wire Connector: Approximately *-

nine percent of the' insignificant deviations were of
this type. ;

Wrong Type or Size of Wire: Approximately ten percent-

of the insignificant deviations were of this type. i

Wire Identification / Marking: Approximately 18 percent :-

of the insignificant deviations were of this type. j

Incorrect Support of Wiring: Approximately one percent-

of the insignificant deviations were of C. tis type.

All of the 364 deviations were determined not to affect th |
functional and qualification requirements of the equipment.
The deviations have no impact on the ability of the equipment ;
to perform its intended safety function.

._ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - - . - - --
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General Atomic
I

The equipment selected for evaluation was the Class 1E,
digital radiation monitoring system (DRMS) equipment rack
(CPI-ECPRCV-013). The DRMS equipment are part of the area
radiation monitoring system (ARMS). The safety functions of
the ARMS are:

To provide plant personnel reasonable assurance that [
-

the radiation levels are below those requiring special
monitoring precautions; and

To indicate, alarm, and record abnormal radiation j
-

levels in areas where radioactive material is present.
'

stored, handled, or inadvertently introduced.

There were 3,444 decision points pertaining to vendor-
.) installed electrical wiring evaluated by field reinspection.s

Sixteen of these decision points were identified as deviations''
,

on three DRs.

The DRMS equipment rack contained two of the 16 deviations,.

documented on one DR, which were determined to be unclassified
deviations. The two unclassified deviations were violations
of CPSES electrical separation commitments.

The resolution of these two unclassified deviations was I
referred to TU Electric as previously discussed in this
Attachment.

,

i

Twelve of the 16 deviations, documented on one DR, were

determined to be notable deviations. The 12 deviations
identified ring tongue crimped lug connectors that had been !

trimmed to fit in the terminal strip. It was determined that
the conservatively estimated maximum current density
capability of the +1mmed connector previded a safety factor
of 1.1 (approximats., , amperes over the maximum current of |

26 amperes) in lieu of the designed safety factor of 1.5 ,

(approximately 13 amperes over the maximum current of 26
amperes) when compared with the circuit's maximum current.

,

The deviations had no adverse af.fect on the ability of the ;

equipment to perform their intended safety functions, nor were ;

gs they indicative of types of problems that could result in

\] manufacturing deficiencies occurring elsewhere. '

r

I

_ . -
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The remaining two insignificant deviations were documented on
one DR and were for the wrong type or eine of wire connector
typical of that category of insignificant deviation described
below. ,

3.2 All Other Vendors
,

The remaining eight vendors of equipment included in the
reinspection of vendor-installed electrical wiring had no
identified notable deviations, unclassified deviations, or
manufacturing deficiencies.

,

'

There were 86.110 decision points pertaining to these vendors.
Four thousand five hundred thirty-nine of these decision
points were identified as deviations on 53 DRs.

The 4.539 identified insignificant deviations were of the

. O-- following types:

Wrong Type or Size of Wire: Approximately 13 percent-

of the insignificant deviations were of this type.
Typical examples are:

Substitution of a qualified wire type other-

than that specified in the applicable
procurement specification.

Use of a larger than specified AWG size-

conductor.

Wire Identification / Marking: Approximately 36 percent-

of the insignificant deviations were of this type.
! Typically, individual conductors were not marked at

each end to indicate the destination of the conductor.i

Incorrect Support of Wiring: Approicimately one percent- - '<-

of the insignificant deviations ware of this type,
They were for wire supports that were spaced further
apart than specified.

i
Wrong Type or Site of Wire Connector: Approximately 40; -

percent of the insignificant deviations were of this
type. Typical examples are

,
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Substitution of a qualified' connector--

manufactured by a vendor other than the
vendor specified, and

Two electrical conductors were terminated--

with one crimped lug connector that was large
enough to accommodate both wires. The<

connector was larger than specified for the
size of the individual conductors; however,
the combined circular mil area of the twe
conductors was within the range specified for
the connector used. The as-installed-

configuration provides a mechanical joint of
adequate strength and satisfactory electrical
contact.

O Improper Installation of Wire Connectort Approximately-

six percent of the insignificant deviations were of
this type. Typical examples are

.

Uninserted conductor strands.--

Off-center crimps, and--

Nicked connector barrel insulation.--

Wiring Configuration Approximately three percent of-

the insignificant deviations were of this type.
Typically, viring was routed other than shown in viring

: diagrams because of obvious drafting errors.'

4

Workmanship on Soldered Connections: Approximately one-

percent of the insignificant deviations identified-

soldered wire connections with excessive solder, poor
''' solder flow, and cold soldered joints.

All of the 4.539 deviations were evaluated and were determined
not to affect the functional'and qualification requirements of
the applicable equipment. The deviations have no impact on
the ability of the equipment to perform its intended safety
function.

bG
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Root Cause

There vere four types of findings identified in this trend analysis
category. Manufacturing deficiencies involving equipment from
three vendors were identified for loose electrical connec; ors.

Unclassified deviations involving equipment from three vendors were
identified for electrical separation violations. Additionally,
unclassified deviations for Limitorque valve operators problems
involving three vendors were identified. Unclassified deviations
from one vendor involving use of incorrect crimped wire connectors
were also identified. Root cause/ generic implication analyses were
conducted for three of these types of findings. Because the
unclassified deviations related to Limitorque valve operators are

l part of an industry-wide problem not caused by possible
inadequacies in the CPSES procurement program, no root
cause/ generic implication analyses was conducted for this type of

O unclassified deviations.

No attempt was made to determine the detailed root causes for
vendor- related problems because of the time that has elapsed since
the problems occurred end the difficulty in obtaining the necessary
information from the involved vendors. Therefore, the analyses
concentrated on the identification of possible weaknesses or
failures in the CPSES procurement process. The following are
descriptions of the results of these root cause/ generic implication
analyses for each of the type of findings considered:

4.1 Loose Electrical Connections

Loose electrical connections were identified on the Class IE
battery charger supplied by Power Conversion Products, the
protective relay rack supplied by York Electro-Panel, and the
Class IE motor control center supplied by General Electric.
Industrial Centrol Department. --...,..s.

ISAP VII.c also identified one case of a loose screw on a
terminal block connection that was determined to be a
construction deficiency. After reviewing the available
information, the likely root cause for these loose electrical
connections was the failure of site personnel to re-tighten
connections properly after construction or testing activities
resulted in them being loosened. It should be noted that itO was common practice for TV Electric to de-terminate such
connections without documenting these de-terminations.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ __ ____________ A
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The QA/QC Review Team conclusion that loose connections are i

caused by site construction activities is based on the
following points:

All identified "loose connections" were connections on-

screw type terminal boards.

Nine out-of-scope observations were identified by ISAP-

VII.a.9 field reinspections for loose connections. All
of these had been subjected to documented onsite
testing.

All loose connections were subject to and most likely-

were de-terminated by onsits test personnel to verify
circuit continuity.

Based on the results of this root cause analysis, screw typeg
connections on terminal boards could be loose on any equipment
and connections that were subject to startup testing

,

activities. The concern is unlikely to extend to operations
activities as these activities are subject to more extensive

QC inspection requirements than were the startup activities.

4.7 Electrical Separation

Unclassified devistions for electrical separation violations
were identified in the protective relay rack and the emergency,

response faeility transducer panel supplied by York
Electro-Panel, the hot shutdown panel and main control room
bench board panel supplied by Reliance Electric, and the Class
1E DRMS equipment supplied by General Atomic.

Electrical separation violations were also identified in4

multi-train electrical equipment during imp 1_ ewe.ntation of ISAP'

I.b.4, "Barrier Removal".

Electrical separation violations within a pan 61 can be caused
by either the vendor, subsequent site construction activities,
or a combination of the two. A review of the audit,

surveillance, and receipt inspection records was conducted for
the three vendors. In the case of Reliance Electric,
extensive audit and surveillance activities were conducted.
some of them for the specific purpose of correcting electricalO sep; ration problems that had been identified.
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In the case of York Electro-Panel, pre-award surveys were-
conducted in June 1976 and October 1977. Additiondi audits
were conducted in January 1978, November 1978, and February
1980. Numerous vendor surveillances were conducted, including
TU Electric final inspections of the protective relay rack and
the emergency response facility transducer panel, prior to
shipment. These final inspections included a check for
electrical separation which was marked satisfactory.

For General Atomic, a pre-award survey was conducted in
October 1976 and an audit in January 1979. The panel was
received at CPSES in March 1983. The TU Electric final
inspection prior to shipment, also conducted in March 1983,
stated that the electrical separation had been checked and wasi

satisfactory.

O It is not clear whether the separation deviations were
overlooked or whether they were caused by later site
activities. It appears the problems identified were likely
caused by a combination of the following items:

The original assembly of the equipment was not properly-

performed by the vendor nor were the problems
subsequently identified, in all cases, by CPSES audit,
vendor surveillance, or receipt inspection activities.

,

Installation and field testing of the equipment on site-

resulted in electrical separation violations that were
not, in turn, identified or corrected by TU Electric QC
inspections.

The generic implications and resulting recommended corrective
actions identified in ISAP I.b.4 will be adequate to resolve
concerns in this area. - -

,,

4.3 Wrong Type Wire Connectors

Use of unqualified crisped wire connectors in lieu of
| specified ring-tongue crimped lug connectors was identified in
' two centrifugal water chillers supplied by Borg-Warner, York
; Division. One chiller was received in August 1979 and the

other in October 1979.'

O

_- -. .- .
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' A pre-award survey of the vendor was conducted in February
1977 and an' audit.in February-1979. No major QA program
problems were identified. TU Electric conducted final
-inspections of .the two chillers prior to shipment. No ;

problems concerning crimped connectors were identified.
However, due to the location of the connectors it is not

t ikely that normal vendor surveillance and receipt inspectioni

activities would have detected the' deviations.
.

_ Two other chillers, supplied by this vendor, also utilized the,

i unqualified crimped wire connectors. Review of deviations for
.other vendor-supplied equipment did not. identify any similar'

deviations. Therefore, it is considered likely that
deviations of this type are restricted to this vendor.4-

5.0 CONCLUSIONS' '

A review of TU Electric's Field Verification Method, FVM-88,
"Reverification of Electrical Separation" was conducted, and it was

;

|
determined that the program will identify any as-yet unidentified ;

manufacturing deficiencies and/or unclassified deviations for'

.

electrical separation violatfons that may exist.
!

The QA/QC Review Team has reviewed TU Electric's Startup !
Prerequisite Test Inscruction KCP-EE-20. "Continuity and'

,

Termination Verificatisn", and determined that this procedure will i

! identify any as-yet uninntified loose connections at the terminal
board landing points and M 11 prevent future problems from ,

' occurring. The QA/QC Revisv Team has concluded that the |
'

| unidentified loose terminati'ns were likely to have been caused by
i

site activities.

A review of TU Electric's Field Verification Method. TE-TVM-EQ-047, ,

"Limitorque Actuator Walkdowns" was conducted, and it was
determined that the program will identify any as-yet unidentified |

j manufacturing deficiencies and/or unclassified deviations
F associated with Limitorque valve actuators that may exist.

t

|

C . |
:

i

! !

I i

!,
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It was concluded that the use of the wrong type of wire connector
was isolated to the equipment supplied by Borg-Warner. TU Electric ,

should identify and correct any as-yet unidentified deviations of
this type in the two safety-related chillers supplied by
Borg-Warner but not included in the ISAP VII.a.9 rsinspections.

With the exception of the unclassified deviations for unqualified
crimped wire connectors, the ISAP VII.a.9 reinspection of vendor-
installed electrical wiring did not identify findings that will
require corrective action beyond existing TU Electric activities
already planned and underway. The specific characteristics
identified in Section 1.0 of this attachment were usually
determined to conform to the requirements of the applicable
procurement specification and vendor design drawings.

The 7.751 decision points that were identified as. deviating from

O the specified requirements equate to approximately 5.6 percent of
the 138,473 decision points evaluated. The majority of the
deviating decision points, 6,190 of 7,751 or 80 percent, were
insignificant and had no adverse impact on the ability of the
equipment to perform its intended safety function. It was
concluded that in some cases, due to the nature of the deviations.
(i.e., substitution of technically / functionally equivalent
components), undocumented engineering authorization may have been
obtained prior to the shipment / receipt of the equipment.

The notable deviations, 252 of 7,751 or 3.3 percent, were limited
to two vendors and had no adverse impact on the ability of the
equipment to perform its intended safety function. The
determination of the severity level (notable) of the deviations
resulted f rom the conservatism in the analysis methods used. For
example, a reduction in design capacity of more than 10 percent
caused a deviation to be classified as notable, even though a large"

safety factor may still have remained.

The unclassified deviations, 1,299 of 7,751 os 16.8 percent,
resulted from three specific conditions. Nine hundred seventy-nine
of the 1,299 or 75 percent of uncir.ssified deviations were
associated with 49 electrical conductors in two items furnished by
one vendor that were terminated with unqualified crimped wire
connectors. These connectors were located within an enclosed
portion of the equipment and most likely would not have been

O detected by normal vendor surveillance or receipt inspection
activity. TU Electric has, by disposition of the resultant
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nonconformance report, directed that the other two items furnished
by this vendor be reinspected for like terminations and that all' (j
such wire connectors be removed and replaced with qualified wire '

,

connectors. ,
,

i

Two hundred eight-six of the 1,299, or 22 percent, of the R

uticiassified deviations resulted from the use of Limitorque motor
operators.on actor-operated valves. Limitorque actor. operators are
an industry-wide concern and the deviations identified were the

'

same as those concerns. The corrective action program established
by TU Electric.will identify and correct any existing manufacturing-
deficiencies.

The remaining 34, or three percent of the 1,299 unclassified'
deviations, vere-identified for electrical separation discrepancies

|
'

.in five items furnished by three vendors. These discrepancies. .

should probably' have been identified by. the vendor surveillance
;- ' and/or receipt inspection activities. Electrical separation had

previously been identified as a generic concern prior to
1 implementation of this ISAP, and TU Electric has' established a
] corrective action program that will identify and correct any other

electrical separation manufacturing deficiencies that may as yet be
unidentified.

The ten manufacturing deficiencies identified represented 0.1
percent of 7.751 identified deviations. The ten manufacturing
deficiencies were loose electrical connections at terminal board
landing points in three items furnished by three vendors. These
ten deviations represent less than 1.0 percent of the landed
terminations evaluated during the field reinspections. Onsite
testing of the electrical circuits was determined to be the most

; likely cause of the identified loose terminations. The prestart
test program and TU Electric's procedura XCP-EE-20 has been

,

recently modified to identify'and correct any as-yet-unidentified
loose connections at terminal board landing points in other
safety-related equipment not included in the ISAP VII.a.9 field

'

reinspections of vendor installed electrical wiring.
. .

There was a total of four types of findings identified during the
field reinspections of vendor-installed electrical wiring. One of
the four (loose connections) was most likely caused by ensite'

, . - - testing activities unrelated to procurement problems. Anothat two
~

(electrical separation and Limitorque motor operators) had been>

- separately identified as probleme, and TU Electric had already
established, or was in the process of establishing, corrective

,

b
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS (Cont'd)

action'that would resolve these concerns in these areas. The one
remaining problem was isolated to one supplier. -TU Electric's
evaluation of the use of these wire connectors for reportability to
the NRC determined that the deviations would have had no adverse
impact on the safety of operations, had they remained uncorrected.

It is unlikely that additional unidentified vendor installed
electrical wiring problems remain that would adversely affect the
safety of operations at CPSES. Therefore, there are no additional
raconumended corrective actions beyond the correction of the
unclassified deviations regarding unqualified crimped wire
connectors in the four centrifugal water chillers provided by
Borg-Warner, York Division.

O

, .

O
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Trend Analysis of Identification

l1.0- SUMMARIZATION OF INSPECTIONS

This analysis. deals with the results of the QA/QC Review Team's
inspection of selected safety-related equipment for the required
identification as.specified in procurement specifications and/or

'

applicable design drawings. The inspections included:

Type of nameplater/ labels;-

- Number of nameplates / labels;
,

Location ol nameplates / labels; and .-

- Required information on nameplates / labels. 7

.

Overall Frequency of Deviations

'

' Total Number of Decision Points Evaluated : 4585
Total Number of Deviations Identified : 377
Percentage of Decision Points Identified !

*

as Deviations : 8.22%

Frequency of Deviations, by Type of Specification !
I*

Total No. of No. of Dev. ,

Decision Pts. Dev. Rate
3

Electrical Specifications 1111 123 11.07%
Mechanical Specifications 3474 254 7.31%

|

- - Severity of Deviations, by Type of Specification

.

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insign.

Defic. _Dev. Dev. Dev.

Electrical Specifications 0 0 0 123
Mechanical Specifications 0 0 0 254

O

- - _ _ _ _ _
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1.0 SUMMARIZATION OF INSPECTIONS (Cont'd)

Severity of Deviations, by Vendor

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insig. Dev.
< Def. Dev. Dev. Dev. Rate

** Westinghouse Power
Systems Div. 0 0 0 107 80.4% a

** Reliance Electric 0 0 0 91 4.2%
* Automation Industries /
Vitro 0 0 0 69 13.5%

* General Electric
Distribution Equipment
Div. 0 0 0 37 40.6%

*Fowar Conversion
Products Inc. 0 0 0 13- 13.4%

,( **American Air Filter 0 0 0 11 14.8%
N ** York Electro Panel 0 0 0 10 1.7%

**Ingersol Rand / Cameron
,

Pump Div. 0 0 0 9 40.9%
** Bingham Willamette 0 0 0 5 11.6%
** Buffalo Forge Nuclear Co. 0 0 0 5 8.9%
** Crane Deming Pumps 0 0 0 4 13.3%
* Square D Sorgel
Transformers 0 0 0 4 8.8%

**Posi Seal Int. inc. 0 0 0 2 2.6%
** Fisher Control Co. 0 0 0 2 2.9%
** Pacific Air Products 0 0 0 2 25.0%
** Pathway Bellows 0 0 0 2 12.5%
** Crosby Valve 0 0 0 1 4.1%
** Gulf & Western 0 0 0 1 14.2%
**Hungerford & Terry 0 0 0 "~ ~ 1 7.1%
**ITT Barton Inst. 0 0 0 1 8.3%

Additional Vendors

The IS AP VII.a.9 evaluation of equipment idontification ia:1uded
the following additional vendors, for whom no identification
deviations were identified for the equipment furnished.

-l
Vendors supplying equipment 'to electrical specifications. |'' *
Vendors supplying equipment to mechanical specifications. )**

_ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - -
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1.0 SUMMARIZATION OF INSPECTIONS (Cont'd)

No. of
Vendor Decision Points

** Applied Engineering Co. 20
**Borg Warner Nuclear Valve 30-
**Borg Warner / York Division 38
*Conax Corp. 2-

**Delaval Turbine 20
*Elgar Corp. 84
*Forney Engineering 4

*GE/ ICD 165
* Gen Atomic Tech. Inc. 86

**Hexcel/ MCI Div. 8

**Kranco Inc. 5

**Struthers Wells Corp. 30
* Westinghouse / Medium Pwr Transf. 21
* Westinghouse / Motor 6

TOTAL 519

2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As shown in Section 1.0, all of the identification deviations were
classified as insignificant. The reasons for this classification
were two-fold: 1) none of the deviations had the potential for
adversely affecting the ability of an operator to perform his
duties during the routine or non-routine operation of the plant;
and 2) none of the deviations reported would impair the equipment's
ability to perform its intended function.

> - - - - . . . . . The analyserv2 the deviatims that occurred in the control room or
the het shutdown panels were given careful evaluation because
deviations that occur in these areas have the greatest potential
for affecting an operator's ability to perform his functions.

O

- -- ,- . __ . . _ _ , . , . _ _ . , _ . , _
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3.0- EVALUATION OF DEVIATIONS

The following sections discuss the results of the trend analysis
evaluations by_ type of deviations.

.

3.1 Manufacturing Deficiencies

- None noted.. [
3.2 Unclassified Deviationsc

,

?-
None noted.

3.3 Notable Deviations
,

None noted.

3.4- Insignificant Deviations

O,1
,

The nature of the insignificant-deviations will not be ,

discussed by type of specification as in the other trend ;

reports, but instead will be discussed in five major groups to
provide more clearly the information regarding the
insignificant nature of the deviations including their >

possible ef fect cm the saf e operation of the vendor supplied
,

equipment..

.

The groups are as follows:
I

! Group 1 - Wrong Mode of Labeling e.g. adhesive tape vs.
engraving material (Lamacoid) |

*

Group 2 - Missing, Incorrect, or Additional Information >, ,,_

; on Nameplates / Labels'

! Group 3 - Missing or Additional Nameplates / Labels
'

~l. Group 4 - Missing or Wrong Color-coding
,

; Group 5 - Labels Not Attached as Specified

There were 112 Group 1 deviations or 36.4 percent of the ;

total, involving two suppliers. Most of the deviations (106)
'

i

occurred with one vendor (Westinghouse / Power Systems), who had !;
the highest deviation rate of all the vendors (80.4 percent). !

'
,

However, this number is not of concern because of the nature

i
'

i !
i ;

i

_ __
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATIONS (Cont'd)
~

of the deviations. In no case would these mode-of-labeling-
deviations have affected an operator's ability or the intended
function of the equipment. Even though the labeling was ot
per the specifications, the required information was available

;and plainly legible. Examples of this type of deviation are'
as followst

Lynply tape versus Lamacoid (tape vs. engraved-

plastic);
,

Labeling on switches versus adhesive foil; and-

Identification written on the side of the modules and-

not on engraved nameplates. [

Group 2 deviations Missing, Incorrect, or Additional
Information, comprised the largest number of deviations, 124 ;

-

. or 32.9 percent of the total, and involved the most suppliers
'

'

(16). The deviations in this group were further divided into:

three sub-groups:

Manufacturer's Information: This sub-group included-

deviations such as missing manufacturer name, date of
manufacture, starting limitations, instruction
bulletins, manufacturer type, direction of pump
rotation, and connection diagrams.

Equipment Ratings: This sub-group included deviations-

such ar missing or wrong design temperatures, equipment,

funt: ions, safety designations, classes, frequencies
(hertz), efficiency index letters, and ASME
specification numbers... . .. . . . . ,

Tag number / Serial number /and Identificationt Ihis; -

sub-group included deviations such as missing purchase
order numbers, serial numbers, tag numbers, wrong
serial numbers, missing or extra letters / numbers in the
identifications and wrong abbreviations (e.g. HOR vs.
HDR for Header.)

S e majority of the deviations described above occurred in
areas other than the control room or hot shutdown panels and
therefore were not likely to impact any significant plant

O operations. The missing or wrong information was primarily
intended to aid in the maintenance, installation and testing
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVI ATIONS - (Cont'd)
,

of the. equipment, and was not intended for use by operators;
none of the deviations were judged ,likely to impact the
intended operation of the equipment.

The deviations that were identified in the control room and on
the hot shutdown panels are insignificant because they would.
nor have adversely affected the operators' performance, or ,

'

they had already been identified and will be corrected by the
programs discussed in Section 5.0. The following are the

Idescriptions of these deviations:

.There was a deviation for a missing suffix "A" on the.-

identification serial number for three indicator lights ;
!mounted on a benchboard (2-ZL-5349"A"). However, since

this benchboard has. only one type of light arrangement
usin6 this identification, the potential for confusion
with lights of the same type does not erist.

O i

Nameplates on a lighting panel did not have the i-

frequency rating listed. This information is primarily
intended for use by maintenance, installation, and i

!testing personnel and was not in' tended for use by
!: operators during normal operations.

.

Deviations were identified in the Unit 2 solid state-

systems sequencer for an incorrectly marked evitch and ,

for relays that had an additional letter in their |
! identification. The switch was incorrectly marked

"DS76" where "DS1" was required. The relays had an
additional "K" added to the identification ('.e., KK165s.

' as installed in lieu of K165 required). In all cases
the conductors were connected to the correct terminal

h points and the incorrect markings were inside the
sequencer in locations unlikely to affect operators'
performance.;

The remaining deviations in this category occurred on-

! the Unit 2 hot shutdown panel. Three deviations -

' consisted of the use of an incorrect abbreviation on a ,

control switch (HOR sersus HDR) and the addition of a
i "JK" and "JU" to the vendor's component numbers. These

conditions would not confuse an operator because, in *

! : the first case, the incorrect abbreviation is located ;

next to the correct abbreviation f or another control -

;_-
switch, and in the seecnd case, the additional letters

'
were information that, although useful, was not ,

required.
,

!

|

| r

:
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATIONS (Cont'd)

The other deviations on the hot shutdown panel
consisted of incorrect identification markers for
modules in the panel, missing foil markers on the back
of a device, incorrect color coding on nameplates, and
incorrect identification. Although these items could
possibly have affected operator ability, the deviations
had already been identified and will be corrected under
existing programs as discussed in Section 5.0,

None of the deviations included in Group 2 affected the
intended function of the equipment.

Group 3 deviations, Missing or Additional Nameplates / Labels,
consisted of 30 deviations (9.7 percent of the total)
involving six suppliers. The instances of missing
nameplates / labels would not have confused an operator for the
following reasons:

- \~ The information on the missing numeplates/ labels was-

for use by maintenance, installation, and testing
personnel and was not intended for use by operators [
during normal operations.

.

Where nameplates / labels were found missing,-

identification of the item could be verified by other
means, e.g. stamps on components, wiring diagrams,
identification written in lieu of nameplates,

,
'

comparison with equipment of the same make and model,
etc.

The deviations involving additional nameplates / labels are also
of no concern. The only deviation report in the control room

j was on a control board panel where the additional nameplates
provided information for installation and maintenance.

I-

There are two cases where additional nameplates gave rise to a *

hardware concern. These occurred on the two expansion joint
bellows. Two nameplates were installed per expansion joint

' ' where only one was specified. The primary concern was whether
the welding on the extra nameplates would adversely affect the
integrity of the pressure boundary. Because the nameplates
were not velded to the bellows (they were rack welded to a 3/8

| inch thick end piece), there was no adverse impact.

|
,

i .

| I
._ __ - _ - -- - _ . _ . - .
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3.0 EVALUATION OF DEVIATIONS (Cont'd)

Group 4 deviations, Missing or Wrong Color-Coding, included 45
deviations (14.6 percent of the total) involving three
suppliers. These color-coding deviations were considered to
be insignificant because alternate means of color code
identification were always available. For example, there were
instances where wirevays were not color-coded but the wires or
cables were color-coded. In other cases, nameplates were net
color-coded but separate color-coded tags were provided.

The deviations that occurred in the control room and hot
shutdown panels where.the potential is greatest for operator
error were of no concern because of the alternate means of
identification described above and because the deviations
occurred in locations that are not of operator concern (e.g.
in the rear of and inside panels).

Group 5 deviations. Labels not Attached as Specified, included,

66 deviations (21.4 percent of the total) involving two
vendors. In all instances the as-installed nameplates / labels
would have had no effect on the ability of the operator
because the labels that were installed are easily read and
clearly identified the components. The following are typical
examples of the deviations in this group

The branch circuit's number was on the breaker itself-

rather than on the panel tria as specified.

Identification plates were mounted on the steel wire-

trough instead of on the steel panel next to the
instrument, as required.

Labels were Socated on the panel near the components-

instead of on the components as specified.

4.0 ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATIONS ANALYSIS

Not applicable,
,

O

,
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 17D RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

As stated cion 3.0 above, there were no deviations identified

that would . r the function of the equipment and the deviations |

.ified that could adversely affect the ability of anthat were '

operator du:ing the operation of the plant have already been
; identified and are being corrected under existing programs. It is

unlikely that any deviations exist in unevaluated equipment that.

would adverssly affect the ability of equipment to perform its *

safety or that would adversely affec' ;M ability of an operator ,

during the operation of ).he plant. L'! Pre.Nre, no adverse trend |

exists and no additional reinspectiotw i' required. :

i
'

Recommendations

There are no recommendatiens. As previously noted, TU Electric has |
!established programs to improve existing labeling to ensure
'

clarity.
,

These programs, established prior to ISAP VII.a.9 implementation,
are defined in the following documents: ,

;

; "Appendix E - Demarcation Labeling, and Mimics Human [-

Engineering Guideline" |,

Instruction No. 0WI-402 "Operations Department Labeling-

Control"

These programa vill correct many of the type of identification j

, _ deviations identified during ISAP VII.a.9 implementation.

:

i

I

k

.

O
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Trend Analysis of Material

1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The evaluation of safety-related consumable materials included
civil / structural materials such as cement, aggregate, and
reinforcing steel; electrical materials such as cabic and splice
kits; and welding materials suchlas weld. rod and weld wire. The

selection of material was biased towards civil / structural
materials. This was determined to be prudent due to the variety of
materials and the lack of product acceptance testing similar to the
testing that is performed for electrical and welding materials.

Evaluation of consumable materials was accomplished by reviewing
the supporting documentatior; provided by the manufacturer. The
only exception to this was the evaluation of Class 1E electrical
. table , which was evaluated by physical reinspection of remnants of
installed safety-related cables, as well as a review of the' -() supporting documentation provided by the manufacturer.,

Overall Frequency of Deviations

Total No. of Decision Points Evaluated: 3804
Total No. of Deviations Identified: 215
Percentage of Decision Points Identified as
Deviations: 5.65%

Frequency of Deviations by Type of Specification

Total No. of No. of Dev.
Decision Pts. Dev. Rate

Civil / Structural
Specifications 1757 138 7.85%
- Concrete Materials 225 (34) 15.1%
- Reinforcing Steci 278 -0- - 0-
- Misc. Steel 1142 (104) 9.11%
- Cadweld Materials 112 -0- - 0-
Electrical Specifications 1522 72 4.73%
- Cable 1427 (72) 5.05%
- Slice Kits 95 - 0- - 0-
Welding Specifications 525 5 0.95%
- Weld Rod 258 -0- -0-
- Weld Wire 267 (5) 1.87%O

- -.---. .- - . - , . - - _ -
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

Severity of Deviations by Type of Specification

Mfg. Unclass. Notable Insign.
Defic. Dev. -Dev. Dev.

Civil / Structural Specification - 0- -0- -0- 138
- Concrete Materials -0- -0- -0- -(34)
- Reinforcing Steel -0- -0- - 0- -0-
- Misc. Steel - 0- -0- -0- (104)
- Cadweld Materials -0- -0- - 0- -0-
Electrical Specifiestion -0- 1 - 0- 71
- Cable - 0- (1) -0- (71)
- Splice Kits - 0- -0- -0- -0-
Welding Spec. - 0- -0- -0- 5

| - Weld Rod -0- -0- -0-' -0-

/") - Weld Wire -0- -0- -0- (5)
, ' (/

Severity of Deviations, by Vendor
_

Dev. Kfg. Unclass. Notable Insign.
Rate Defic. Dev. Dev. Dev.

++Cerro W&C 6.3% -0- 1 - 0- 51
+Bostrom Bergen ~ 14.7% -0- -0- - 0- 63
+AFC0 Steel 7.2% -0- - 0- - 0- 36
+ Nuclear Shielding

Co. 25.8% -0- - 0- - 0- 25;

++0konite Co. 4.2% -0- - 0- - 0- 20
+Gifford-Hill 6.6% -0- - 0- -0- 8

+ General Steel 13.2% -0- - 0- - 0- 5

+++Arcos 1.9% - 0- -0- -0- 3

| +&+ Murex Welding 2.4% -0- -0- -0- 2

+TII 14.3% - 0- - 0- - 0- 1

The evaluation of consumable safety-related materials included 18
additional vendors for which no deviations were identified.

i

+ Vendors supplying civil / structural consumable materials.
.

++ Vendors supplying electrical consumable materials.
+++ Vendors supplying welding consumable materials.;,

;
,

t
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1.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS (Cont'd)

No. of
Decision Points

+++Techa11oy 23
+++Cheatron Corp. 138
+++Sandvik Inc. 120

+ERICO Products 112
+Teledyne-Brown 77
+ Bethlehem Steel 129
+DuBose Steel 81
+ Nelson Stud 10
+ Southern Bolt & Fastener 24
+ Central Texas Iron 72
+ARMCO Steel 26

++Rockbestos 125

[] ++Raychem Inc. 95
\s) +A&G Engineering Co. 3

+Meddeo Metals 3 ,

+Nove Machine 3

+ Pressure vessels 3

+Alcan Aluminum 21

2.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The evaluation of purchased safety-related consumable materials
included materials from 28 vendors (listed in preceeding tables).
Eighteen of the 28 aslected vendors furnished materials for which
there were no identified deviations. There were 215 deviations
documented on 38 DRs pertaining to the safety-related material
provided by the remaining 10 vendors. One of the 215 deviatione

I was determined to be an unclassified deviation. The remaining 214
deviations documented on 37 DRs were determined to be insignificant
deviations. The 10 vendors and the identified deviations have been
grouped according to the type of material for the purpose of
facilitating discussion,

i
i

;

!

-, . . -- . _ . . - _ - .
l
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3.0 EVALUATION

The following sections discuss the resultc of the evaluations for
civil / structural material, electrical material, and welding
material:

3.1 Civil / Structural Material

Nineteen vendors of safety-related civil / structural materials
were selected to be included in the evaluation of purchased
safety-related materials. Thirteen of the 19 vendors supplied
materials for which no deviations were identified. A total of
1757 decision points were evaluated to determine the
. acceptability-of the safety-related civil / structural material.
One hundred thirty-eight of these decision points were
identified as deviations on 17 DRs and were subsequently

! determined to be insignificant deviations. A description of
these insignificant deviations follows:.,

\M Eighty-two of the 138 insignificant deviations were-

identified because of documentation (e.g., Certified
Material Test Report (CMTR), Certificate of Compliance
(C of C), etc.] that did not clearly contain all
required information or the information was not
addressed in the same vernacular as is used in the
applicable material specification.

The safety significance evaluations determined, in all
cases, that adequate alternate information was
available to enable the acceptability of the selected
material to be verified.

Examples of this type of deviation are when the CMTR
does not identify the surface condition of supplied
liner plate, the C of C does not state that the. vendor
complied with the applicable industry standard, and
when the CMTR does not identify the hardness of the
furnished material.

|
! Fifty-one of the 138 insignificant deviations~

identified missing documentation of in-process testing
of the selected materials such as verification of the

I moisture content of aggregate and non-destructive
i examination of bends in steel plate. The in-process

_f testing of these materials provides a level of
confidence that required final acceptance testing vill

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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3.0 EVALUATION (Cont'd)

provide verification that the as-installed materials
will meet the requirements of the applicable
procurement specifications. The safety significance
evaluation of the identified' deviations determined that
the required onsite final acceptance tests were
performed and verified acceptability of the selected
materials. Therefore, the inability to locate the
supporting documentation of in-process testing of
selected materials had no effect on the ability of the
materials to perform their intended safety function.

Examples o'f this type of deviation are visual
inspection records of liner plate bends could not be
located and C of C to the applicable CPSES material
specification could not be located.

Five of the 138 deviations identified that materials-

other than the materials specified in the applicable
CPSES materials specification were provided by the
vendor. The safety significance evaluation determined
in all these cases that the material submitted was
capable of performing its intended safety function.

Examples of this type of deviation are type 304
stainless steel was provided in lieu of required 304L
and number 4 crushed stone was furnished in lieu of
Number 467. In the latter case, number 4 crushed stone
is considered to be coarse aggregate (1-1/2").
Applicable industry standard ASTM C-33 suggests, and
the applicable CPSES material specification 2323-SS-9
requires, that coarse aggregate gradation size #467 be

,

obtained by combining separate gradation sizes (e.g.,
j #4 and #67). The combining of the two gradation sizes
l was an onsite batch plant function.

3.2 Electrical Material

|
Four vendors of safety-related electrical material were

l included in the evaluation of purchased safety-related
I material. Two of the vendors supplied material that had no

deviations identified. There was a total of 1522 decision
% points evaluated to determine the acceptabf.lity of the

selected electrical materials. Seventy-two of these decision
points, documented on 13 DRs, were identified as deviations.
One of the identified deviations was determined to be an
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3.0 EVALUATION (Cont'd)

unclassified deviation. The remaining 71 deviations,-
documented on 12 DRs, were determined to be insignificant
deviations.

The one unclassified deviation identified was that the outside
diameter of electrical cable type W-148 furnished by Cerro
Wire and Cable was, on the average. 0.019 inches larger than
the specified maximum. It was determined that the oversize
condition was the result of an excessively thick cable jacket.
Further evaluation of this condition would be required to
ensure:

that the correct thermal rating of power cables and-

fire seals was utilized;

that the cable weight change does not adversely affect~ -

the raceway support design ands
.

that the specified minimum bend radius is correct for|
-

| this condition.

TU Electric separately identified cases of oversize electric
cable and has identified this concern as being potentially
reportable under the requirements of 10CFR50.55(e). Based on
their concern, TU Electric has established an ongoing program
to evaluate and, if necessary, correct oversize cable
conditions. Because the established program would also
address the deviation identitied by the CPRT, the deviation
was identified as an unclassified deviation and referred to TU
Electric for resolution. The concern and planned evaluation
are documented on TU Electric's Significant Deficiency
Analysis Reports (SDARs) CP-87-99 and CP-87-98.

The remaining 71 identified insignificant deviations were of
the following three basic types

Fifty-nine of the 71 insignificant deviations-

identified the cable reel markings were incomplete or j
incorrect. The uafety significance evaluation

'

determined, in all cases, that incomplete or incorrect
cable reel markings have no adverse effect on the

(' ' ability of the cable to perform its intended
\ safety-related functions. Despite the missing

information on the cable reels, the Class 1E electrical

_
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3.0 EVALUATION (Cont'd)-

cables on the reels are themselves identified with the
required information. These markings are located
intermittently along the entire length of each cable to
facilitate identification and assure proper use.

l Other examples of this type of deviation are where the
weight of cable on the cable reel was missing or*

incorrect, where the cable type number was missing,
cable reel data was on one side of the cable reel only,
and where warning labels were missing.

Eleven of the 71 insignificant deviations were reported-

where the cross-sectional area of the copper conductor
to be less than 98 percent of the nominal
cross-sectional area specified in ASTM Standard B-8.
The safety significance evaluation determined, in all

'I ) cases, that the reduced cross-sectional area was within
\- ' 95 percent of the nominal cross-section area and that

the DC resistance per unit length did not exceed the
maximum DC resistance specified in NEMA Standard ICEA
S-19-81 NEMA WC.

One of the 71 insignificant deviations was that the-

cable jacket was not marked to show the number of
conductors. The specific cable is a "triplex cable"
and as such has no outer jacket. The cable consists of
three individually insulated conductors spirally
twisted together as a single three conductor cable.
Each of individual conductor's outer jackets are
appropriately marked. All other markings are as
specified. It was determined that this deviation had
no effect on the ability of the electric cable to
perform its intended safety function.

3.3 Welding Material

Five vendors of safety-related welding materials were selected
to be included in the evaluation of purchased safety-related
material. Three of the selected vendors supplied material
that had no deviations identified. There was a total of 525
decision points avaluated to determine the acceptability of
the selected welding materials. Five of these decision

O points, documented on five DRs were identified as
insignificant deviations.

|

l
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The five identified insignificant deviations were of the
-

following two basic types:

Three of the five insignificant deviations were-

reported where the documentation provided did not
clearly contain all the required infermation or that
the information was not addressed in the same
vernacular as the applicable material specification.
The safety significance evaluation determined in all
cases that adequate alternative information was
available to verify the acceptability of the selected
material.

Examples of this type of deviation are that the-
Certified Test Report does not identify the cooling

r-'s rate of the veld test specimen subsequent to post veld
E heat treatment, and that the Certified Test Report does

._

not identify the preheat temperature used in preparing
the base material for the weld test specimen.

- Two of the five insignificant deviations were reported
where documents contained information that did not
conform to the requirements of the applicable
safety-related material specification. The safety
significance evaluation determined in both cases that

|
the identified deviatiens ~ resulted in the receipt of
material that is equal to or better than the material'

required by the specification.

Examples of this type deviation are that the CMTR
identifies the chromium content of the supplied
material as being slightly higher than the maximum
allowed by the material specification, and that the
Certified Test Report does not indicate that the weld
test specimen was made by the gas-tungsten-arc-welding
process using DC straight polarity.

4.0 ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATION ANALYSIS

( A root cause/ generic implication analysis was conducted for the
| identified unclassified deviation. No extensive attempt was made
l - to determine vendor related root causes because of the time that

has elapsed since the problem occurred and the difficulty in

- ._ _.
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4.0 ROOT CAUSE AND GENERIC IMPLICATION ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

obtaining the necessary information from the vendor. The analysis
was directed toward the identification of possible weaknesses or
failures of the CPSES procurement process.

Vendor surveillance and receiving inspection personnel were
responsible for ensuring that the electrical cable complied with
the specified requirements. The QC Review Team found that the
final examination of the cable prior to shipment was. waived by TU
Electric. Thus, the responsibility ~for assuring that the
electrical cable complied with specified requirements was relegated
to the site receiving inspection.

The receipt inspection was performed utilizing the same inspection
checklist that would have been used to perform the final
examination at the manufacturer's facility. The checklist

,
identified the cable outside' diameter as an attribute to be

' ( verified. However, the checklist was marked by the receiving
inspector in the "Not Verified" column.

The QA/QC Review Team also looked at the applicable inspection
checklists for the other cable types included in the ISAP VII.a.9
evaluation. It was found that the inspection checklists were not
consistent in content (e.g. , two of three checklists did not
require verification of cable dimensions).

Ihe applicable TU Electric QA/QC procedures were also reviewed to
determine the procedural requirements in effect at the time the
electrical cable was accepted for use by TU Electric. It was found
that the procedures lacked definitive instructions as to the depth
and scope of vendor surveillance and receiving inspection
activities.

Although the original cause of the oversize cable was likely
attributable to vendor manufacturing error, the cause for TU
Electric's failure to identify this unclassified deviation was
probably less-than-adequate procedures and inspection checklists.

Less-than-adequate QC supervision was identified as a secondary
cause. It was concluded that the inconsistencies in inspection
checklists and the receiving inspector's decision not to verify a
required inspection attribute should have been detected and
corrected.

Based on the identified causes, it was concluded that there may be
other oversize cable installed at CPSES,

J

u .

.
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The conclusion reached is supported by TU Electric's identification
of f our additional electrical cable types that have outside
diameters in excess of the maximum allowable. TU Electric has
documented these deviations on Nonconformance Report
NCR-CE-87-1357. Rev. I and Significant Deficiency Analysis Reports-
CP-87-98 and CP-87-99. No evidence was identified to indicate that

i similar types of problems may exist for other types of material.
The generic implications of the weakness in the TU Electric
procurement program in regard to other trending categories will be

,

| addressed in the overall suumrxy of the ISAP VII.a.9 trend analysis
results.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

O The QA/QC Review Team has reviewed TU Electric's method for
evaluating the concerns identified on the two SDARs and concluded
that the actions will identify any as yet unidentified oversize
Class 1E electrical cables. Therefore, no recommendations for
corrective action are required. Based on the results of the
documentation reviews and physical _reinspections, there is
reasonable assurance that it is unlikely that manufacturing
deficiencies exist in the materials not included in this
evaluation.

O

_ _ -
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,

The following procurement packages were selected to evaluate the
implementation of the program.

Qualitv-Related

P.O. Number Q Vendor Description

CPF13765-S A Westinghouse Motor Repair
CPF13797-$ C Hilti, Inc. Hilti Bolts
CPF13809-S C Rockwell International Valve parts
CPF13624-S A Alloy Rod Corporation Welding Electrodes
CPF13634-S A DuBose Steel, Inc. Flat Bar ASME SA-36
CPF13696-S A Pullman Construction Ind. Fire Dampers
CPF13736-S A Westinghouse Modification Kit

CPF13467-5 C Frank W. Winne & Son, Inc. Duct Tape
CPF13527-S C Philip Vickery Co, Inc. Diesel Generators

I

(\ -)
CFF13788-S C Air Monitor Flow Measuring '

Station

CPF13889-S V Ceilcote Company Ceilcote Epoxy
Grout

CPF13340-S A Conax Buffalo Corp. Penetrations
CPF13820-S A BBC-Brown Bovari, Inc. Circuit Breaker

Jackshafts
661-73293-S A Westinghouse Printed Circuit

Card
661-73543-S A Texas Valve & Fitting Co. Tube Fitting

661-73569-S A Raychem Corp. Cable Sleeve
661-73627-S A Westinghouse Relay
661-73660-S A Elgar Corporation Inverter Board
661-73700-S A AMP Special Industries Terminal
661-73781-S A General Electric Co. Relay
661-73809-A A Sorrento Electronics Transducer
661-73658-S C Texas Mill Supply & Mfg Inc Epoxy Kit
661-73681-S C Tulsa Gage & Instrument Co Pressure Gage
661-73969-S C Romar Supply, Inc. Gate Valve
661-73980-S C Climate Supply Solenoid Valve ;

661-74118-S C Hocker, Inc. Magnetic Particles

,

10
!

1
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Non-Qualitv-Related

P.O. Number Q Vendor Description

CPF28484 N GNE Batteries /Rayburn Power Train C Battery
Cell

CFF28842 N GNB Batteries, Inc Terminal Lug
CPF29232 N Goulds Pumps. Inc Chilled Water

Booster Pumps
CPF29249 N Ryerson Carbon Steel Plate
CPF29595 N Stuart Hose Company Fire Rose
CPF29686 N Standard Industrial Supply Carbon Steel
CPF29847 N Industrial International. Inc Valves
CPF30658 N Summers Electric Stranded Wire
CPF31091 N Oriental Gasket & Packing Neoprene Gasket

Material
CPF31572 N General Electric Co. 3 Pole, 25 Amp, 600

VAC

\)
.

Selection of source inspection activities for evaluation involved the
following Purchase orders:

CPF13340-S A Conax Penetrations
CfF13085-S A Rockbestos Cable
CEF13820-S A BBC Brown Bovari Jackshafts
CPF11399-S A BIV Cable Cable
CPF12839-S A Anco Engineers Testing Services

Selection of storage / maintenance activities for evaluation involved the
following purchase orders:

CP0015B Crane Deming Pump
r CPF12139-S Westinghouse Motor

CP0001 Westinghouse Pump
CPF1047-5 We stinghouse Valve operator
661-70029 GA Technologies Motor
N61-00002 Westinghouse Power Supply
661-72969 Grinnel Fire Protection Valve
661-71006 Transamerica Delavel Pump

O

.


